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Abstract
This thesis outlines a practice-based case study on a campaign for regenerative
agriculture. It applies experimental narrative enquiry that de-centres humans and includes
non-humans in an examination of value creation within promotional sustainability
narratives. Living Stories proposes a research-production model that investigates, develops
and distributes campaign stories, and connects humans with places, ecological landscapes,
multispecies and material objects. The model is three-phased and combines ethnographic
fieldwork methods with experimental storytelling labs and cross-platform media
distribution networks. The theoretical framework draws upon cross-disciplinary research
principles from design, anthropology and multispecies theories, and applies Deleuze &
Guattari’s (1987) notion of assemblage and assemblage analysis, developed by Fox &
Alldred (2015b). Living Stories examines the micropolitical worlds emerging between
humans and non-humans as a social and cultural network, entangled in a promotional
sustainability campaign as a ‘storyworld’.
The Living Stories campaign storyworld rejects the idea of value propositions that
centre on the needs of the ‘user’ or human ‘desire’. Instead it draws upon diverse value
creation from the sustainability matrix of economic, social, cultural and/or environmental
value channels, as an assemblage of plural humans and non-humans. The study experiments
with speculative fiction and real-life narratives as an entwined process and discusses ethics
regarding the promotion of tangible and intangible value. Living Stories offers an
investigation into experimental narrative research methods that mediate transparent
‘diverse value-propositions’.
Keywords: Storytelling, campaign design, regenerative agriculture, narrative research,
design anthropology, multi-species, new materialism, assemblage analysis
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Glossary of terms
Term

Definition

Sustainability Matrix

The four values of sustainability: economic, social, cultural and
environmental, as a ‘matrix’ of value creation measurement.

Research-production model

The research-production model in Living Stories is a design
research framework and methodology where both research and
production operate together as a parallel ongoing continuum
throughout the life-cycle of a story. In Living Stories this design
research partnership is between design and social science.

Assemblage

Based on the notion of assemblage as described by Deleuze &
Guattari (1987), in Living Stories, assemblages are viewed as
human and non-human entities that are socially connected as a
group.

Actor

In Living Stories, the entities that play a role in a story, both
human and non-human, are called actors.

Intra-action

The term intra-action, defined by Karen Barad (2007), replaces
the word interaction in Living Stories. Intra-action means the
actions that build the plot of a story are produced collectively
through a relationship between multiple story actors, rather
than interactions, where actors perform individual acts upon
another.

Affect

In Living Stories the New Materialist definition of ‘affect’
replaces the term ‘agency’ (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). The intraaction that is produced through an engaged relationship
between assembled actors stimulates an ‘affect’ among the
actors.

Relational flow

In Living Stories the affect ‘flows’ as a ‘living flow’, produced by
the intra-action of related actors.

Affect-relations

Refers directly to the ‘flow of affect’ produced by the
relationship between actors.

Affect-economy

The affect-economy comes from Clough’s (2004) definition. The
flow of relational affect between actors in an assemblage
produces generative, active capacities called the ‘affecteconomy’ (Clough, 2004). It is the affect-economy as an active
‘value proposition’ that is under investigation in Living Stories.

Storyworld

The storyworld in Living Stories is an entangled selection of
related stories that together form a promotional campaign. In
Living Stories the term storyworld draws from theories in
literature (as a world created through story plot building) and
multi-media communication design (as a world of collected
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stories that are transmitted through integrated media
platforms).
Storyworld-assemblage

Storyworld-assemblage is used to describe the storyworld when
discussing it specifically as an assemblage.

Storyworld Platform

A workspace for developing story concepts and analysing
narrative-assemblages.

Campaign-assemblage

Campaign-assemblage refers to a campaign specifically as an
assemblage, made up of relevant actors that can include
campaign stakeholders, story production tools or technologies,
and the stories required to activate a campaign.

Research-assemblage

Research-assemblage, as defined by Fox & Alldred (2015b), is a
group of appropriate and related research methods, tools,
techniques, and human and non-human research participants
that form as an assemblage of actors. In Living Stories the
research-assemblage underpins the methods and tools used for
the research enquiry covered in this thesis.

Narrative

The use of the term narrative in Living Stories relates to how
actors assemble as a narrative plot. The narrative is analysed
through experimental narrative enquiry.

Story

Story is used as it relates to the performance of storytelling and
the production of campaign stories. The definition of narrative
and story in Living Stories is in aid of keeping simplicity and
clarity throughout the thesis.

Narrative-assemblage

The narrative-assemblage is used in Living Stories as a term to
define how specific actors come together as an assembled group
and form the plot of a narrative. In Living Stories narrativeassemblages are gathered through the research methods of
narrative enquiry and are analysed as discursive and
conversational narrative data.

Story-assemblage

The story-assemblage as it is used in Living Stories relates to a
story as a performance, such as stories told through
conversation, or through media production.

Hybrid-assemblage

A hybrid-assemblage is the result of two assemblages that intraact and form as a new intra-related assemblage. In Living Stories
the storyworld emerges as a process of hybrid-assemblages
forming.

Value-proposition

In Living Stories a diverse value-proposition is an assemblage of
diverse value-producing actors that collectively contribute to the
narrative of a value creation process. These actors can remain
stable or change as new actors enter the narrative. The valueproposition in Living Stories is a bottom-up value creation
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process (Brown, 2018) as the study takes place primarily on the
land with regenerative farmers.
Transparency

In Living Stories transparency refers to open dialogue and
governance of sustainability life-cycle principles and the public
disclosure of sustainability information. Transparency also refers
to truthful communications that build relationships of trust and
responsible emotional connections.
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Introduction
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Following the trail of living value
In this introductory chapter, I walk through how Living Stories began. I start by
explaining my professional background in marketing and communication design and what
motivated me to embark on this Masters program. This introduction outlines how my
interest in sustainability has motivated me to pursue this research as a contribution to the
communication design industry. This research project is practice-based and covers a case
study of experimental narrative research on the topic of regenerative agriculture for a
promotional campaign. In this chapter, as an entry point to the thesis, I provide a synopsis
of the regenerative farming industry. Living Stories is a research project contributing to
research methodology that is de-centering humans in communication design and in this
chapter I explain how. This thesis contains 6 chapters and this introduction provides an
overview of each.
I entered this Research Masters as a design practitioner from the marketing and
communications industry. I have brought hands-on experiential knowledge from 20 years of
working in the fields of advertising, marketing and communications as a communication
designer and a marketing specialist. Throughout my career, I have integrated my marketing
role with that of a business consultant with skills in strategic brand management.
Specifically, I have consulted business leaders and project officers on how to market their
products, services and ideas as creative and interesting promotional communications. This
has included communication design for both print and multimedia such as websites,
advertising and brand identity. One of the consultancy services I offered throughout my
career was a conversational narrative coaching workshop that I used to uncover potential
promotional stories. Clients would tell me about their marketing wins and losses and by the
end of the appointment, I would have redesigned a new promotional pitch. This workshop
would include brand strategy and simple marketing advice to guide clients to the
appropriate channels of communication for their story. I would then switch hats to a
communication designer and develop multimedia communications to deliver their story into
the marketplace. These storytelling workshops are the foundations of my experiential
industry practice that I bring to this Masters thesis.
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In 2015, I gained a postgraduate education in design anthropology, a crossdisciplinary research practice that combines the fields of design and the ethnographic
research methods from anthropology. Design anthropology is a human-centred design
research practice that aims to reflexively understand the culture of human groups and then
intervene in that culture with new relevant designs (Otto & Smith, 2013). In this degree
qualification, I specialised in sustainability communications. In my career, I have used my
skillset in communication design, marketing consultancy and design anthropology to assist
for-profit business and non-profit organisations to develop marketing strategies and
communications. Much of the work I have conducted has been based on cross-cultural
contexts. I have worked with cultural groups ranging from Australian Indigenous, refugee
communities, for-profit commercial markets, and non-profit grassroots community groups.
The topic of value and how different people communicate value has been a key interest of
mine. Particularly, when defining value based on sustainability principles with a non-profit
or for-profit agenda in mind. As a creative design practitioner, I remain fascinated to learn
what elements in promotional stories capture the interest of an audience and persuade
human behaviour. It was this curiosity in the topic of ‘value’ that first inspired me to embark
on Living Stories.
The second motivation behind Living Stories was to contribute to the area of
sustainability communications in my industry. I grew up in a regional area and have
witnessed the loss of biodiversity in my homeland. It is an important topic to me and I have
been confronted by others who deny that humans play a role in climate change. The world
is facing a dramatic rise in climate change, including unstable weather patterns, natural
disasters and dramatic threats of future ecological collapse (UN Climate Press Release,
2020; United Nations Climate Change, 2020). According to environmental scientists, we
have now entered the era that atmospheric chemist Paul Crutzen and biologist Eugene
Stoermer classify as the Age of the Anthropocene (Latour, 2014; Massy, 2017; Kirksey &
Helmreich, 2010; Saldanha & Stark, 2016). The Anthropocene is defined as a period of
geological time where humans and the cognitive perspective of humans have dominated
over nature. This domination has set the precedent for the earth’s current geological age in
which humans face diminishing ecosystems and a rising climate emergency. The
Anthropocene follows the Holocene epoch which dates back 12,000 years to the end of the
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last ice age (Saldanha & Stark, 2016). Some say the Anthropocene started as early as the
1600s when the Americas were colonised (Saldanha & Stark, 2016). Others regard the
Anthropocene as beginning during the Industrial Revolution with the developments of the
18th Century steam engine (Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010; Saldanha & Stark, 2016; Latour,
2014; Massy, 2017). Climate change scientists argue that in the Anthropocene, humans’
domination of nature is the driving force behind the advancing environmental disaster (Fox
& Alldred, 2015b; Tillman, 2015; Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010; Scott et al, 2014). It is humans,
they explain, and the demands of a modern technological society with economic models of
consumerism that is driving global environmental destruction (Fox & Alldred, 2015b;
Tillman, 2015; Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010; Scott et al, 2014). Yet, despite these claims, the
topic of anthropocentric climate change is highly contentious, many do not agree. In 2017,
the current Prime Minister of Australia Scott Morrison rejected climate change rhetoric and
held up a piece of coal in a political speech supporting a fossil fuels economy. He stated
“[d]on’t be afraid. Don’t be scared. It won’t hurt you. It’s coal” (Lyons, 2019, para 6).

However, the political views on climate are changing, by 2019, the Federal Election was
known as the first “climate election” where the climate change debate was important to
Australians (Mathews, 2019, para 12).
Around Australia, many environmental scientists claim they are silenced by climatedenying decision-makers in government, industry and commercial enterprise (Driscol et al,
2020). A study conducted by four academics (Driscol et al, 2020) and published in
September 2020 found that “[e]cologists and conservation experts in government, industry
and universities are routinely constrained in communicating scientific evidence on
threatened species, mining, logging and other threats to the environment (para 1)”. Further,
“This information blackout, termed “science suppression (para 3)”, can hide
environmentally damaging practices and policies from public scrutiny. For many working in
the area of environmental conservation, this is detrimental to both nature and democracy
(Driscoll et al, 2020). This silencing of present-day environmental and conservation scientists
by climate change denialists has been compared to the plight of Galileo, who in 1663 was
forbidden by the Church and the Holy Inquisition to claim that the earth moved around the
sun (Latour, 2014). Climate scientists in the 21st Century face similar levels of denial from
powerful leaders who refuse to believe the mounting evidence (Driscol et al, 2020). This
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silencing of environmental scientists on how climate change and environmental matters are
managed has contributed to my motivation for Living Stories and the type of case study I
chose, which is based on sustainability and how value is communicated.
How value is defined and what is included in that definition has changed a lot in the
21st Century, with the rise of sustainability. Value in the 1980s and 1990s was recognised
and measured as an economic value based on a 20th Century economic system, influenced
by mass manufacturing of for-profit goods and services. Non-profit cultural, social and/or
environmental ‘value’ remained separate (DeFilippis, 2001). Entering the 21st Century,
when sustainability and social responsibility principles were gaining popularity mainstream
value creation was heavily influenced by neo-liberal free-market capitalism and led by what
Mullins (2018) describes as the “flattened logic of capital (Mullins, 2018, p1)”. This logic
places economic value above all other forms of value. Neo-liberal capitalism has influenced
a rise in hyper-commercialism in contemporary society (Banet-Weiser, 2012).
In the field of sustainability, however, value is recognised as far more complex than a
‘flattened logic of capital’. Value is recognised by what Yencken & Wilkinson (2000) and
Hawkes (2001) define as four pillars of value that sit within sustainability theories. The four
values are: economic, social, cultural and environmental (Yencken & Wilkinson, 2000;
Hawkes, 2001). In this thesis, for the sake of simplicity, I shall refer to the four pillars of
sustainability value as the four quadrants of a Sustainability Matrix, see Figure 1.
Figure 1 The Sustainability Matrix.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021 based on the sustainability pillars described by Yencken & Wilkinson (2000) and Hawkes (2001).
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Using the Sustainability Matrix, value creation is analysed as economic value embedded and
in relationship with social, cultural and natural capital. Each of these four quadrants is in
relationship with the other three and together they are measured at each trade point in a
stakeholder network of a business system. The capturing of value along a stakeholder
network is referred to as the ‘value network’ (Neal & Strauss, 2008). Measuring the
Sustainability Matrix in a value network is an integrated approach to value creation where
the social, cultural and economic needs of humans are intrinsically entwined within an
ecologically biodiverse planet.
The principles of sustainability and the Sustainability Matrix are woven between forprofit business and non-profit organisations across society and the marketplace. The rise in
this approach to how value is recognised and measured is influencing how value is
represented in promotional communications (Ottman, 2017). In Living Stories this rise of the
Sustainability Matrix (and other sustainability metric models, such as the triple bottom line
which I discuss in Chapter 2) signifies a need for communication designers to gain a greater
understanding of how to communicate the values of sustainability in promotional
marketing.
The challenges humans face in the Age of the Anthropocene initiate many questions
on how to manage human survival. Palmer (2017) asked a useful series of questions in his
community education lesson on cultural anthropology Culture and Sustainability in the
Anthropocene, he asks:
… how can we provide for basic human needs while not sacrificing the welfare of
other species? Why do many people say that they care about protecting the
environment but then do nothing about it? What political, economic, and cultural
factors are prohibiting world leaders from agreeing on solutions to global
environmental challenges (Palmer, 2017, para 1)?
These questions are still relevant in 2021 and similar queries can be found woven
throughout the pages of this thesis motivating my quest to seek answers.
The Sustainability Matrix impacts how value is created through sustainable business
models and organisational systems design, and in turn, how value is then communicated
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(Ottman, 2017; SustainAbility, 2014). In the field of sustainability, eco-initiatives can be
found across all aspects of society from urban and community planning, government
policies, agriculture and food production, business and financial planning, and cross-cultural
global media (SustainAbility, 2014; Scott et al, 2014; Ottman, 2017). Two of the primary
sustainability practices found across all of those just listed are life-cycle analysis and cradleto-cradle design. Both of these are based on systems design that manage energy and
resource use of products and services from inception to end-of-life. Value captured by lifecycle and cradle-to-cradle systems is analysed using the Sustainability Matrix along the
value network and communicated transparently through story. For instance, information on
product labels can reveal a ‘story’ about how materials are sourced, what the social
conditions for workers are, or how materials are disposed of or recycled as waste (Ottman,
2017; Charter et al, 2012; SustainAbility, 2014). Each of these points in how the story is
communicated links to how values are measured and documented through Sustainability
Matrix analysis (Yang et al, 2017; SustainAbility, 2014).
In contemporary markets, for-profit green products and services have gained
popularity and have ventured from the fringe, towards the higher market end, such as with
commercial organic products and services (Ottman, 2017). Marketers recognise that
persuasive communications can educate consumers, change human behaviour and
influence sustainable consumption patterns (Jones et al, 2008; Sankar, 2012; Ottman, 2017).
For the communication design industry, a shift towards sustainability brings an emergence
of new methods, principles and practices for communicating complex sustainable value
creation and it is an aim of the Living Stories project to contribute to this area.
In present-day economics, the Sustainability Matrix can be found in emergent
economic models such as the circular and doughnut economies that have grown globally in
popularity. Both of these models have embedded principles of sustainable design, value
circles, circular design and closed-loop production models at use when defining value
creation (IDEO, n.d.; Stahel, 2016). The circular economy is an economic model for product
development that is based on closed-loop manufacturing, as an ongoing system of reuse
and regeneration of resources and materials (IDEO, n.d.; Stahel, 2016). A doughnut
economy (named as such as the model’s diagram is shaped like a doughnut) is an economic
framework that provides a focus on the ecological planetary and social boundaries of a
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sustainable economy (Raworth, n.d.). Both of these contemporary economic systems are
not the dominant economic model, however, they are entering the mainstream (Forlano,
2017; Scott et al, 2014; Ottman, 2017). For instance, in January 2021, the Australian CSIRO
(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation) released a new economic
roadmap with embedded circular economy principles (Beringen, 2021). Given the rising
concern of climate change and environmental devastation and the rise in sustainability
economic modelling, there is an ongoing need in the communications industry to develop
and adapt communication strategies that can partner with sustainability economies.
The topic of value creation in contemporary markets is well beyond the scope of this
thesis however it is the job of a communication designer to participate in how value, as a
value proposition, is communicated through promotional storytelling. For market leaders
and management strategists, who develop value creation through strategic planning and
the implementation of business and organisational models, the story of value is first
documented in business plans and financial reports (Neal & Strauss, 2008). Seely Brown et
al argued in 2005 that the most trusted storyteller in organisations with the most power in
decision-making is the chief financial officer (CFO); the storyteller of the ‘flattened logic of
capital’. The CFO, Seely Brown et al (2005) state, traditionally operates from the
Promethean mindset “where one is trying to control the environment – whether that is the
organisation or the universe (p 173)”. They propose, in their storytelling methods, a
partnership model of working “with the world (Seely Brown et al, 2005, p173)” rather than
against it. An ethos of social collaboration is intrinsic in a model of value creation in
sustainability (Nidumolu et al, 2014) as value is drawn from various channels in a
stakeholder network, and those channels can be social, cultural, environmental or economic
sources (SustainAbility, 2014) of the Sustainability Matrix. Value creation based on
sustainability is communicated as a story that is a value proposition, and in Living Stories
this is termed a diverse value-proposition.
An economic document that outlines a story based on the Sustainability Matrix is an
economic sustainability report. In 2020, the international management consultancy KPMG
International Cooperative (Swiss) revealed in The time has come: The KPMG Survey of
Sustainability Reporting 2020 that sustainability reporting has been adopted by an average
of 80% of the world’s leading companies (in a survey of 5,200 in 52 countries) (King, 2020).
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King (2020) who penned the executive summary in the report explains that any organisation
not yet reporting “will find themselves seriously out of step with global norms (p7)”.
Further, he stated in a matter of urgency:
… The speed with which the world is losing its biodiversity is alarming to say the
least. Any business that believes it will remain entirely unaffected is, in my
opinion, not facing up to reality. Furthermore, the biodiversity crisis will only be
exacerbated in years to come by the climate crisis and will have pervasive
impacts that affect all mankind.
My advice to the business leaders therefore is to get your heads around
biodiversity. Understand how your company is contributing to biodiversity loss
and what risks it faces from it. You will be asked about this very soon by your
investors, lenders, insurers, customers and consumers. You will also likely to be
expected to make public disclosures on it sooner than you may think. Get ready
by starting now (King, 2020, p7).
This means that traditional financial reports with separate sections on social responsibility
and/or sustainability measures are being replaced by sustainability reports and the layout of
the entire report is based on the Sustainability Matrix. Traditional financial reports where
the economic value is the primary (or only) value metric for conducting financial reporting
are no longer perceived (by the majority in the KPMG survey) as valid. Sustainability reports
based on sustainability metric methods embedded with the diverse Sustainability Matrix,
and reporting on ‘non-financial value’ are replacing them (King, 2020). As sustainability
reporting continues to gain traction around the world, stories that promote sustainability
economic models will follow suit and continue to diversify and expand. For communication
designers, this indicates that sustainability principles in promotional communications will
follow this direction.
In Living Stories, my primary aim was to investigate the mechanics and composure of
sustainable diverse value-propositions as promotional stories. I was interested in how the
values of the Sustainability Matrix are represented in promotional storytelling now and
potentially in the future. To conduct my research I sought and found, an industry partner
interested in participating in a study on how sustainable value presents in a campaign. I
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partnered with a non-profit organisation in the Great Southern of Western Australia that
specialises in sustainable landcare management. Their services provide industry-relevant
information to a network database of landcare members. The organisation was seeking a
way to promote regenerative farming (sustainable farming) to farmers in their network who
were not yet practising regenerative methods. The Living Stories project aimed to partner
with this organisation and conduct a study with a group of their regenerative farming
members. The plan was to gather stories about regenerative farming practices, and the
landscapes, species and places under the farmers’ care. To investigate how those stories
revealed propositions of sustainable value and potential material for a campaign. I was
interested in a ‘bottoms-up’ approach (Brown et al, 2018) where the value creation emerges
from the people on the ground, and not ‘top-down’ from leaders in government or industry.
I was seeking a collaborative approach that included how people relate to the environment,
and how that relationship is communicated to society at large. In the case of Living Stories
this environmental ‘ground’ was farmland. In the following section of this chapter, I provide
a short overview of the field of regenerative agriculture and then briefly introduce the
communication design research methods that underpinned the Living Stories project.

Regenerative farming
In this section, I provide a synopsis of the regenerative agriculture industry. It is not
my aim to explain the topic in-depth, as Living Stories is a research project centred on
promotional storytelling, but instead to provide an introduction to the topic and to indicate
information that could be relevant to a campaign. In the age of the Anthropocene,
advocates of regenerative agriculture argue that industrial farming is a major contributing
factor to the pace of climate change and the loss of life-sustaining natural systems described
as the ‘wasteland’ (Massy, 2017; Pearson, 2007). Since 1970 there has been a 300% increase
in food crop production (IPEBS, 2019) and from 1980-2000, 100 million hectares of natural
ecological landscapes have been transformed into industrial agricultural land (IPEBS, 2019).
In 2019, 33% of the world’s land surface and 75% of freshwater was dedicated to
agricultural activities, and 60% of global CO2 emissions were due to agriculture (IPBES,
2019). Drought, soil erosion, water shortage and increased wildfires are everyday climate
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change-related problems facing farmers (Massy, 2017). And it is large-scale industrial
farming that many regenerative farmers blame (Massy, 2017) for the pace of climate change
and environmental damage reflected in the statistics, currently caused by agriculture (IPBES,
2019).
One of the main culprits accused of destroying environmental biodiversity is industrial
chemical use in agriculture (Massy, 2017; FAO, 2019). Since the 1950s industrial farmers
have employed chemicals as pesticides that were developed during World War 2 (Massy,
2017; Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering, 2002). Chemicals such
as Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), which was banned in Australia in 1987 (Jess,
2007) have been shown to cause widespread damage to the ecology. Agrichemicals are also
accused of impacting human health as chemically grown food filters into the food system
and human bodies (Cuhra et al, 2016; Massy, 2017). Glyphosate, for instance, is critiqued by
some health researchers for increasing primary diseases in humans and contributing to a
health debt that extends beyond the food industry (Cuhra et al, 2016; Massy, 2017). Health
researchers Cuhra et al (2016) state they “… see emerging evidence from studies in testanimals, ecosystems indicators and studies in human health which justify stricter regulatory
measures (para 3)” concerning the use of glyphosate in agriculture (Cuhra et al, 2016).
Biodiversity loss and human health risks from agricultural chemical use are significant
challenges however there are also signs that under climate change humans are also in
danger of future food shortage (O’Brien & Lei Win, 2021; Mirzabaev et al, 2019; Massy,
2017). The report Climate change and land produced by IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change) prepared by 100 experts from 52 countries around the world, in a section
on desertification, states that unproductive land (the wasteland), where living soil has
turned to desert is “… affecting about 500 (±120) million people in 2015 (Mirzabaev et al,
2019, p 251)”. Pressures from climate change, environmental degradation, chemical use and
food shortage are impacting the agricultural industry and the global food system, and it is
these issues that regenerative agriculture aims to address.
Farmers within the field of regenerative agriculture intend to reverse the damage of
industrial farming (Massy, 2017). Agricultural practices and business models that
regenerative farmers implement are based on life-cycle closed-loop sustainability principles
that plan to reverse carbon damage in soil, improve the water cycle, contribute to stabilising
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thermoregulation (climate), and in turn, improve human health and wellbeing (Massy, 2017;
Payne, 2019; RegenWA, n.d.; Sambell et al, 2019). In Western Australia, regenerative
farmers use methods that are “… increasing soil quality and greater carbon sequestering
through no-tillage [reducing digging and the turning of soil to lessen soil erosion], use of
cover crops [plants to cover the soil and retain water], livestock and crop rotation [moving
stock and crops from one paddock to another] (Sambell et al, 2019, p3)”. The central goal of
these regenerative agricultural methods is to improve soil health by increasing soil organic
carbon (SOC), which “symbiotically enhances the quality of water, vegetation and landproductivity (Rhodes, 2017, p80)”. Regenerative farmers claim that implementing
regenerative methods, such as those I have just listed, can provide long term financial gain.
For instance, Massy in 2017, who is a regenerative farmer in New South Wales, Australia,
stated that rotational grazing systems can reduce the cost of stock feed (as animals move
from one paddock to another to feed rather than buying feed and placing it in a stockyard),
they can slow down water loss and hydrology in landscapes (through the methods of cover
cropping), which in turn allows farmland to remain resilient through times of drought, and
result in yields that remain abundant, reducing overall debt (Massy, 2017). In 2017,
regenerative farmer Sam Lehmann, from the Great Southern (the landscape region found
throughout this thesis), implemented regenerative rotational stock and grazing methods
due to wind erosion on his farm, in 2019 he claimed that he had increased his number of
stock “…at lambing time, when feed demand is at its highest, by at least 30 per cent (Daly,
2019)”. In the USA, in 2019, Payne reported that the field of regenerative agriculture is
visibly demonstrating an economic advantage and regenerative agricultural principles are
being embraced by more farmers in the agricultural industry (Payne, 2019).
At a global level in food networks and the international agricultural industry
regenerative agricultural methods are moving from a grassroots movement and into the
mainstream (Payne, 2019; Massy, 2017; Whetham, 2020). The Food and Agriculture
Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) are developing strategies to implement
sustainable world-wide food systems (including food production, distribution and
consumption) that will retain food security and nutrition for present-day and future
populations (FAO, 2018). A 2019 report on biodiversity and ecosystem management
produced by IPBES (Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
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Ecosystem Services) indicates there is a global priority to advance sustainable agricultural
and agroecological practices for the future. These practices include multi-functional
landscape development and planning and cross-industry landcare management systems
that can support a global food system from the soil biome in the land, right through the
food production system, and on to consumer markets (IPBES, 2019).
Experts in regenerative agriculture are looking at how small-farm practices and
successful experimental trials can scale into larger agricultural business models (Payne,
2019). The aim for those championing regenerative agriculture is to re-design a food system
that can support the world’s increasing urban population, ensure food security and
regenerate natural resources for the future (Massy, 2017; Payne, 2019). In the Living Stories
project, to gain a scope of this emergent industry in the Great Southern six farms
participated in the research and they ranged from small-scale to large.
Regenerative agriculture as a theory and practice is based on the principles of
regenerative design (and regenerative development), and the concepts of open and living
systems (Mang et al, 2016). Living systems thinking defines all biological species and
organisations as interconnected as a holistic living ecological order (Miller, 1965).
Regenerative design was influenced by the work of living systems theorist Charles Krone and
permaculture leaders Bill Mollison and David Holmgren during the 1970s (Mang et al, 2016).
Charles Krone was an organisational systems thinker for the company Proctor and Gamble
(P&G) (a consumer goods company) and he initiated a living systems theory called The levels
of work which he applied to the marketing strategies of P&G Soap. As a marketing system,
The levels of work included the manufacturing production process for a product (in this case
soap) aligned with multi-stakeholders such as customers and employees as one integrated
production living system (Sanford, 2016). Krone’s living systems thinking drew upon David
Bohm’s theories of physics. Krone claimed that regenerative goals are a holistic process that
generates evolution by supporting both the current and future needs of humans and
ecological systems. The levels of work have two sets of objectives, the first (explicate) is to
operate and maintain the current existence of holistic living systems through sustainable
use of materials and energy, and the second (implicate) is to improve and regenerate the
potential of future systems by working with future possibilities (Mang et al, 2016). The living
systems work of Krone, and the permaculture principles of Mollison & Holmgren are
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embedded in the development of regenerative design and the philosophies driving
regenerative farming.
Inside the field of regenerative farming is a vibrant and diverse range of large and
small for-profit business models and non-profit grassroots community initiatives that
include local farmers’ markets, community gardens, biodynamic farms, permaculture driven
commercial farming, as well as large-scale regenerative agricultural farms, agroforestry and
aquaculture (Newton et al, 2020; Massy, 2017; Pearson, 2007). As an emergent agricultural
field, regenerative farming systems include the design and integration of wild biodiverse
spaces with productive farmland (Massy, 2017; Pearson, 2007). For me, embarking on the
Living Stories research project in the regenerative agriculture field I was interested in
speaking directly with farmers who have a close contact relationship with the land and
other species for which they care. I was interested in hearing how the farmers’ stories about
their farming business and regenerative practices revealed information about the
relationship between humans and other non-human species. The ecological theories of
sustainability and regenerative design that are embedded in regenerative agriculture decentre humans from the focus in the relationship. Humans are considered as one actor
amongst many species within ecological systems. Therefore, to conduct the Living Stories
research project I turned to a mix of posthuman and communication design theories and
methods that de-centre humans from the spotlight and towards research and design praxis
that include non-humans.

De-centering humans in communication design
The dominant research methods used in present-day marketing and communication
design are ‘human-centred’ and ‘user-centred’ techniques (Forlano, 2017; MacDonald et al,
2020). My background in design anthropology, as a design research methodology, fits into
the human-centred design category. In user-centred design, the focus and all problemsolving, is aimed at meeting the needs of the end-user or consumer. Many argue that
placing the priority on the end-user feeds into consumerist and narcissistic behaviour
(Wood, 2012). Human-centred design, in comparison, socially opens a design enquiry to
include a diverse set of human needs and examines problems collaboratively through a
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diverse network of stakeholders (Wood, 2012). Humans are viewed as ‘real people’ and the
everyday problems people encounter are solved by designers (MacDonald et al, 2020).
Human-centred design is considered a socially inclusive process to creating value where
human participants can be the user, consumer or other stakeholders related to
manufacturing, production, distribution, and/or related members of community and society
(Wendt, 2017; Wood, 2012; MacDonald et al, 2020). With the advancing threat of climate
change, however, an increase in economic models based on sustainability, and technological
innovation, the design field is experiencing a rise in research methods that include ‘nonhumans’. Non-humans can be identified as other biological species, environmental
resources and materials, robotics, artificial intelligence (AI) and other technologies, and
even conceptual ideas (Forlano, 2017). These research methodologies account for nonhuman agencies that have previously been written out or devalued in the ‘human-centred
approach’ (Forlano, 2017; Wendt, 2017). Living Stories is a project that sits in this emergent
field of design that de-centres humans. Therefore, the critical theory of posthumanism and
the discourse on the ‘non-human’ influenced the direction of Living Stories.
Posthumanism (otherwise known as the turn to posthuman) emerged in the 1980s as
a critical theory that challenged the humanist notion of the Cartesian divide from the Age of
the Enlightenment (IEP, 2020; Westfall, n.d.). The divide separated humans and nonhumans and encouraged an ethos of human domination (Forlano, 2017). Posthumanism
challenges the humanist stance of human-centred design where human agency is superior
(Braidotti, 2013). Feminist and posthumanist critical thinker, Donna Haraway (2016a),
through her research on ‘cyborgs’ and machine-human relations and ‘multispecies’ and
species-human relations has made a considerable contribution to posthuman thought, and
the turn to the non-human. Her work is threaded throughout the literature found in this
thesis and in particular in discussions on multispecies companion relations and regenerative
farm habitats. In Living Stories, literature covering critical thought on posthumanism
influenced the direction of the project. However, a theory that emerged in the early 2000s,
new materialism (DeLanda, 2015), that also discusses the turn to the non-human has played
a greater role in how Living Stories has unfolded and I discuss that next.
New materialism (known as the turn to the material) rejects the idea that matter is
passive or separate and that nature is divorced from a cultural and social engagement with
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humans (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). Instead, material (matter) is considered an active agent in
the collective construction of agency and all matter, all materiality, both human and nonhuman, are inter-relating at all times (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Feely, 2019; Scott et al, 2014;
Barad, 2007; Tillman, 2015; DeLanda, 2015). Stories told by humans when analysed under
the theoretical framework of new materialism, are recognised as containing actions that are
performed by humans and non-humans, whether the non-humans are machines and/or
other biological species (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). Narrative elements are studied as an
assembled group of humans and non-humans related to each other through the events that
unfold in a story (Feely, 2019). For Living Stories, as a research project investigating how
value based on the Sustainability Matrix is represented in promotional storytelling, New
Materialism helps to extend my analysis for understanding how humans and non-humans
co-produce value in promotional stories.
The Living Stories project de-centres humans as the central focus in stories and
distributes power, agency and action across humans and non-humans. Throughout this
thesis, when I refer to the terms story or storytelling, I refer to them as an act of
performance where someone tells a story and/or stories are produced as entertainment
through design and media. Non-humans are actors in human stories. When I refer to the
term narrative I am referring to how narrative actors form as an assemblage and how the
plot of narrative-assemblages is analysed through experimental narrative enquiry. I define
these terms to simplify and clarify meaning as I bounce between discussing assemblages of
narrative and the story production components of the project.
Living Stories aims to investigate how non-humans participate in the value creation
process in sustainability promotional storytelling and their role within the narratives under
study in Living Stories is examined. This thesis includes a case study based on a campaign on
regenerative farming on the topic of sustainability and agriculture. The project experiments
in conversational storytelling research and production methods that reduce human-centred
bias and include non-human participation in social and cultural value creation.
Throughout Living Stories, I apply collaborative and multi-disciplinary approaches to
knowledge creation by partnering with professional specialists from ecological and
environmental sciences, landcare management, and regenerative agriculture. Bastian et al
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(2016) state in Participatory Research in More-than-Human Worlds when planning and
designing research projects that include non-humans it is questionable how to reduce the
human bias so that non-human participation is acknowledged (Bastian et al, 2016). One way
to reduce the human-centred bias is to include knowledge on non-humans, as other species,
from related fields such as biology, ecology, environmental science, and/or non-humans as
digital materials and/or machines from fields of computer science and technology
innovation (Scott et al, 2014). Knowledge creation, however, from these other disciplines is
not enough to understand how non-humans gain agency in human storytelling. Therefore,
in Living Stories I use a design anthropology framework for investigating conversational
stories that is then embedded with new materialism and multispecies theories to gain
insight into human and non-human relations. I apply Fox & Alldred’s (2015b) study of
assemblage analysis to map humans and non-humans in human-told stories as assemblages
of narrative using Deleuze & Guattari’s (1987) notion of assemblage. This allowed me to
understand how humans and non-humans were active in the stories. It was the quest of
Living Stories to explore through experimental narrative research methodology how humans
and non-humans are represented in human storytelling and how non-humans can actively
contribute to human storytelling. The narrative data gained from this research methodology
was analysed for appropriate material for a sustainability campaign on regenerative
agriculture.
The primary research population in Living Stories are regenerative farmers and in this
thesis, they play the leading roles as human storytellers. As landcarers, responsible for the
wellbeing of the multiple species on their land I recognise these farming storytellers as what
Latour calls a ‘spokesperson’, one who acts as an intermediary between humans and nonhumans (Latour, 2006). The act of spokesperson as Revill (2021) explains aims to mediate
data and information through a democratic process of evaluation (Revill, 2021). For the
farmers, the act of speaking is then not ‘one voice’ on behalf of all but a process of
representation of others by relaying considered information. Revill says:
For Latour the spokesperson is an active figure of intermediation. It adds a
healthy sense of doubt into any communicative action helping to undermine the
direct sense of transparent truth suggested by the common-sense term ‘facts
speak for themselves’. In this way, Latour hopes to direct the idea of speech away
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from claiming voice as a singular authority and towards a more modest,
contingent and provisional sense of truth making (Revill, 2021, p126).
Latour’s theory on the spokesperson is applicable in Living Stories, which has a
conversational approach where speaking and listening are involved in storytelling activities.
Farmers, through the acts of landcare are in a process of evaluating the needs of other
species and acting as an intermediary of how a story unfolds.
When it comes to how farmers practice landcare and management of the
environment Bourdeau (2004), in his paper, The man–nature relationship and
environmental ethics offers three definitions for how people can represent the human
relationship with non-humans. They are anthropomorphism, biocentrism and ecocentrism
(Bourdeau, 2004). First, anthropomorphism relates to a human-centred position where the
humans’ needs are the focus of the relationship (Bourdeau, 2004). Anthropomorphism is
the act of giving human-like qualities to non-human entities, whether it is an inanimate
object, another animal species or a natural element, like a tree (Nauert, 2019). In this case,
farmers would relate to the natural world in a human-centred way and/or relate to nonhumans as if they are human or display human traits. Second, biocentricism recognises the
value of living natural systems. The environment is cared for in a steward-like manner
(Bourdeau, 2004). ReGen WA (Western Australia’s peak regenerative agriculture body)
refers to farmers as ‘stewards’ (ReGen, n.d.). When farmers operate as a custodian or a
steward they could be identified with Bourdeau’s definition of biocentricism. Third,
ecocentrism advocates for environmental ethics that give non-humans moral rights
(Bourdeau, 2004). In 2017, the legal case of the Whanganui River in New Zealand is an
example of ecocentrism. The river was granted rights in a court of law and a human
represented the river as a legal guardian (Davies & Green, 2017). Ecocentrism relates to
deep ecology, an ethos developed by Norwegian philosopher Arne Ness in 1973, and argues
that biological diversity has a value independent of human use (Bourdeau, 2004). In Living
Stories, human storytellers are recognised as spokespeople who act as an intermediary on
behalf of non-humans (Latour, 2006). Throughout the thesis, there are stories where
farmers act and relay stories in a steward-like manner and some that discuss ethical
challenges that relate to Bourdeau’s definition of ecocentrism (Bourdeau, 2004).
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Chapter outline
The thesis is structured through a series of six chapters with this first introductory
chapter explaining the purpose of this research project and providing readers with a short
introduction to the research topic of regenerative agriculture.
The second chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part, I provide a literature
review of how value is created, captured and communicated as diverse value-propositions
in contemporary marketing and communication design industries. I start by considering how
trust is recognised as the platform to any successful trade relationship, and how ‘snake oil
sales’, the art of deceptive marketing, has been a problem in the fields of advertising and
persuasive marketing throughout history. I discuss why trust is important to promotional
stories in the field of sustainability. This chapter provides a short overview of how the value
creation process in the 21st Century is based on a value network with multiple stakeholders.
I provide a short overview of how the Sustainability Matrix is analysed as a process of value
measurement (Yang, 2017) at every trade juncture in a stakeholder network and how this
approach addresses issues of transparency, with the potential to increase trust. This first
section sums up how value creation is evaluated in industry and how the Sustainability
Matrix can contribute to the communication of transparent diverse value propositions.
The second half of Chapter 2 is dedicated to the research, design and production of
campaigns and outlines the communication design methods used. I discuss how a campaign
is designed and developed as a ‘storyworld’ and how a ‘campaign-storyworld’ is used inside
the Living Stories project. This section includes an overview of narratology and methods of
storytelling used by marketers for relaying creative and entertaining promotional material.
The chapter closes by providing two examples of campaigns developed by creative agencies
in the marketing and communications industry to demonstrate how a Living Stories
campaign could develop.
In Chapter 3, I discuss the multi-disciplinary theoretical framework that underpins
Living Stories, including design anthropology, multispecies and new materialist assemblage
analysis. I begin with design anthropology and discuss how this theory is suitable for
marketing research and provide an example of how it can be conducted. Design
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anthropology is a human-centred approach but some multi-disciplinary design
anthropologists are experimenting in non-human research and I explain how they
influenced my project inception. Following this, I discuss multispecies theories in
Anthropology and how theorists in multispecies are challenging the definition of Anthropos
(humans) and the human-centred approaches in anthropology. I provide a basic outline of
some of the theories in multispecies and how multispecies relates to the Living Stories
project. I lastly discuss how new materialism and Fox & Alldred’s (2015a;b) assemblage
analysis, based on Deleuze & Guattari’s (1987) notion of assemblage, provided the primary
theoretical framework for Living Stories. I explain how I used assemblage analysis to map
the narrative data gathered from design anthropology research methods and how it
partnered with multispecies theories in the analysis. This chapter explains how these three
theoretical influences converged in the development of the Living Stories research
framework.
Chapter 4 is divided into three sections and covers the research methodology tools
and practices used in Living Stories. The first section introduces how the research project
was framed and planned, who the research population were, what tools and methods were
used and details on the scope of the research. This includes the introduction of the Living
Stories research-production model which is the research and production frame for the
project. The second section outlines the first phase of the research, which included
fieldwork consisting of in-context ethnographic interviews with farmers situated on their
farms. Throughout this section, I use a range of experimental storytelling tools and I provide
examples of how non-humans played active roles both in the stories told by farmers, and
throughout the interviews. I also discuss how creative storytelling methods in the first
research phase provided experimental approaches to a narrative enquiry. The third section
covers the second phase of the research and included two workshops held in ‘pop-up’
design research labs. The participants in these workshops were environmental scientists,
landcare workers and storytelling practitioners. During the workshops, through
conversational enquiry, non-humans were examined using a range of narrative analysis
techniques that included storyboards, creative speculative storytelling and new materialist
assemblage analysis. This chapter section provides examples of how multidisciplinary
knowledge creation occurred between the workshop participants. Throughout this chapter,
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I explain how assemblage analysis was applied to the narrative data gathered throughout
the two phases of research and how diverse value propositions were identified. The findings
of the research included a campaign-storyworld consisting of 8 relevant themes to the topic
of regenerative agriculture in the Great Southern, and these themes are introduced in this
chapter.
The findings of the 8 themes of the campaign storyworld are covered in detail in
Chapter 5. I discuss how each of the themes act as a building block to developing a
campaign narrative as a storyworld, and how the storyworld is relevant for a campaign on
the regenerative agriculture topic. The 8 themes are outlined in consecutive order and each
theme has an example of a narrative from the research data that demonstrates a diverse
value proposition related to the theme. Several of these themes discuss how farmers relate
to the environment of their farm as a living landscape where farmers gain knowledge
through non-linguistic ‘dialogue’ with non-human others by engaging in experiential day-today regenerative farming practices. The farms are described as regenerative habitats where
companion species cohabit with humans and multispecies negotiate territories of
habitation. At the close of this chapter, I explain the role the storyworld played in the
development of a campaign and how it acted as a knowledge resource suitable for
maintaining an ongoing campaign.
In the final chapter, I discuss future research opportunities on the topic of
regenerative agriculture and a sustainable food system and potential further development
of the research methods used in Living Stories. The chapter starts with a discussion on
communication design principles, tools and techniques that could warrant further enquiry.
This includes consideration of how the storyworld as a physical platform and material
workspace for a design lab could be developed as a design tool for narrative analysis. In this
chapter, I outline some of the limitations in the Living Stories research findings and
methodology and I provide pointers on how these limitations could potentially be
addressed. In the last section of this chapter, I discuss three research questions that could
influence future campaign material on regenerative agriculture. These questions include
how the phrase ‘self-organised systems’ in the rhetoric of regenerative agriculture could be
challenged and instead humans and non-humans recognised as participating in diverse and
changing ecosystems. How phrases such as ‘working in harmony with nature’ or ‘being at
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war with nature’ could be reduced in campaign language so that conflict is embraced and
competitive and collaborative forces in regenerative business models can be analysed for
potential value creation. And, how human emotions can be integrated into a contextual
relationship of care that motivate human behaviour rather than using emotions of
romanticism, fear or guilt as persuasive prompts that could lead to manipulation or
misleading communication. These queries are discussed in the final chapter.
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Chapter 2

Contemporary campaign design
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Promotional storyworlds
This chapter is an overview of the literature I read for Living Stories on the topics of
marketing, communication design and value creation. The chapter is divided into two
sections. Section 1 is dedicated to how value creation is captured and communicated in the
marketing industry and Section 2 is an overview of how campaigns are designed, developed
and produced. In Section 1, I begin by discussing transparency and the problems associated
with advertising and ‘snake oil sales’, a colloquial term for describing value propositions in
promotional communication that are misleading, deceptive and/or fraudulent. I explain why
transparency and trust are important in trade relations and stakeholder engagement. This is
followed by assessing how value is created and captured within complex and
interconnected stakeholder networks. I reveal some of the challenges in communicating
value through for-profit and/or non-profit networks. I discuss how implementing ethical
transparency practices inside networks and analysing the Sustainability Matrix at every
trade juncture in stakeholder networks can reduce potential fraudulent or misleading
claims. This discussion on value creation contains a short overview of how value in
contemporary marketing is presented as diverse value-propositions and I discuss how this
relates to the Living Stories project. In Section 2 of this chapter, I discuss how campaigns are
developed and designed and how storytelling is used by marketers to develop multimedia
campaigns. I provide a basic overview of how narrative theories from literature and
screenwriting influence promotional storytelling methods. I introduce the methods of
transmedia branding as a present-day approach for delivering campaigns as a ‘storyworld.’ I
explain what a storyworld is and how a storyworld can develop as a campaign. I conclude
this chapter with case studies of contemporary campaigns, developed by creative agencies,
that act as cross-platform multi-media storyworlds. These campaign examples indicate how
a Living Stories campaign could evolve.

Section 1: Value creation and transparent campaigns
Trust is essential to all successful market and trade relations. People need to trust
other people, brands, products and services and the ‘value’ they represent (Wheeler, 2003).
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In Section 1, I discuss the importance of trust and transparency, and how dishonesty and
deceptive communications can corrode social market relationships. Transparency is
important in sustainability communications and stakeholder engagement (SustainCase,
n.d.). Ball (2009) offers three definitions of what transparency means, these are: (1) to
counter corruption by providing citizens with greater information; (2) an approach of open
governance and organisational management; and, (3) a practice of good policy making (Ball,
2009). In sustainability theory, transparency refers to the public disclosure of information
and acts of opening ‘dialogue’ with others, including stakeholders (SustainCase, n.d.),
consumers and citizens for informed decision-making, and the inclusion of a range of voices
in the disclosure of information (White, 2021). In Section 1, I discuss how the analysis of the
Sustainability Matrix at every juncture of trade relations in supply chain networks, assists in
reducing fraudulent or corrupt information leaking to consumers and citizens.
In promotional storytelling, creative communications with elements of ‘fantasy’ can
contain subjective information that can make ethics and meaning-making difficult to
manage. While this is only briefly discussed throughout this thesis, in Section 1 of this
chapter, I indicate how the use of creativity and fantasy in promotional storytelling, as a way
to entertain and capture the attention of people, can challenge transparent meaningmaking and trust relations. Practices of transparency opens inclusive dialogue to many
human stakeholders, Living Stories questions how those practices could include non-human
participation and how non-human spokespeople could be included in transparent
communications. As a greater number of actors enter the analysis of value, a transparent
recognition of value creation that includes humans and non-humans, can be achieved. I shall
now discuss the issues of ‘snake oil,’ its history in advertising and how the ‘slippery truth’ in
promotional storytelling affects trust relations and why this is relevant to this project.

1.1 ‘Snake oil’ and the slippery truth
Everyone has met a snake oil salesperson. The one who promised the world but
delivered just a few measly beans. According to the Cambridge Dictionary the ‘snake oil
salesman’ is “someone who deceives people in order to get money from them (Cambridge
Dictionary, n.d.)”. The world of advertising has held a reputation for trading in ‘snake oil’ by
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hawking illusions of grandeur and bending the truth. According to The Ipsos Global Trust in
Professionals 2019 survey (with people aged 16-74 across 22 countries, including Australia),
Australian people trust advertising professionals the least, out of a list of professions that
include lawyers, journalists, business leaders and doctors (Green, 2019). In the UK, in 2019,
trust in advertising hit an all-time low, and halved since similar studies were conducted in
1992 (Spanier, 2019). Broken trust, however, in advertising and promotional marketing is
nothing new. In the 1950s, during the Creative Revolution and the Mad Men era, advertising
creative Bill Bernbach became famous for his bold rejection of early 20th Century
advertising methods, which he claimed over-promised and under-delivered (Samuel, 2012).
Bernback aimed to bring back trust, and adopt a “… discourse rooted in authenticity,
honesty, directness, and self-deprecation (Samuel, 2012, para 8)”. Bernback argued against
manipulating and insulting people’s intelligence and to instead use novel and creative ways
to capture the attention of consumers (Samuel, 2012). In the 1980s with mass
manufacturing, marketers and advertisers were famous for wrapping the same product in
different packaging and charging for an intangible and elusive ‘value’ based on the ‘story’ on
the package (Taylor, 2007). People do not remain deceived by this type of 'snake oil’,
however, products and services needs to match and/or deliver on what a sales message
promised (Taylor, 2007). In 2020s, creative and enchanting sales messages still aim to
capture people’s attention in a crowded market but intangible ‘snake oil’ only goes so far
when building a bridge of trust, people need evidence.
In the 21st Century, brand managers build relationships of affection as ‘brand love’
between products and services and the people who use them (Don’t Panic, 2019). Branding
(Banet-Weiser, 2012) and promotional marketing (Davis, 2013) has leaked into every area of
our lives. The tension sitting between the ‘snake oil’ of persuasive promotional messaging
and fact-based evidence is still relevant today as we scroll through social media posts and
wade through promotional emails. As a proud, yet swindling advertising professional myself,
I have spent 15 years working in the advertising industry as a graphic designer, adding
oversized starbursts, extra bold fonts, multiple exclamation marks, shiny teeth, and lots of
the colour red. I did this to make sales messages stand out and lure people into believing in
the value of what is advertised. But I did on many occasions scratch my head and wonder,
what is it with all this ‘hokey’? What are people looking for? If the results of the Ipsos Global
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Trust in Professionals survey indicate what people are looking for, it must be trust. When
‘brand love’ and ‘snake oil’ is applied through promotional language it is a relational concept
and trust is the glue holding the relationships together.
In contemporary markets, the ethics of transparency are encouraged. All stakeholders
involved in the marketing of products or services are expected to uphold transparent
practices, that include acting with integrity and potentially revealing what is considered
sensitive information, such as profit margins (Lee, 2020). In Australia, telling the truth in
advertising is a legal requirement (ACCC, 2020). The ACCC (Australian Competition &
Consumer Commission) lists three main areas where salespeople must speak the truth,
including (but are not limited to): “misleading or deceptive conduct”, “unfair contract
terms”, “unsolicited consumer agreements” and “environmental and organic merit (ACCC,
2020)”. The primary purpose of promotional communication is to persuade or convince
another person of a sales agenda or the ‘value’ of a product, service or offering. Balancing
the tension between the ‘snake oil’ of fantasy, desire and allurement of success and the
facts, however, is challenging.
‘Snake oil’ can be compared to Scott et al’s (2014) definition of “magical thinking,”
where “marketing discourses (p283)” use storytelling as myth-making about the value that
brands, products and services represent as an “… enchantment of material goods (Scott et
al, 2014, p283)”. The desire states that ‘magical thinking’ stimulates triggers consumerism.
Consumerism is triggered by a search for mystical or heightened states of emotions through
the consumption of materials, goods and services (Scott et al, 2014). Promotional stories
often promise that heightened emotional state. In Living Stories, the application of
enchanting ‘snake oil’ as ‘magical thinking’ in promotional marketing is an important ethical
consideration. Firstly, ‘magical thinking’ can lead to unsubstantiated claims, confused
meaning-making in messaging and secondly, it stimulates desire states that result in
behaviours of overconsumption and an unsustainable waste of resources (Scott et al, 2014).
How attention-grabbing fantasy, myth and/or creative entertainment is applied to evidencebased facts in campaign storytelling is relevant to the Living Stories project in the context of
transparency and reducing ‘snake-oil’ claims.
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1.2 The complexity of diverse value-propositions
Value is difficult to define in the 21st Century and is created within a complex
interconnected value network (Neal & Strauss, 2008). In this section, I discuss the
complexity of value networks and some of the forces that contribute to that complexity. I
briefly outline the impact of sustainability on contemporary promotional communications
and why this is relevant to Living Stories. I provide an overview of how contemporary value
is created and communicated, and why diverse value-propositions are important to presentday communication designers.
In our hyper-connected globalised world, we live with ubiquitous branding and
marketing (Banet-Wesier (2012). People are bombarded with promotional information
through a constant disruption from fast-paced technology innovation (Ottman, 2017).
Promotional culture (a term defined by Davis, 2013), which includes the work of marketing,
sales, advertising or public relations has pervasively spread throughout society (Davis,
2013). It is now the dominant mode of conversation in every area of our lives (BanetWeiser, 2012; Davis, 2013). We engage in ‘selling conversations’ when we go to school, visit
the doctor, at church, in our yoga class or with our friends; no cultural space is safe from the
sales pitch (Banet-Weiser, 2012; Davis, 2013). Humans have a desire for ‘authenticity’ and
‘trust’ in a relationship, a ‘desire’ for integrity and honesty (which the results of trust in
advertising from the Ipsos Global Trust in Professionals survey imply); however, our
conversations and media are venturing far from the balanced scales of truth (Banet-Weiser,
2012).
In 2021, arguments about the importance of the loss of critical voices through the
demise of journalism and the rise of fake news on social media platforms are constant
topics of conversation. In a research article presented by Allen et al (2020) “the prevalence
of “fake news” has increased political polarization, decreased trust in public institutions, and
undermined democracy (para 1)”. The blurring of the lines between public relations and
journalism has contributed to the leaking of ‘snake oil’ in media communications and
weakened accountability and transparency (Allen et al, 2020). In the 20th Century
promotional communications sat in the realm of commercial for-profit business but today
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hyper-commercialism holds sway and economic value has become entangled as the
dominant ‘value’ in almost every conversation (Banet-Weiser, 2012; Davis, 2013). Finding an
ethical framework for transparency and building trust among people is extremely complex
and challenging, but necessary.
In the 20th Century, economic value was created along the linear pathway of the
industrial supply chain from raw materials through to manufacturing production lines and
then distributed through to consumers (Neal & Strauss, 2008). The ultimate goal of a
promotional campaign strategy, using a linear product-to-market value chain, is to
demonstrate and persuade consumers of the economic value of a product. For marketing
managers under a rationalist-economic system, there is one clear goal and that is to direct
brand equity (the visual recognition and reputation of value) towards its highest market
position or profit potential (Hayes, 2020). In the 21st Century, value creation is now nonlinear and is created inside complex interconnected networks that include supply chains,
industrial production lines, marketing, multiple stakeholders, globalised distribution and
fast-paced technologies (Sankar, 2012; Neal & Strauss, 2008).
Value is drawn from diverse sources and stakeholders in a network and the
representation of value is multi-faceted (Neal & Stauss, 2008). The Sustainability Matrix that
includes the measuring of the value quadrants: economic, social, cultural and environmental
natural capital, which sits inside sustainability financial reports (discussed in Chapter 1)
(King, 2000) contributes to the complexity of calculating economic value in contemporary
value networks. Economic value is captured and mapped as a collective of value from the
other three value channels of the Sustainability Matrix – environmental, social and cultural.
Human stakeholders in value networks are socially assembled and systematically connected
as co-creators of value (Onyas & Ryan, 2015); however, value creation is recognised as a
human affair and non-humans have low inclusion. For instance, in Australia to become a
certified B Corporation companies must demonstrate their social and environmental
impacts (Certified B Corporation, Australia & New Zealand, n.d.). Demonstrating these
impacts relies on an independent assessment, regulation and reporting process with five
key areas of analysis: governance, workers, community, environment and customers. Four
of these key areas are human-centred. In 2021, case study examples on the international B
Corp website (B Corporation, n.d), based on the five key areas of analysis, indicate the
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environment is continually linked to a human-centric benefit. In Living Stories, I argue for
diversity and non-human representation in the social and cultural measures of the
Sustainability Matrix. It is the task of a campaign and subsequently campaign
communication designers to track, represent and communicate the components of value. In
contemporary media, a diverse and complex value network can be difficult to communicate,
and value based on sustainability and transparency, can be confusing to translate for both
the for-profit and non-profit sectors, due in-part to the dominance of the economic value
metric. I now discuss some of the reasons for this confusion.
In contemporary markets, changes in recent decades to how for-profit business and
non-profit organisations are structured have added to the complexity of how value is
communicated. In the 1990s, as the internet rose to a global scale the for-profit and nonprofit sectors (traditionally separate) began to merge (DeFilippis, 2001). In the 1980s,
advertising and marketing departments, with their roots in the for-profit sector, had spread
into the social and cultural fields of the non-profit sectors of society (Banet-Weiser, 2012).
Non-profit organisations, such as grassroots volunteer-based community groups, schools,
law enforcement, social services and churches started employing promotional marketing
strategies to compete for ongoing funding or sponsorship (De Waal Malefyt, 2009; BanetWeiser, 2012; Voeth & Herbst, 2008; Kylander & Stone, 2012). Today, non-profit
organisations have embedded for-profit business models and complex brand
communication architecture and strategies (Kylander & Stone, 2012; Banet-Weiser, 2012).
However, the core objectives of capitalist business models, such as private ownership and
competitive profit gains, can be in direct opposition to the values of democratically run nonprofit organisations that support social and cultural endeavours (Penn & Wihbey, 2015;
Banet-Weiser, 2012; Kylander & Stone, 2012) and cause conflict.
In research conducted by Kylander & Stone (2012) themes emerged that revealed how
brand strategy, borrowed from for-profit marketing, could become damaging to non-profit
brands, some of the points they raised are:
1 Exaggerating the ‘brand promise’: over-emphasising the benefit of a
commercial brand is common practice, but in non-profit branding, it can set
expectations at levels that cannot be met, damaging reputation.
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2 Top-down hierarchical brand strategies: If top-down strategies are applied to
non-profit brands and participatory and democratic engagement from the
communities is reduced, the organisation can lose credibility. Alternatively, if a
larger collaborative partner takes dominant credit for work produced by a
smaller partner, conflict can arise.
3 Brand narcissism: In commercial branding, the focus is on retaining a positive
reputation, however, the brand image can appear false and untrustworthy if
integrity and transparency are not the central goals (Kylander & Stone, 2012).
The competitive nature of for-profit marketing can be an ethically challenging situation for
communication design in a democratically collaborative non-profit sector.
Likewise, in the for-profit sector, there is a rise in social responsibility as a corporate
priority in organisational human resources, and an increased number of social innovation
business models, such as those found in the sharing economy (eg. Uber, Airbnb) (Porter &
Kramer, 2011; SustainAbility, 2014; Hurley & DePaul, 2016). Managing the tension between
competitive and collaborative business models is also a complex challenge. In the for-profit
sector, if competitive economic for-profit strategies, with embedded language and
communication practices associated with private ownership or hierarchical class structures,
venture into social innovation models, this can lead to moral arguments over competitive
advantage and the fair distribution of financial resources or funds (Penn & Witbey, 2015).
Rinne (2019) explains how the sharing economy is challenged by such arguments:
At the same time, the sharing economy has lost some of its original allure. In the
early days, it was rare not to have a conversation about how the sharing
economy could responsibly mitigate hyper-consumption and truly build
community connections. These benefits have not disappeared, but it is
increasingly difficult to find sharing economy platforms that practise these
principles in reality. The focus has shifted towards convenience, price and
transactional efficiency: “community” as commodity (Rinne, 2019, para 3).
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Managing the value inside relational networks in socially innovative business models, such
as the sharing economy, where ‘community’ is the key source of the value is challenging
when straddling topics of fair treatment, social recognition and working conditions of
stakeholders (Penn & Wihbey, 2015; Rinne, 2019). Communication designers mapping how
value is communicated as a value network can encounter these types of challenges often.
The fragmented communications caused by the cross-over of the for-profit and nonprofit sectors has embedded within it two opposing perspectives that are for, and against,
the spread of promotional marketing and the dominance of the economic value metric
(Banet-Weiser, 2012; Jenkins, 2006). On one side are the “consumer-as-agent” supporters,
such as those who actively purchase and consume commercial brands and engage in the
participatory culture found in social media platforms; and the other side is the “anticonsumerism” activists who reject neoliberal globalisation and work towards the rise of
cultural and social value independent of economic value measures (Banet-Weiser, 2012,
p11). The split between the two perspectives is not cut and dry but has instead emerged as
a complex web of interrelationships (Banet-Weiser, 2012; Jenkins, 2006; Onyas & Ryan,
2015). On any given day, people can switch between the two. For instance, if a person
purchased a promotional t-shirt from a non-profit organisation that was promoting their
efforts in supporting a vulnerable group of people, the purchaser could argue they are
supporting human rights, but if the t-shirt was made in a factory with poor social conditions
and low pay, the t-shirt now has two conflicting messages. Banet-Weiser (2012) explains
that:
Economic exchange is organised in and by cultural meanings. But contemporary
brand culture also comes at this dynamic from the opposite direction: cultural
meanings are organised by economic exchange (Banet-Weiser, 2012, p7).
The complexity and entwinement of for-profit and non-profit objectives is contributing to
the complexity in communicating value, and the value that represents the social and
cultural quadrants of the Sustainability Matrix. Both the ‘consumer-is-agent’ and ‘anticonsumerism’ sides to the argument are equally flawed in providing solutions to the
complexity of contemporary communications. There is greater negotiation required to
communicate effectively. The web of interrelationship is also human-centric and in Living
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Stories I argue for the inclusion of human spokespeople, on behalf of non-humans, to be
included in social negotiations.
The environmental quadrant of the Sustainability Matrix presents another set of
challenges when communicating value. Traditional marketing and advertising rely on the
hypnotic narratives and myth-making of ‘magical thinking’ to lure people to consume (Scott
et al, 2014, p283). During the 1980s and 1990s, advertisers applied ‘magical thinking’ to
‘green’ consumer brands and labelling (Sankar, 2012). This resulted in a backlash where
manufacturers were accused of ‘greenwashing’ because their business models had not
adopted environmentally sustainable business practices (Sankar, 2012; Ottman, 2017). The
fact-based evidence of the message was not visible. Today, integrity and transparency, as
principles of sustainability, are encouraged in communications and labelling (Sankar, 2012;
Ottman, 2017). For instance, food products labelled as environmentally friendly must
display sustainability information such as the company’s carbon footprint or ethical
practices and substantiated health benefits of consuming the food (Brown et al, 2020). In
2017, Yang et al developed a conceptual framework for ‘sustainable value analysis’ by
mapping the Sustainability Matrix in life-cycle systems (they use the triple bottom line as
social, cultural and economic analysis) throughout the entire value network of stakeholders.
They advise measuring the value that was captured, and/or not captured, and/or where
potential opportunities were revealed at every trade juncture in the network (Yang et al,
2017). Yang et al’s ‘sustainable values analysis’ is an example of how a sustainability
approach to value creation measurement is conducted.
One of the objectives of mapping the Sustainability Matrix is to counteract sales
messages of intangible or tangible value that are ‘deceptive’ or ‘greenwashing’, which
requires using evidence-based claims to increase transparency (Lee, 2020). The potential
‘empty claims’ of intangible value can then be linked with tangible representations of value
that can temper the perceptions of exaggerated promises or dramatic emotional states. In
the article, Why Brand Transparency Matters, Lee (2020) explains how managing
transparency in promotional communications can be complex. He uses the example of
marketing diamonds to explain how trust can leak ‘snake oil’ at any trade relations juncture
inside a value network. Lee writes:
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… the diamond industry has long struggled with transparency and trust among
consumers. The journey of a rough diamond from the source mine all the way to
the [jewelry] store is highly complex, involving multiple third-parties around the
world, and is therefore fraught with opportunities for fraud. That’s why major
diamond companies such as DeBeers are investing in diamond
traceability platforms that use technologies like blockchain to document and
secure a diamond’s provenance and increase transparency along the pipeline
(Lee, 2020, para 4).
This example of the use of technology to document and demonstrate transparency at every
trade juncture in a value network indicates the importance of implementing ethical
frameworks that can reduce the risks of ‘snake oil’ deception.
The complexity of value in contemporary marketing has changed how value is
represented in promotional stories. Traditionally, the advertising industry has favoured the
strategy of the single-minded proposition (SMP) when communicating the value of goods
and services (Hamilton, 2015). This is a strategy that has been popular since the 1940s
(Hamilton, 2015). It has been the dominant mode of promotional communication strategy
for a linear value chain. The single-minded proposition (also known as the Unique Selling
Proposition), aims to communicate the singular core benefit that products and services
represent to consumers as the economic value (Whitehead, n.d.) that is first and front-ofmind. However, in contemporary communication strategies, given the complexity of
globalised markets, rising values of sustainability, and complex cross-platform and crosscultural media, promotional marketing strategies require methods that can untangle
complexity and communicate diverse value-propositions. For ethical communications, such
as transparency in sustainable communications it is important that value is captured and the
Sustainability Matrix ethically examined for diverse value-propositions at each juncture
along the value network (Yang et al, 2017).
In the Living Stories project, I use experimental research methodology that aims to
track diverse value by identifying the active roles of human and non-humans in narratives,
as diverse value-propositions for marketing material. The human and non-human activity is
complex and does not fall neatly into four quadrants of the Sustainability Matrix. Instead,
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humans and non-humans represent plural elements of sustainability value in relationship
with each other. I now discuss the role of campaigns in contemporary marketing and how
campaigns are designed and constructed for market delivery, and I outline how value is
transmitted through campaign storytelling.

Section 2: Campaign development and production
The Living Stories research project investigated a campaign on regenerative farming.
The aim was to analyse suitable stories for promoting regenerative farming to farmers who
are not yet working with regenerative methods. In this section, I describe how promotional
campaigns are researched, developed and produced by contemporary marketers. I include a
discussion on how integrated campaigns are developed, what types of techniques and
technologies are involved, the role of communication designers and how conversational
storytelling is used in campaigns.
Promotional campaigns typically sit inside integrated marketing plans. Marketing
professionals use campaigns to communicate the value of brands, increase unique market
differentiation, and influence the symbolic or cultural meaning that audiences or consumers
associate with a product, service or topic (Scott et al, 2014; Blakeman, 2018). In the 2020s,
campaigns are typically distributed through both traditional and new media (Vernuccio et al,
2021). Traditional media delivers stories from a media outlet (such as a TV news channel or
outdoor signage) in a unilateral direction to an audience. Interactive digital new media, on
the other hand, encourages audiences to engage in a two-way dialogue on social media by
publishing comments (Ottman, 2017; Jenkins, 2006; Jenkins et al, 2013). Strategically,
promotional campaigns can consist of paid advertising, public relations, sales promotions
and/or direct marketing (Blakeman, 2018). Communication is distributed through a range of
media platforms and outlets, both new media and traditional, including websites, video
streaming, podcasts or social media, as well as traditional media such as radio, television or
newspapers (Blakeman, 2018; Jenkins et al, 2013; Jenkins, 2006). Social media platforms
such as Facebook and Instagram, are highly interactive and participatory (Blakeman, 2018;
McMullin & Braithewaite, 2013). Audiences are encouraged to engage with campaigns as a
‘conversation’ and influence the campaign trajectory by providing comments and/or
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spreading the campaign through word-of-mouth, by sharing campaign content with others
in their network (Ottman, 2017). Marketers can use campaigns to build relationships with
stakeholders and attract new markets. Social media platforms play a key role in how these
relational networks are built (Blakeman, 2018; Jenkins et al, 2013).
Marketing and communication professionals must remain up-to-date with fast-paced
developments in tech innovation and globally connected media networks (Ottman, 2017).
Promotional campaigns are delivered through consistently changing media distribution
channels built from a diverse range of media software platforms and hardware technology
(Blakeman, 2018). Campaigns that integrate multiple platforms develop what Blakeman
(2018) claims is “The Diversity of the Internet Marketing Voice (Blakeman, 2018, p261)”. The
‘voice’ of the campaign is diverse and is affected by the technology used to transmit the
campaign. How software is developed also influences how marketers design campaigns.
Software can be developed in quick cycles of iterative design change that aim to simplify the
complexity of the software and respond quickly to market demand (de Raedemaecker et al,
2020). Software development and project management styles such as Agile, allow project
teams to respond and adapt quickly to change and fast-paced social and technological
innovation. Likewise, Lean project management, reduces overproduction by ensuring that
supply matches demand in relation to market interest (de Raedemaecker et al, 2020). These
two styles of fast-paced development and project management mean marketers must adapt
to the pace of change. This pace of change is also affecting how much time is available for
delivering transparent communications.
The design of communication materials is done by communication designers and
graphic designers. Contemporary designers are required to tell promotional stories through
an ecosystem of visual and multi-media outputs, through integrated new and traditional
media, and today a common name for the graphic design role is a communication designer
(Terry, 2019; Park, n.d.). The use of visual design in new media has increased in
communication design (Khoja, 2020) and designers work with integrated marketing plans
that require multi-media outputs. Communication designs can include corporate identity
and branding design, advertising, website and mobile app design, print design including
books, information brochures or publications, packaging and label design, signage and
wayfinding, and/or newsletters and social media campaign design (Terry, 2019; Park, n.d.).
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A campaign may include any of these elements. For instance, a campaign on regenerative
agriculture could include advertising, a newsletter, social media, a website and a brochure
(Blakeman, 2018).
Since the late 1990’s there has been a rise in the use of experience design in both
commercial and non-commercial branding. Experience design aims to design products,
services or events that retain the interest of customers and/or audiences by providing
relevant, meaningful and satisfying experiences (Newbery, n.d.; Newbery & Farmer, 2013;
Rossman & Duerden, 2019). This form of design includes the design of customer and service
experiences through methods such as service design, User Experience (UX) design for digital
technologies, including websites and mobile apps, and experience design methods
embedded in virtual and augmented reality (Newbery, n.d.; Rossman & Duerden, 2019). In
1999, Pine & Gilmore in their book The Experience Economy predicted that the market
economy would shift from a traditional customer service approach towards an experience
design approach, where products and services are personalised and designed to be
memorable and satisfying experiences (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). In the 2020s, experience
design is embedded in a variety of marketing and design modalities, such as at festivals,
training workshops, commercial retail space, or through placemaking, architecture and
urban design (Forlano, 2017). Experience design includes multi-sensory application whereby
sight, sound and taste are taken into account in the users’ experience. It investigates how
humans relate to the material objects and places around them, both consciously and
unconsciously (Marsh & Mueller, n.d.). For marketers, this means that a campaign may
diverge from traditional communication channels and be delivered through diverse
experience design methods.
Experience design is influenced by human-centred and social design (Forlano, 2017).
Research for marketing and communication design draws upon a range of human-centric
approaches, such as personas (creating a fictional character to identify a clear picture of a
typical user or target market), user journey maps (chart the pathway that people experience
when they interact with services or products as maps), or role-playing (a theatrical reenactment of activities or events to gain insight into the user experience of technologies,
services and/or tools). All of these have a human-centred approach (Martin & Hanington,
2012; Lupton, 2017). The communication design process engages multiple stakeholders
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(graphic designers, web developers, social researchers and/or test-users). As is the case with
‘participatory design’ (Sanders, 2013), which diversifies the human-centred approach by
including multiple stakeholders in a co-design process. Contemporary promotional
campaigns can draw on a range of communication and experience design methods.
Campaigns can distribute through a myriad of communication outputs, from a website hub,
to advertising, to mobile games, to service design, to social events (Blakeman, 2018). These
contemporary methods of campaign delivery underpin the options available for developing
a campaign for Living Stories and I query the inclusion of non-humans or non-human
representation.
Campaigns are delivered through a range of storytelling communication techniques
that can represent the value a campaign seeks to transmit (Blakeman, 2018). The stories are
shared as online communications or they are woven into marketing events or training
workshops (Blakeman, 2018). Stories are social by nature and through telling stories people
share their values and what is meaningful to them (Signorelli, 2012). Stories can educate,
incite empathy, or persuade people to buy or change their opinion on what is significant or
meaningful (Grimaldi et al, 2013; Signorelli, 2012). Marketing managers, through campaigns,
attempt to align brand values with the values of their customers by sharing relevant stories,
to encourage trust and loyalty (Banet-Weiser, 2012). In contemporary marketing the
meaning, purpose, position and value that a brand holds in the market is not fixed, it
changes (Scott et al, 2014). Stories are used to represent ‘perceived value’ based on
intangible, emotional benefits and not just on competitive price, functional benefits, facts,
or the company’s identity (Ottman, 2017; Onyas & Ryan, 2015). These perceived emotional
benefits can however wander into ‘snake oil’ territory, where value is difficult to measure,
and manipulation, dishonesty or moral disagreements can be activated and/or risk
reputational damage if not communicated well (Lundqvist et al, 2012). Storytelling as a
promotional campaign does require reflective critical thinking and understanding how the
meaning of value is mediated ethically (Scott et al, 2014).
Campaign stories have agency with many people playing roles that influence the
direction of a narrative and the meaning a story aims to portray (Onyas & Ryan, 2015;
Quesenbery & Brooks, 2010; Jenkins et al, 2013). In promotional communications,
marketers use an integrated campaign that includes the design of multi-media stories on a
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range of technology platforms to develop a positive relationship with audiences (Scott et al,
2015). As a communication system, all participants and stakeholders are entwined as an
integrated community (Onyas & Ryan, 2015), as a storyworld (Truby, 2007), with a
promotional intent. The storyworld activates topics of conversation in which all
stakeholders engage. For Living Stories a ‘storyworld of conversation’ is important, as it
influenced which conversational design and research theories and methodologies I chose
for the project, and a conversational approach involves both speaking and listening.
Inside a campaign, a brand identity can act as a story protagonist (the key character or
‘hero’) and marketers weave this character (or characters) into media stories to attract an
audience (Signorelli, 2012). Brand 'characters’ mimic human personalities to give them life
(Voeth & Herbst, 2008). Campaign characters can be human or non-human but are often
anthropomorphised as it is easier for humans to relate to them (Lupton, 2017). As is the
case with the Michelin Tyre Man (otherwise known as Bibendum) who first entered the
market in 1894. He is a fictional man made of tyres who acts as a mascot for Michelin tyre
manufacturing (MICHELIN Guide Digital Washington D.C., 2020). Promotional
communications, however, on behalf of a product, service, or even as a campaign idea, can
have character ‘traits’ that are subtler than a character. It can be a set of characteristics or
‘styling’ associated with how a campaign is presented, such as the use of colour or special
effects that represent a styled characterisation (Lupton, 2017). In Living Stories, this humancentred approach to represent non-humans as anthropomorphic characters in a story is
challenged. A Living Stories promotional storyworld, consists of human and non-human
actors who contribute to the value creation process. The non-human participation in a story
is transmitted by humans who are a spokesperson.

2.1 Narrative theory in promotional storytelling
Stories are effective for persuasive communication because they can demonstrate
value as something meaningful to audiences and influence people’s decisions (Signorelli,
2012). Promotional stories are influenced by narrative theories and techniques. In Section
2.1 I start by discussing the theory of narratology (Liveley, 2019; Fludernik, 2009), I then
introduce the narrative arc, and The hero’s Journey (Volger, 2007), the dominant narrative
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structure used in marketing (Lupton, 2017). This section closes with a brief discussion on
how the inclusion of non-humans in value creation storytelling can contribute to
transparent campaign storytelling.
The design of promotional stories, as narrative structures, draws upon the theory of
narratology and narrative analysis. Fludernik (2009) states that “[t]he word narrative … is
related to the verb, narrate (Fludernik, 2009, p1);” and therefore narrative is found in
literature, but also other forms of narration including theatre, news journalism, or in a
conversation between friends (Liveley, 2019). Narratology examines how stories are
structured and has a history that traces back to Ancient Greek culture including the
philosophies of Aristotle and Plato. Narratology is a systemic approach to narrative
construction (Liveley, 2019). In Living Stories my understanding of narratology is influenced
by Saussure’s theories of linguistic structuralism where the narrative structure is governed
by logic and rules (Liveley, 2019). Many of the key theorists in the field of narratology are
from literature, film and screenwriting (Lively, 2019; Fludernik, 2009). In Living Stories, as
stated in Chapter 1 the term ‘narrative’ is applied in this thesis when I am discussing how
narrative data assembles as an assemblage and is analysed through experimental narrative
enquiry. This includes how narrative forms as a plot. The term ‘story’ is used in a
performative sense when a story is being told by a person or is designed and delivered as a
campaign through media networks.
In marketing, campaign storytelling and communication design the primary narrative
structure used is based on The hero’s journey, which was first developed by Joseph
Campbell and then gained further popularity in the literature and film industry through the
work of screenwriter Christopher Vogler (Vogler, 2007). The hero’s journey involves a
character who embarks on an adventure, meets a series of problems and through the act of
solving these problems transforms into the status of a hero (Volger, 2007). This adventure is
the ‘call to action’ that calls the hero to take action and is the basis of the plot (Volger, 2007;
Lupton, 2017). The plot is how the call to action, and the story, unfolds, as a series of events
(Lupton, 2017). Alternatively, in Maureen Murdock’s feminist version The heroine’s journey,
Murdock reframes the hero’s journey to meet the needs and problems faced by
contemporary women (Murdock, 1990). Christopher Booker (2006) – also popular in
marketing literature – identifies seven themes found in all stories that describe the type of
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journey a hero/heroine embarks on, these are: (1) Overcoming the monster (2) Rags to
riches (3) The quest (4) Voyage and return (5) Comedy (6) Tragedy (7) Rebirth (Booker,
2006). In all of these narrative types, it is the action in the story that builds the plot and
transforms characters (Lupton, 2017). In Living Stories, it is the collective agency of many
actors that builds the plot, that then transforms the characters.
Stories typically follow the traditional Aristotelian narrative arc (Madej, 2008), as
illustrated in Figure 2. It is linear and is divided into three acts. The narrative starts in Act 1
by introducing a problem, that in Act 2 rises in complexity to a climax, and then in Act 3 falls
towards a resolution at the end of the story (Lupton, 2017; Dahlstrom, 2019; McMullin &
Braithewaite, 2013; Grimaldi et al, 2013). The hero’s journey follows this path of trials and
challenges with the hero meeting a ‘life or death’ moment at the climax and resolving this
conflict by the end (Lupton, 2019).
Figure 2 The narrative arc.

Image source: author’s own based on the narrative arcs described by (McMullin & Braithwaite, 2013; Grimaldi et al, 2013; Lupton, 2017).

In the diagram in Figure 2, a light grey line follows the three acts of the narrative arc
outlining the hero’s emotional journey. This line indicates the hero’s emotional response to
the events encountered in the story (Lupton, 2017). To the right of the diagram is a gauge
that shows if the line is high it is a positive experience and if the line is low it is negative.
This narrative arc is the dominant model used by marketing professionals (Lupton, 2017).
Narrative structures are not always linear; they may be circular, as when a story
returns to where it began at the end. The hero’s journey is often a circular narrative arc
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(Lupton, 2017). A story may be non-linear and not follow chronological order. It may jump
between competing storylines, such as in a movie that switches between different
characters and their experiences. A narrative may have a parallel plot, where several
storylines run alongside each other at the same time. In an interactive story, the plot line
becomes a non-linear structure that changes as the reader/user chooses what direction the
story goes in and therefore determines how the story resolves (Brathwaite & Schreiber,
2009; Dahlstrom, 2019; Truby, 2007; Quesenbery & Brooks, 2010). In contemporary
storytelling, language patterns can meander or take on a spiral narrative structure (Alison,
2019). In cross-cultural communications awareness of how different cultures approach the
structure of a narrative is important (Brejcha, 2015). In contemporary storytelling, there are
many variables to how a narrative is structured; however, it is The hero’s journey and the
linear narrative arc that dominates contemporary marketing (Lupton, 2017).
With multi-media design and the construction of cross-platform media infrastructure
stories are interactive so that each time someone clicks on a website or a link on a page the
story can go in a different direction. This is a ‘choose-your-own-adventure’ style of story,
seen in Figure 3, where the user has the autonomy to choose what direction the story takes
(Tenderich & Williams, 2015). In the narrative map in Figure 3, a group of mini-narratives
are interconnected and users can move from one story to another (Brathwaite & Schreiber,
2009).
Figure 3 Mini-narratives connected in a non-linear structure.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021
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Often, multi-media stories are interconnected and have no beginning or end, they
follow multiple directions, or they are circular and become chains of linked substories that
users will follow back to the beginning (Dahlstrom, 2019). The structure of these types of
non-linear stories are found in transmedia (integrated stories that are delivered through
multiple modes of delivery) including UX (User Experience), websites, game design, virtual
or augmented reality, or interactive social media storytelling (Tenderich & Williams, 2015).
A campaign delivered through a multi-media interactive site or interface will follow nonlinear narrative pathways that can circle back to the beginning or follow mini-narratives
such as those illustrated in Figure 3.
Campaign stories are designed and developed using storyboards, as seen in the
example in Figure 4, left. Designers use storyboards to develop settings, scenarios, event
timelines, and to outline the action in the plotline of a story as a sequenced series of images
(Lupton, 2017).

Figure 4 Example of a storyboard (left) and common narrative archetypes (right).

Image source: (left) Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021, (right) Creative commons (A) Unknown (B) Thomas Davidson (C) [2.0] Mary Cassatt

Storytellers also use archetypes to develop characters and narrative themes or plots
(Lupton, 2017; Martin & Hanington, 2012). The word archetype was first defined by
psychologist Carl Jung (1981) to mean when symbols, metaphors, images or themes repeat
in many stories, from different cultures, to have a universal meaning. For instance, in Figure
4, right, a character in a story could present with the traits of an archetypal ‘king’ that is
universally recognised as a leader; or a ‘jester’/ ‘trickster’ character could be recognised as a
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character who disrupts the status quo; or a ‘mother’ character may present with traits of
nurturing others (Martin & Hanington, 2012).
In marketing, the character archetypes in stories can be developed as ‘personas’ or
behavioural archetypes to represent the most typical user, or stakeholder, of a particular
brand (Lupton, 2017). Often in traditional advertising, as in folklore, the repetition of
archetypes or specific verses can simplify a story or drive home a message to highlight the
moral of a story (Lupton, 2017). In advertising and brand strategy, repetition is used to
represent consistency and trust. Story metaphors, characters and phrases can act as
mnemonic devices to stimulate brand recall (Lupton, 2017). For communication designers
working on promotional campaigns, personas, archetypes and repetition can make complex,
boring information simpler and easier to understand and retain.
Storytellers use plot to weave humans and non-humans into how a story unfolds. In
Living Stories non-human actors are recognised as active contributors. As more diverse
actors are included in stories of value creation cycles, the thicker (Geertz, 1973) and richer a
story becomes. Non-humans can be material goods, machines and technology, buildings,
other species, and/or places, that are related to one another through the plot of a story. The
inclusion of non-human actors in promotional stories can contribute to navigating
transparent communications and the ethics of tangible and intangible value discussed
earlier in this chapter. In the next section, I discuss how stories are designed as
contemporary campaigns as an integrated ‘storyworld’.

2.2 Developing a campaign-storyworld
The aim of Living Stories was to investigate appropriate stories for a campaign on
regenerative agriculture. In this section, I provide an overview of how campaigns are
researched, developed and produced. I start by outlining a four-step process for developing
a campaign and follow that with a brief explanation of what transmedia branding is
(Tenderich & Williams, 2015) and how a transmedia storyworld works. This section then
provides two case studies from creative agencies in the communications industry that
demonstrate a campaign-storyworld in action.
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A campaign is composed of four key factors: the brand character/s; the stories
associated with those characters; how the stories are shared through interactive media; and
the media channels and platforms where the story is published (Blakeman, 2018). There are
four key steps to developing a campaign:
1 Planning the campaign, defining the audience, competitive audit;
2 Establishing the key objectives and brand benefits to be communicated;
3 Developing the narrative and visual/verbal message; and,
4 Selecting and setting up the cross-platform promotional mix (Blakeman, 2018).
A contemporary campaign is designed and then delivered through the building of a crossplatform infrastructure (such as a website, a social media platform and/or a podcast series)
and integrating this with the design of multimedia stories (such as integrating streamed film,
text, sound, graphic symbols, icons and/or imagery). In the Living Stories project, I refer to
the development of an integrated campaign based on the theories of a transmedia brand
campaign (Tenderich & Williams, 2015).
Transmedia branding is based on transmedia storytelling, a cross-platform storytelling
technique from the film and entertainment industry (Jenkins, 2006). In transmedia
storytelling, a group of multimedia stories are transmitted across an integrated network of
traditional and new media platforms, as a unified ‘storyworld’. Inside the storyworld as new
modes of storytelling media are added to the network new plotlines are introduced so that
the world continues to change and grow. For example, a story could start as a successful
movie that is then released as an online game with a new plotline and new characters. The
story might become a TV-series, or a book, where further new scenarios are explored
(Tenderich & Williams, 2015). In Living Stories a campaign-storyworld is an integrated
campaign that is based on the theory of transmedia branding. The campaign uses a
conversational style of storytelling with multiple platforms as storytelling channels. The
diagram in Figure 5 of a campaign-storyworld illustrates how a campaign can integrate
various media platforms and multimedia modes of storytelling as an interconnected media
network for delivering a campaign.
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Figure 5 Integrated cross-platform campaign-storyworld.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

Looking at Figure 5 at the top nodes of the diagram a campaign could use traditional media
such as TV networks, radio and/or books to distribute campaign-related stories. While
looking at the bottom, new media platforms could be used, including building a website to
house a campaign, a social media channel to distribute stories, and/or developing a mobile
app. Some campaigns could be best delivered using experience design, as discussed earlier
in this chapter, by holding an event where information is distributed and/or a placemaking
initiative that activates an interactive campaign in public spaces. The campaign-storyworld,
as described and illustrated in Figure 5, is what Living Stories was based on.

2.3 Campaign case studies
To provide further detail on how a transmedia campaign can work I now outline two
case studies of cross-media campaigns developed by two creative agencies. The first is the
Dumb Ways to Die (DWTD) campaign, in Figure 6, and the second is the Wild for Life
campaign in Figure 11. Dumb Ways to Die is an example of how interactive campaigns work
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with audience participation. This case study shows how the design of the campaign included
a cross-platform media network and the design of campaign media, such as film, visual
graphics, clothing and social media memes, to name a few. Dumb Ways to Die was an
Australian public service campaign designed by the Melbourne advertising agency McCann,
for Metro Trains Melbourne. The campaign’s objective was to increase public awareness of
safety around trains. The design for the initial campaign story consisted of a short animation
and song, Figure 6, left. It was first released via video streaming on Youtube, Figure 6, right,
and became a viral hit within a week, with over 20 million views (McCann, 2012).
Figure 6 Dumb Ways to Die (DWTD) campaign (left) first released on YouTube (right).

Image source: McCann – Melbourne, Australia (2012) | REF: mccann.com.au/project/dumb-ways-to-die/ | USED WITH PERMISSION

The campaign song was also released on iTunes, Figure 7, left, allowing the audience to add
the song to their playlists, while a Dumb Ways to Die Tumblr site was used as an additional
platform to generate audience participation. The campaign also gained the attention of
news reporters in traditional media (Figure 7, right).
Figure 7 DWTD song released on iTunes (left), and airing on traditional news media (right).

Image source: McCann – Melbourne, Australia (2012) | REF: mccann.com.au/project/dumb-ways-to-die/ | USED WITH PERMISSION
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In addition to the video animation, the campaign song and social media Tumblr site, the
campaign transmedia network included a website platform (Figure 8, left) and a mobile
game (Figure 8, right), where the audience was encouraged to ‘pledge’ their commitment to
being safe around trains by completing an online form.
Figure 8 The DWTD campaign website platform (left) and interactive game (right).

Image source: McCann – Melbourne, Australia (2012) | REF: mccann.com.au/project/dumb-ways-to-die/ | USED WITH PERMISSION

The integrated campaign also included print media, as with the children’s book, in Figure 9,
left; as well as outdoor advertising, seen in Figure 9, right.
Figure 9 The DWTD book (left) and outdoor advertising (right).

Image source: McCann – Melbourne, Australia (2012) | REF: mccann.com.au/project/dumb-ways-to-die/ | USED WITH PERMISSION

As the campaign story spread the audience adopted it. As can be seen in Figure 10,
left, people on Instagram shared photos through their own Instagram account revealing
their interaction with the Dumb Ways to Die outdoor advertising; while, in Figure 10, right,
schools implemented the campaign as an engaging educational teaching tool.
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Figure 10 The DWTD on Instagram (left) and at a school (right).

Image source: McCann – Melbourne, Australia (2012) | REF: mccann.com.au/project/dumb-ways-to-die/ | USED WITH PERMISSION

The Dumb Ways to Die campaign demonstrates how a campaign narrative can be effective
as an integrated marketing method and involve audience participation in how it spreads
(Jenkins et al, 2013). McCann advertising claims the earnings for this media campaign
totalled over 60 million dollars in revenue (McCann, 2012).
To manage a brand campaign can be difficult, however, as social networks cannot be
controlled (Blakeman, 2018). Open story networks such as social media channels or online
published articles with open comments can result in damage to a brand’s reputation if the
audience does not respond favourably (Blakeman, 2018). In the design of a promotional
campaign, the design must allow for responsive user experience and audience feedback, as
an attempt to remain in touch with what the audience is seeking (Blakeman, 2018). The
Dumb Ways to Die campaign shows how the value proposition in the campaign stories,
related to safety with trains, is distributed through audience participation.
The second example of a multi-platform campaign is Wild for Life by Futerra, a global
sustainability creative agency based in the UK. This example is a wildlife conservation
campaign based on the theme of a relationship between humans and other animal species.
This campaign, see Figure 11, was developed for the United Nations to create awareness
about illegal trafficking and trade of endangered species (Futerra, 2019). It is an example
where the relationship between humans and non-humans is active in the storytelling.
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Figure 11 Wild for life campaign by Futerra.

Image source: Futerra, UK (2019) | REF: www.wildfor.life/the-campaign | USED WITH PERMISSION

The Wild for Life campaign included a multi-modal platform consisting of a website
that housed film, an interactive quiz, and a social media post generator. The website gave
people access to learn more about the campaign cause and to easily share their messages
through their social networks. Audiences were asked to participate in the campaign by
identifying with a ‘kindred species’ and share their ‘wild side’ with an animal of their choice
through the in-built social media post generator. The generator immediately distributed the
post through the user’s social media platform. In this campaign, several celebrities were
asked to participate as ‘brand ambassadors’ and spread the message using the tag
#wildforlife on their social media feeds and to encourage others to join the campaign
(Futerra, 2019). The Wild for Life campaign is an example of a campaign-storyworld that is
multimedia and multi-platform. The campaign communicates social and environmental
value from the Sustainabilty Matrix in the form of social value gained through collaborative
networking and greater human connection through the sharing of the campaign story. And
environmental value by raising awareness of human care for the protection of other
environmental species. It could be argued that this campaign is human-centric. While nonhuman other species play a role in this campaign story they are anthropomorphised as
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‘humans absorb the identity of other species’, but remain human. Other species, as nonhumans, are not represented as their own species independent of a human identity.
This concludes Chapter 2. I have discussed how promotional communications, such as
advertising, PR and brand communications, have infiltrated ubiquitously throughout
contemporary media. I discussed the complexity of measuring value in contemporary
markets through the Sustainability Matrix and the challenges in presenting transparent
diverse value-propositions as promotional stories. I introduced how storytelling, and in
particular, conversational storytelling is popular in today’s market communications. I
considered how stories are researched, designed and produced and how transparency is
important for developing promotional communications people can trust. I provided two
examples of campaign-storyworlds from the communications industry that demonstrate
how transmedia campaigns work in contemporary media. This chapter outlined the
background literature and knowledge of how to design, develop and implement campaigns
in contemporary media in preparation for the Living Stories project.
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Chapter 3

Theory
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De-centering humans in narrative enquiry
Living Stories aimed to conduct narrative research that de-centred humans. In Chapter
2, I discussed how promotional stories that present narratives of value are developed,
designed and distributed. In this chapter, I introduce the theories that underpin the
research frameworks that I worked with for Living Stories. There are 4 sections to this
chapter. In Section 1, I start by introducing the theory, principles and practices of design
anthropology and I explain why the theoretical methods are not suitable for investigating
non-humans in a de-centred manner. I then explain how in the field of anthropology,
Anthropos (which means human) is changing in meaning. In Section 2, I discuss how a
subset of anthropology, multispecies, is developing theories and practices for investigating
the relationship between humans and non-humans, that are not human-centred, and I
explain how this fits into Living Stories. In Section 3, I introduce the theory of new
materialism, and assemblage analysis, the primary analytical approach I have used in Living
Stories to investigate humans and non-humans. I explain why I used new materialism and
assemblage analysis. In the final Section 4, I discuss how the 3 theories outlined in this
chapter assemble together as a multi-disciplinary theoretical framework for the Living
Stories project.

Section 1: Design anthropology and human-centred design
In chapter 1, I discussed that current methods of human-centred design are effective
for socially inclusive research but are ineffective for examining ecological research where
both humans and non-human relations are under study (Wendt, 2017). Human-centred
design has developed since the 1980s when multi-disciplinary partnerships begun to emerge
between the fields of design and social science (Forlano, 2017; Foolproof Team, 2015). The
design field, which has a history in mass production and industry (Wasson, 2000), partnered
with social scientists, system designers and computer scientists as ‘socio-technic’
collaborative teams (Otto & Smith, 2013). The objective of these teams was to gain a
greater understanding of the ‘user experience’ of computer technology and the internet,
known as human-computer interaction (HCI) (Otto & Smith, 2013). The field of design
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anthropology is an example of one of these ‘socio-technic’ partnerships and emerged out of
two key research areas in these experimental teams, participatory design and corporate
ethnography (Otto & Smith, 2013).
In the 1990s, innovative technology companies, such as Xerox PARC and E-Lab in
Silicon Valley, brought multidisciplinary ‘socio-technic’ research teams together that
included both designers and anthropologists (Otto & Smith, 2013; Wasson, 2000; Clarke,
2017). At this time marketers in for-profit business environments relied on cognitive
psychology and/or marketing research to gain insight into consumer behaviour and the
commercial culture of marketplaces, through quantifiable statistics, demographics and data
gained from research surveys. Anthropologists brought to the table qualitative, in-context
and localised knowledge by introducing the anthropological research methods of
ethnography (Graffam, 2010; Otto & Smith, 2016; Wasson, 2000). Ethnographic research
came to be recognised as an effective method for understanding consumers and ‘users’ of
modern technology (Graffam, 2010; Gunn et al, 2013; Otto & Smith, 2016; Wasson, 2000).
The dominant research methodologies in design at this time were user-centred and/or
techno-centric/machine-centric and the user’s needs of these technologies were based on
usability only. It became apparent that a deeper contextual understanding of the human
needs in this transaction needed further consideration and so the focus shifted towards
human-centred design (Giacomin, 2015). Anthropologists played a role in the rise of humancentred design by providing insight into the social and cultural relations between humans
and technology. In addition, with the rise of the global internet and digital communications
anthropologists revealed a greater understanding of the impact of globalisation and crosscultural relationships (Rabinow et al, 2008). ‘Design anthropology’ is the title for the
crossover of the fields of design and anthropology (other related and recognised terms are
design ethnography and anthro-design). This theoretical practice sits inside the design
research field where design and social sciences have merged in the 21st Century,
contributing to the rise of human-centred design.
When a design anthropologist undertakes ethnographic research it is conducted
where a research population is located, in-context, of where a product, service or activity
that is under study is performed (Otto & Smith, 2013). This experiential and sensory
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empirical approach uses first-hand participation and observation of product or service use,
and this is documented through ethnographic field diaries, in-depth interviews, narrative
enquiry, photographs, video and artefact analysis (Wasson, 2000; Otto & Smith, 2016;
Bernard, 2004; Martin & Hanington, 2012). Throughout the analysis, design anthropologists,
as ethnographers, work with the theory of interpretivism which means the ability to
interpret another’s culture from the viewpoint of the people under study (Bernard, 1995;
Geertz, 1973). They use thick descriptions, a written technique developed by anthropologist
Clifford Geertz (1973). The anthropologist’s writes and collates field narratives through
detailed accounts of experiences and observations, such as documenting human emotions,
kinship ties, societal rules, social hierarchy, environmental factors and other related details
to increase contextual cultural knowledge (Geertz, 1973). Ethnographic research is a
hermeneutic method for writing, documenting and interpreting culture that encourages
ethnographers to step back, observe and understand the culture of other people. This can
include participating in activities, or tool use, or studying artefacts, interviewing or
shadowing other people, examining maps, signage, pathways or even experiencing weather
conditions on location. Cultural descriptions are scribed in field diaries as an ethnographer
witnesses them without the ethnocentrism of viewing another person’s culture through the
lens of one’s own morality or value system (Barnard, 2004; Agar, 1980; Geertz, 1973).
A design anthropologist, however, combines these ethnographic research methods
with tools and practices from the research theories and methods of design. So, in addition
to methods of participation, observation, interviewing and/or documenting of cultural data,
a design anthropologist intervenes throughout the research process with research methods
able to retrieve relevant data related to design concept development (Otto & Smith, 2013;
Smith & Kjærsgaard, 2015). These design methods can include storytelling, role-playing,
games or creative exploration in design elements such as colour, language, shape or sensory
information (Martin & Hanington, 2012). Design anthropology is an integration of the two
fields as a research and practice continuum (Otto & Smith, 2013). Anthropology applies a
reflexive lens that observes real-life culture as it is experienced by ethnographers, and then
intervenes and potentially changes the future of culture through design (Smith &
Kjærsgaard, 2015). By combining the research, theory and practice of design with the
critically reflexive ethnographic research methods from anthropology, design anthropology
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provides a unique cultural lens to the research process and development of design (Smith &
Kjærsgaard, 2015; Smith & Otto, 2016; Gunn, et al, 2013; Mendez, 2009; Barnard, 2004).
Design anthropology contributes in-context research that is effective for investigating
culture in the context of places where activities under study are performed.
Figure 12 is an example of how a design anthropology enquiry, as a human-centred
research approach, in a contemporary marketing context, could work.
Figure 12 A holistic cultural design anthropology study.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

If for example, a company selling a specific food product wanted to learn more about the
consumer to tailor their marketing, ethnographic research could reveal context to explain
how this food product fits into the consumers’ world. If the study started as an investigation
into the consumer as a series of interviews with a cultural group, regarding (1) their diet,
information gained at this point could then lead to uncovering food consumption patterns.
This finding (2), could reveal where these people shop and how the foods they eat are
marketed. This information could (3) reveal how certain factors regarding this food product
are (4) influenced by a global market. A design anthropology enquiry such as this can open
up other cultural lines of enquiry. For instance, if data on (1) the diet, revealed further
information about (2) food consumption patterns, this could reveal specific attitudes to (2a)
the status of the members within the group. This finding might uncover (2b) the politics of
how the group is organised within society, giving a greater understanding of how this group
relates to the world around them. Throughout an enquiry, a design anthropologist can
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investigate (5) the artefacts that the cultural group display as important to them, or (6) the
types of stories they tell as local ‘folklore’ or ‘myths’, or they can discuss (7) the tools they
use.
Further, a study such as this can reveal opportunities for design innovation. If for
instance, (1) the study of the diet revealed that several participants regularly ate the food
product with another food product this could be an opportunity for developing marketing
where the two foods are promoted together. Or (2) if the food consumption revealed that
they would use this food for ‘dinner parties’ with certain influential groups of people the
food product could reveal (2a) a pattern for signifying class or status and reveal
opportunities for ways to package or market the product. The cultural lens of anthropology
can lead to the discovery of unforeseen emerging cultural patterns that can assist in
directing the design, development and marketing of a food product to meet a range of
human needs and improve the product developer’s market success (Graffam, 2010). In
addition, design opportunities can be shown in situ during ethnographic interviews. If a
design anthropologist recognised during a fieldwork interview that (1) the diet revealed (2)
a food consumption pattern that indicated a design innovation opportunity related to (2a)
class or status, the researcher could activate impromptu design research methods. For
example, a theatrical role-play of food preparation or a creative exploration on packaging
design (Martin & Hanington, 2012). This type of design anthropological study is effective for
human-centred design, but it does not reflect on how non-human objects, infrastructure or
discourse affect or influence how humans act, since the main protagonist in the study, is the
hero; the human.
Anthropology is the study of Anthropos (human) and what it means to be human
(Barnard, 2004). Therefore, the anthropology component of design anthropology is a
human-centred approach. The research query of Living Stories is investigating how nonhumans could be included in a manner where humans are de-centred. In contemporary
anthropology, the definition of Anthropos is changing (Lenskjold & Olander, 2016). In the
mid-20th Century, the ideals that influenced early anthropologists were challenged by poststructuralist, action centred and feminist theories. In this era, theorists from these
theoretical standpoints argued for participatory and democratic agency for minority groups
or individuals, they challenged definitions of gender roles and disrupted the definition of
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culture as a formal society as it was defined by structuralism (Barnard, 2004) (Geertz, 1973).
In the 1960s the hermeneutic research method for writing, documenting and interpreting
culture emerged and anthropologists were encouraged to step back, observe and
understand cultural ideas in the context of the people who lived them (Barnard, 2004)
(Agar, 1980) (Geertz, 1973). These reflexive and postmodern approaches aimed to change
the way a person relates to the ‘Other’ (Barnard, 2004). In the 2000s, a new focus has
emerged, known as the ontological turn in anthropology. The ontological turn is changing
how anthropologists work by moving them away from the interpretive theories of
understanding ‘others’ and towards an ontology of ‘multiple worlds’. The focus is on
humans ‘being’ within multiple worlds, worlds that include non-humans (Lenskjold &
Olander, 2016). Design anthropologists and design researchers Lenskjold & Olander (2016)
explain this move away from a human-centred approach as:
… the idea of the anthropologist as someone who is studying ‘differing
perspectives’ on a given reality. Instead, they subscribe to ideas and concepts of
multiple worlds or multiple ontologies, arguing that difference is the product of
participation and existence in alternative, multiple realities (Lenskjold & Olander,
2016, p252.
The ontological turn towards non-humans in an anthropological study considers the idea
that humans can be de-centred from a research enquiry and participate instead in ‘multiple
realities’ with diverse and changing conditions (Lenskjold & Olander, 2016).
Design anthropology with its use of anthropological theories and principles is primarily
human-centred but practitioners such as Lenskjold & Olander (2016) ask for a greater
response in the age of Anthropocene. They are pushing design anthropology to be inclusive
to non-human enquiries, they ask:
… questions that may expand the focus of this transdisciplinary field to such an
extent that we may focus not on the human capacity for change but also on the
capacity of others, including non-humans, to perform and configure both humans
and the collectives of which humans form a part in ways that we are perhaps not
yet capable of imagining (Lenskjold & Olander, 2016, p249).
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Ethnographic research then expands the cultural lens of anthropology towards a more
dynamic relationship between humans and non-humans. However, practising design
anthropology with humans and non-humans in mind is opening ethnographers up into new
ethical, social and political realms (Lenskjold & Olander, 2016) and those ethical frameworks
need to be defined.
In the field of design anthropology, I refer to two examples of experimental research
projects investigating the relationship between humans and non-humans. The first, is
Lenskjold & Olander’s (2016) open-ended study of inter-species companionship and
relationship (Lenskjold & Olander, 2016; Jönsson & Lenskjold, 2014). This study examines
the interaction between wild birds and humans in an elderly care home (Urban Animals and
Us). The project included the design of prototypes such as the “Talk-Into” bird caller that
aimed to attract birds and develop inter-species relationships (Lenskjold & Olander, 2016,
p258). The second, is design anthropologist Genevieve Bell and her work with Critter Cams
where technology such as drones or cameras can reveal the agency of animals and “nonhuman subjectivity (Forlano, 2017, p27; Bell, 2016)”. Both examples examine the changing
relationship between humans with non-human species. A trend within the ontological turn
in anthropology is to use multi-disciplinary research enquiries as a way of developing
‘multiple realities’ in the search for knowledge (Lenskjold & Olander, 2016). As anthropology
is primarily identified as a human-centred approach, multispecies ethnography is one of the
theoretical approaches that is experimenting in the ontological turn in anthropology.
Therefore, in Living Stories, literature on multispecies influenced the project’s development
and I discuss that next.

Section 2: Multispecies ethnography
The term multispecies has traditionally been found in the literature of biology and
ecology and refers to the way different species or wildlife are cohabitating within the same
biological terrain, which can be animals, plants or even microbial organisms (Kirksey &
Helmreich, 2010). The study of multispecies entanglements entered into the field of
anthropology through the collaboration of anthropologists with biologists and other natural
scientists (Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010). Inside the field of anthropology, multispecies
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ethnography has initiated a great debate on the topic of the relationship between humans
and non-human other species. This debate is known as the ‘species turn’ (Kirksey &
Helmreich, 2010). Donna Haraway (2008) has contributed extensive knowledge on the
relations between humans and non-human other species with her work on companion
species, as with her studies with dogs (Haraway, 2008; 2016). Multispecies ethnographers,
also known as more-than-human ethnographers in cultural anthropology, investigate the
relations between Anthropos (humans) and other species and describe humans as living
within an entanglement of inter-species relationships (Haraway, 2008; Kirksey & Helmreich,
2010).
Multispecies ethnography differs from environmental anthropology, which sits within
classical anthropology. Environmental anthropologists use ethnoecology to examine the
relationship between humans and nature (Palmer, 2017). Ethnoecology is the study of
biological plants and animals and how surrounding environments and habitats improve
human life or ensure survival (Palmer, 2017). Multispecies anthropology in comparison decentres the human enquiry and recognises humans and non-humans as co-existing inside an
ecological system. Traditional ethnographers often practised solo and as Faeir (2018)
explains:
[Anthrolopologists]… lacked tools for accessing the dynamics of more-thanhuman worlds. Classical fieldwork methods were developed to collect ‘facts’ and
‘data’ from single human cultural groups (Faeir, 2018, p5).
In multispecies research, anthropologists can partner with other scientists (Faeir, 2018). This
was the case with the collaborative research project conducted by The Matsutake Worlds
Research Group, who conducted a multi-sited ethnographic study into the ecology of the
matsutake mushroom. The research included how the mushroom is cultivated and how it is
globally marketed (Faeir, 2018). Collaborating with other scientists and mixing theories and
methodologies requires experimentation, Faeir (2018) explains:
Although our collaboration used conventional interviews and fieldwork methods,
we did not always restrict ourselves to them. We also spent considerable time
reading scientific studies about forests and fungi, meeting with scientists, and
engaging with forest beings. We learned new languages of biocommunication so
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that we could explore the polysemous chemical vocabularies of people, fungi,
plants, and atmospheres … As we did so, we learned to acknowledge the
materiality of multispecies social relations beyond what our human informants
claimed (Faeir, 2018, p5).
In multispecies analysis, the social worlds of non-human other species are included in the
research collaboration and they contribute to cultural knowledge.
Kohn (2013) who investigated how trees communicate in his book How Trees think:
towards an anthropology beyond the human utilised the theories of semiotics (the study of
signs) to see how species of the natural world may reveal signs of thinking and
communicating. He claims all species can exhibit and interpret signs (Kohn, 2013). His
ethnographic study was located in Avila in Ecuador with the Runa people who reside in a
tropical and complex ecological environment. Kohn questioned how anthropology has
reduced human understanding of other species to one that is centred on human needs. He
quotes Haraway (2003) when stating there is a need for establishing ethical practices to
understand what she calls interrelationships with “significant otherness” between humans
and non-humans (Kohn, 2013, p134). When multispecies live in close contact Kohn (2013)
explains they “come to partake in a sort of shared trans-species habitus that does not
observe the distinctions we might otherwise make between nature and culture”. The
boundaries between each species dissolves (Kohn, 2013, p132). In the Living Stories project
investigating regenerative agriculture, farmers work with animal husbandry, plant
propagation, the rehabilitation of native species and integrated landscape design of
farmland (Massy, 2017). Many of the principles of regenerative agriculture are embedded
with biological and ecological systems thinking (Massy, 2017) and so multispecies is an
appropriate ethnographic approach to consider.
As the Living Stories project aimed to research and develop a promotional campaign
on regenerative farming there are non-human elements involved in the study of this topic,
such as tools, machinery and farm built environments, that are not ecological species. Using
the cultural enquiry of design anthropology alongside the influence of multispecies
ethnography in the Living Stories project, I sought an analysis method I could partner with
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these two theories that could work with a broader definition of non-humans, and so I
turned to new materialism.

Section 3: New materialism and the non-human
As with multispecies anthropology, new materialism has links with ecological thinking
and is responding to debates about climate change and the Anthropocene (Shomura, 2017;
Connolly, 2013). As a theoretical research approach, new materialism has emerged since the
1990s and can be found in diverse fields such as social science, arts and humanities (Sanzo,
2018). It draws upon various philosophies and has a strong feminist and social theoretical
vein (Sanzo, 2018). New materialism rejects dualism, reductionism and anthropocentrism
and instead explores humans and non-humans as relating in an inclusive and entwined
plurality (Fox & Klein, 2019; Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Barad, 2007). While it is a diverse field
there are some principles and affinities that all new materialists share:
1 the binary of human/nature collapses and is viewed as an interconnected web or
an assemblage of matter and non-matter;
2 matter is not passive;
3 we de-centre the human and consider the agency of matter even as
far as the biosphere;
4 analysts pay attention to how objects, infrastructure or discourse
affect how humans act; and,
5 power is distributed within relations and the flow of affect between humans and
non-humans is an act of ‘becoming’ the future.
(Shomura, 2017; Scott et al, 2014)
In the Living Stories project, I focussed on one theoretical and research methodology
from the field of new materialism, assemblage analysis, developed by Fox & Alldred
(2015a;b; 2013). This approach allowed me to examine both human and non-humans in the
stories that I sourced through ethnographic interviews. The stories were gathered as
narrative data and the humans and non-humans studied as actors inside narratives. The
analysis did not focus on individual human actors, or human actions and feelings, or my own
reflections, as a researcher, of any given situation. Instead I mapped humans and non-
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humans as related actors found in discursive narratives, as entangled assemblages (Fox &
Alldred, 2015a;b). By applying this type of analysis in my project I could study the relations
between farmers and non-humans in the stories told to me during the research data
collection. This included humans as farmers, the machinery farmers operate, the market
economy they participate in, the natural landscape they care for, and the plants or animals
they interact with, as an assembled group of ‘actors’ in a story. Through assemblage
analysis, I could examine how each of these actors relates to, influences, and affects, one
another (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). For Living Stories, assemblage analysis was a pragmatic
approach for gaining a greater contextual understanding of how human discursive narrative
forms with both human and non-human actors relating with one another. By partnering the
theories and practices of design anthropology, multispecies, and new materialist
assemblage analysis together, I aimed to de-centre the human framing of narratives about
regenerative agriculture. In the following section, I provide an overview of assemblage
analysis.

3.1 Assemblage analysis as a new materialist enquiry
The new materialist approach of assemblage analysis used in Living Stories, developed
by Fox & Alldred (2015b), was based on the idea of assemblage outlined by Deleuze &
Guattari (1987) in their book A Thousand Plateaus (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). Assemblages
are described by Deleuze & Guattari as systems of connected, self-regulating, social
relationships between materials and non-materials (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). Deleuze &
Guattari’s work with assemblages draws upon Spinoza’s concept of affect rather than
agency (Deleuze, 1988). Actors are examined inside narrative assemblages, using the
Deleuzian (short for Deleuze & Guattari) definition of affect to understand the capacity that
actors have to affect and be affected by each other through relationship. Whether those
affects are physical, social, emotional or psychological (Deleuze, 1987; Fox & Alldred,
2015a;b; Fox & Klein, 2019). When mapped these affects between human and non-human
actors form as a ‘relational-affect assemblage’ (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b).
An assemblage analyst studies the relational-affect assemblage by examining the
material and the social as inter-related entities, the flow of affect between actors is mapped
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as a networked assemblage (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). This version of ‘social’ enquiry is openended, assemblage networks are not linear, rather they are ‘rhizomatic’ webs. It was
Deleuze & Guattari (1987) who defined the term ‘rhizomatic assemblage’, and when they
use this term they refer to the botanical meaning of the word. It is when a plant species has
underground tuber stems that run like roots, between plants, and assemble as a mass of
enmeshed and entwined threads, like an underground web of connections. This metaphor
of a web that is connected through multiple directions and touchpoints, breaks away from
the ‘top down’ or ‘bottom up’ approach of traditional systems and network designs
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Feely, 2019). This approach is used to critique traditional system
networks and offers an alternative to the binaries between, nature and culture, observer
and observed, material and discourse (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). Deleuzian ontology places
both the material world and discourse as active agents within an assemblage where power
is distributed in multiple rhizomatic directions (Feely, 2019). The affect-relations are
“branching, reversing, coalescing and rupturing flow (Fox & Alldred, 2015b, p401)”. Fox &
Klein (2019) explain “… they do not recapitulate Marxist sociology’s ‘historical materialism’
that considered an economic base as the foundational driver for social relations, or power
as a top-down imposition (Fox & Klein, 2019, p6)”. Instead, new materialists propose that an
assemblage is entwined and “power and resistance emerge from social and/or natural
interactions (Fox & Klein, 2019, p6)”. The engagement is entangled and diverse, the
components of the assemblage do not blend into ‘one entity’ (Fox & Klein, 2019).
Throughout Living Stories, I employed an assemblage analysis of narrative structures and
narrative plot. I examined the moment-by-moment transaction of affect-relations between
narrative actors that together ‘become’ what are living-stories.
In the Living Stories project, one of the aims was to investigate a diverse valueproposition, as discussed in Chapter 2, that includes non-human participation. Clough
(2004) suggests that the continuous movement and flows of affect in assemblages produce
an ‘affect economy’. The affect economy is described by Clough as the way affective
capacities switch between actors, from bodies and other entities “from one mode to
another in terms of attention, arousal, interest, receptivity, stimulation, attentiveness,
action, reaction, and inaction (Clough, 2004, p15)”. In other words, affective change and
active productivity is produced by the assemblage, rather than any specific actor. In the case
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of Living Stories, human actions and experiences are examined in stories as a relationship
between an assemblage of human and non-human actors. The examination focusses on the
affective flows that occur between these relations (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b).
In addition to the theoretical framework of Fox & Alldred’s (2015a;b) assemblage
analysis, I have also drawn from new materialist, physics and feminist scholar Barad’s (2007)
concept of intra-action. Barad claims that in new materialism the interaction between
entities is a process of unfolding that emerges from within the assemblage of actors, as
embodied collective life, as a state of ‘becoming’ (Barad, 2007). For Barad matter is
continuously active, changing and flowing rather than in a state of fixed being (Barad, 2007;
Fox & Alldred, 2015b). Barad also claims that the enmeshed nature-culture of assemblages
is not in a state of interaction but instead intra-action where “dynamic forces” (p141)
emerge from within the relations between actors rather than through the collision of
individual actors interacting (Barad, 2007). In Living Stories the flow of affect flows through
the plot of the story.
In Fox & Alldred’s (2015a;b) assemblage analysis method, based on new materialism,
there are three components, dot-pointed here and explained below:
• the interconnected as an intra-related (Barad, 2007) ‘assemblage’;
• the ‘affect’ flowing between the actors connected as an affect-economy; and,
• the ‘micropolitical’ capacities actors obtain or lose through ‘affect-relations’,
‘territorialisation’, and ‘singular’ and ‘aggregative’ affects, that produce ‘lines of
flight’ (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Fox & Klein, 2018).
An assemblage analyst maps the flow of affect between actors in a narrative and examines
how the affect-relations change the territory of each actor (Fox & Alldred, 2015b). Fox &
Alldred call this analysis ‘territorialisation’ and it studies how actors within an assemblage
gain or lose ‘territory’. An actor may stabilise or maintain order in an assemblage through
‘reterritorialisation’, or destabilise and change the assemblage formation through
‘deterritorialisation’ (Fox & Alldred, 2015b). An investigation into how actors stabilise or
destabilise existing affect-relations allows an analyst to understand how the affecteconomies of the collective actors’ social production is forming, and whether the actors in
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the assemblage are of a social, material or discursive nature (Fox & Klein, 2019). The
analysis also pays attention to aggregative and singular affects. An aggregative affect groups
affect-relations into categories or “broad social and cultural formations (p. 402)” such as
“gender or race (p.402)” whereas singular affects can produce ‘in-the-moment’ affects that
can trigger ‘lines of flight’, where a new configuration of actors territorialise the assemblage
(Fox & Alldred, 2015b). In the Living Stories project, narrative-assemblages were examined
as intra-relationships between human and a whole host of non-human actors in the topic of
regenerative agriculture. The relational flow of affect that occurred between actors was
examined to understand how these affect-relations formed stabilising or destabilising
territorialisation, whether aggregative or singular affects were recognised, and/or if lines of
flight were triggered.
Further to the use of Fox & Alldred’s (2015b) assemblage analysis on narrativeassemblages I also adopted their ‘research-assemblage’ approach in Living Stories. A
research-assemblage applies the Deleuzian (1987) assemblage to the formation of a group
of research methods and tools. In Section 4, I introduce the research-assemblage, as an
assemblage of the theories covered throughout this chapter. I use this example of a
theoretical research-assemblage to indicate how a research-assemblage works. In the next
chapter I explore the research-assemblage as a set of research methods and tools in further
detail.

Section 4: The research-assemblage
Figure 13 displays a diagram of an assemblage of the theories covered in this chapter:
design anthropology, multispecies, new materialism and the analytical tool of assemblage
analysis. These four theoretical frameworks, practices and methodological tools collectively
form as a research-assemblage of the Living Stories project. Design anthropology is the
practice-based framework for the cultural enquiry, multispecies brings knowledge related to
human and non-human inter-species relations and new materialism applies philosophy on
human and non-human beyond just species. Assemblage analysis, which sits in the greater
circle of the diagram, holds the largest position because it is applied to the narrative analysis
of all the data sourced during the project and was influenced by the other three theoretical
frameworks.
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Figure 13 An assemblage of the research theories entwined as a research-assemblage.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

In the Living Stories project, the goal of the campaign was to understand what stories
were important in the field of regenerative agriculture in the Great Southern, and what
stories could influence farmers not yet using regenerative farming methods to take them
up. The idea was to conduct fieldwork studies and speak to the farmers, on their land, and
experience these stories in the context of where the farming activities take place. The
research plan for the practice-based Living Stories project was framed on the theories and
methods of design anthropology. The framework was similar to the cultural enquiry
discussed in the design anthropology section of this chapter, illustrated in Figure 12. As I
was interested in the relationship between the farmers, the land they farm, and the species
that co-habit the landscape, the theories of multispecies anthropology were useful in
developing the research framework. Multispecies thinking provided knowledge for
conducting an informed analysis of the narrative data gathered during the fieldwork.
New materialism brought a philosophical understanding to the relationship between
humans and non-humans, including non-humans that are not biological species. New
materialist assemblage analysis offered a practical experimental narrative enquiry for
mapping diverse value-propositions by examining the micropolitical affect-economy and
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territorial boundaries between human and non-human actors in narrative-assemblages (Fox
& Alldred, 2015a;b). Shomura (2017) explains that in new materialism “…the generative
force is less an intrinsic property and more [a] situated capacity (Shomura, 2017, para 2)”
and as such this experimental approach situated narratives in-context[s], connected to
places. In Living Stories the narratives were connected to farms. Diverse value-propositions
when studied as narrative-assemblages are not fixed, but continuously changing, and at
differing speeds (Feely, 2019; Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). The configuration of the valueproposition for regenerative farming emerges in a state of ‘becoming’. In the next chapter, I
shall discuss in detail how design anthropology, multispecies ethnography, new materialism
and assemblage analysis outlined in this chapter were used throughout the Living Stories
project.
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Chapter 4

Methodology
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Experimental research for a campaign-storyworld
This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section, I introduce the Living
Stories research-production model, which is a multi-disciplinary communications research
and production framework that underpins the Living Stories project. I explain how this
model works, what methodologies were involved and how this model was actioned in Living
Stories. Following this, I introduce the Living Stories research-assemblage based on Fox &
Alldred’s (2015b) research-assemblage approach discussed in Chapter 3. I explain the tools,
techniques and methods that were included in the Living Stories research-assemblage, and I
discuss how the research-assemblage operated collectively as a narrative enquiry. I then
suggest how Fox & Alldred’s (2015a;b) assemblage analysis can be used to study narrative
data by mapping the data as narrative-assemblages and how this technique can reveal the
role of non-humans. This first section closes with a brief overview of the project timeline,
the research population, the primary research question and the hypothesis that
underpinned the project.
In the second section of this chapter, I provide an outline of phase 1, the research
fieldwork, named the Storyfield. I discuss how the Living Stories fieldwork interviews were
conducted using an open conversational format (Hollway & Jefferson, 2013) and how
speculative fiction storytelling was utilised in the interviews (Lupton, 2017; Martin &
Hanington, 2012; Dunne & Raby, 2013). I explain how the interviews were structured and I
present a sample of some of the research questions. I follow this by explaining some of the
challenges and insights I encountered during the interviews, and I discuss an example of an
interview that gives insight into how non-human actors can play a role in the interview
process and influence knowledge production. I also explain how speculative free-association
storytelling was performed in the interviews and I explain how creative storytelling
conducted during fieldwork interviews can contribute to the development of creative
campaign material. This section closes with a brief outline of how the narrative data from
phase 1 of the research was analysed in preparation for implementing the second phase of
the research, the Storylab.
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The third section of this chapter is dedicated to the Storylab, which involved two living
labs structured as co-design workshops (Brankaert et al, 2017; Leminen & Westerlund,
2017). The workshops are defined as living labs because they open innovation in designdriven research (Brankaert et al, 2017) by using participatory research approaches (Sanders,
2013) and various free-association creative storytelling exercises from design (Lupton, 2017;
Martin & Hanington, 2012). I include discussion on how knowledge specialists from the
fields of sustainability and landcare management and storytelling practitioners participated
in the Storylabs. I discover how both conversational storytelling and free-association
storytelling contributed to the research data and knowledge creation. At the close of this
chapter, I reveal the eight narrative themes that were established throughout phase 1 and 2
as relevant to a campaign on regenerative agriculture. These eight themes introduced in this
chapter contribute to a campaign-storyworld, and they are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

Section 1: the Living Stories storyworld
The Living Stories project began based on a three-phase story production process,
called the campaign ‘research-production model’. The model is framed to research, build,
design and maintain, a campaign-storyworld, see Figure 14. Both the research and
production components of this model form an assemblage of research tools, techniques and
methods that draw from the disciplines of ethnography, new materialism, communication
design and transmedia, and form together as a research-production-assemblage (Fox &
Alldred, 2015b). In this thesis, the definition of a storyworld draws upon three references: a
cross-platform transmedia storyworld as defined by Tenderich & Williams (2015) (outlined
in Chapter 2), a multi-tiered and unified storyworld used by gaming designer Hills (2010)
that includes story platform design and narrative theories, and a conceptual storyworld,
referred to by scriptwriter Truby (2007). In Living Stories, the storyworld researchproduction model was the central framework I used to plan and direct my project. It is
composed of 3 phases, as seen in Figure 14, including the ‘storyfield’ where data is gathered
through fieldwork research, the ‘storylab’ where data is analysed in a design lab, and the
‘storynet’ where campaign stories are designed and distributed through a media network.
The Living Stories project only actions phase 1 and phase 2.
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Figure 14 The storyworld research-production model.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

Looking at the diagram in Figure 14 and starting at the base the three phases are:

Phase 1

the storyfield including ethnographic fieldwork and narrative enquiry on
location and in-context to the subject matter. The aim is to explore how
humans and non-humans affect one another, what actions they do that
produce these affects and what “capacities these affective flows
produce (Fox & Alldred, 2015b, p406)”.
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Phase 2

the storylab is an innovation design lab set up for narrative analysis and
collaborative storytelling techniques. Using assemblage analysis,
narrative-assemblages are mapped and examined. Attention is paid to
the affect-relations and micropolitics between actors (Fox & Alldred,
2015a;b). Diverse value-propositions are identified. The labs examine
and develop potential campaign material.

Phase 3

the storynet implements a campaign-storyworld as a cross-platform
publishing network for distributing campaign stories to local and nonlocal audiences (as discussed in Chapter 2). The story production is
developed in the storylab and the campaign audience joins the research
population. During this phase, the flows of affect between story actors,
campaign themes and published stories are examined. The stories are
distributed and responsive feedback from audiences is measured.

The production cycle inside the storyworld research-production model is designed to
continuously spiral and recycle storytelling as an ongoing campaign-storyworld with each of
the phases an entwined production process (as illustrated in Figure 14). Stories can start in
any of the 3 phases of the model. All actors in the stories can be human or non-human, and
all actors participating in the research and production of the storyworld can also be human
or non-human. The storyworld becomes an entwined campaign-assemblage. For example, if
a story is recorded in the fieldwork phase of this model, about a farmer who is holding a
handful of soil and discussing soil quality, the farmer is a human actor and the soil is a nonhuman actor in the story. These two actors could then enter the design lab in phase 2, as a
photo of a farmer holding the soil, on a storyboard, with text outlining the issue of the soil.
The photo, the text, and the storyboard, are all additional non-human actors in the
unfolding of this story. The storyboard could then prompt the design of an online article,
that is published on a website in the third phase, the storynet. The designer of this article is
a human actor and the technology used to design, produce and publish the article are all
further non-human actors. All actors, in all phases of the research-production model, are in
relationship with each other, as a campaign-storyworld assemblage. The flow of affect
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between the actors is non-linear; all actors in each phase can influence another. If the
article on soil quality published in the storynet affects a farmer who reads it from a mobile
device on their farm (in the storyfield), the article’s content may influence the farmer’s
behaviour and initiate a new direction in the story flow. The entire research-production
model is a form of storytelling that is an ongoing non-linear campaign-storyworld that
dynamically entangles all three phases. The storyworld research-production model can be
applied to a range of campaign topics and/or research methods, tools and techniques. The
model aims to connect people with places and to include non-human others in the process.
It is this research-production model and the campaign-storyworld that framed the Living
Stories project.

1.1 Project scope and the research-assemblage
To keep the scale of my research project manageable, within the time allocated for my
Master's program Living Stories consisted of only the first 2 of the phases of the researchproduction model, phase 1 the storyfield and phase 2, the storylab. The project therefore
did not produce any campaign production but instead aimed to provide research data for
the development of a campaign for the industry partner who participated in the project. The
first two phases of the research-production model in Living Stories were structured as a
research-assemblage based on the approach developed by Fox & Alldred (2015b) as
outlined in Chapter 3. Figure 15 illustrates the Living Stories research-assemblage and all of
the central actors that contributed to the knowledge research and production in Living
Stories. Listed at the centre of a diagram are the research tools, techniques and analytical
approaches that were employed to conduct phase 1 and 2. Surrounding this are all of the
human actors, who participated in the research, as knowledge specialists, or as storytellers
and story analysts. This included the authors of the secondary literature who are dotted
throughout this thesis, the fieldwork research participants who were farmers, the storylab
participants who were sustainability, landcare management experts and storytellers, the
academic supervision team behind Living Stories, myself, as the researcher-participant, and
even you, the reader (Feely, 2019).
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Figure 15 The Living Stories research-assemblage.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

The main focus of the first two phases of the Living Stories research-assemblage was
to identify narrative-assemblages “of human and non-human, animate and inanimate,
material and abstract” relationships (Fox & Alldred, 2015b, p408) that emerged throughout
the storytelling and the narrative analysis. The research process was an enquiry into how
the farmers, their tools, their farming practice and the land they intra-acted with related to
one another as actors within the Living Stories research-assemblage. Attention was paid at
every step to the intra-relationship between human and non-human actors.
Forlano (2017) in her article Posthumanism and Design posed a set of four important
questions for designers and researchers to consider when working with posthumanism and
experimental research methods. The questions are:
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1) Who or what— human/non-human, human/animal,
individual/organizational/network — are the user(s), and for whom or what
should the design be desirable?
2) How, and in what ways—competitively/collaboratively,
hierarchically/horizontally—are capabilities, agency, and power distributed
across human, machines, and natural systems?
3) What new knowledge(s), questions, stakeholders, and partnerships are
needed in order to adequately design for this problem?
4) How are ethics, values, and responsibilities reflected and embedded
throughout the design process?
(Forlano, 2017, p19)
When I started the plan for the Living Stories research-assemblage these questions framed
how I developed the two research phases.

PHASE 1: THE STORYFIELD
In phase 1, the fieldwork, I visited six farms of regenerative farmers and through an
ethnographic narrative enquiry facilitated an in-context (on the land) interview. The
interviews were based on methods of design anthropology and included a range of design
and ethnographic tools and techniques that are illustrated in Figure 15 and listed in table
Figure 16.
Figure 16 Table of the storyfield research methods.
1

Assemblage analysis: influenced by the research methods of Fox & Alldred
(2015a;b), Feely (2019), Ivinson & Renold (2013) and Fox & Klein (2019) the role of
humans and non-humans are observed, mapped and queried throughout the
interviews.

2

Conversational-style interviews: drawing on the qualitative interview methods of
Hollway & Jefferson (2013); the conversational social research of Shomura (2017)
and Shotter (2014); the interview techniques of assemblage analysis (Fox & Alldred,
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2015a;b; 2013; Ivinson & Renold, 2013; Feely, 2019; Fox & Klein, 2019), the quantum
storytelling methods of Boje (2012) and influenced by new materialist narrative
enquiry (Smith & Monteforte, 2020; Rosiek & Snyder, 2018); I applied a narrative
research approach to the interviews that was conversational, free-form and
improvised.
3

Landscape walking tour: in Martin & Hanington’s (2012) book Universal Methods of
Design three methods they associate with walking tours are place analysis, territory
maps and touchstone tours. I engaged in ‘touchstone tours’ with the farmers along
walking tracks, roads, relevant worksites or other places of significance to the
enquiry (Martin & Hanington, 2012). As part of this, we also discussed and observed
maps of the farm and how the landscape design affected the farming practice
(Martin & Hanington, 2012; Lidwell et al, 2010; Bernard, 1995; Buck & Ferrai, 2011;
Smith & Otto, 2016).

4

Participant observation or fly-on-the-wall observation: at times along the walking
tour I observed activities such as feeding cows or filling water troughs as they were
performed, or from a distance as a ‘fly-on-the-wall’ observer (Martin & Hanington,
2012; Bernard, 1995), which I documented in my field diary.

5

Photo studies: During the walking tours, I took photographs of significant objects,
activities, or landscapes, on my smartphone (Martin & Hanington, 2012; Bernard,
1995; Lupton, 2017).

6

Fictional storytelling: At certain times in the interviews I conducted a fictional
storytelling exercise that accessed speculative fiction material (Lupton, 2017) to seek
suitable metaphors and themes for the conceptual development of a creative
campaign narrative. The idea was for the storytelling to occur in the proximity of
relevant places and examination of the affect the place had on the narrative (Martin
& Hanington, 2012; Dunne & Raby, 2013; Hills, 2010; Buck & Ferrai, 2011; Lupton,
2017).
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7

Field diary: Throughout the fieldwork, I kept a field diary.

Following the fieldwork in phase 1 the interviews were transcribed and the data
analysed using various methods from Fox & Alldred’s (2015b) assemblage analysis approach
(discussed in Chapter 3), which is to:
1. Identify assemblages of human and non-human, animate and inanimate,
material and abstract, cutting across what is traditionally considered ‘micro’
and ‘macro’ levels.
2. Explore how elements in the assemblage(s) affect and are affected, and assess
what bodies and other things do: the capacities these affective flows produce.
3. Identify territorialisations and de-territorialisations, aggregating and singular
flows within assemblages, and ‘lines of flight’ (Fox & Alldred, 2015b, p408).
Through this type of analysis, the first step in the three points listed above is to identify a
narrative as an assemblage and then document the role and placement of non-human
actors in the narrative plot. The second step is to examine the affect that each actor inside a
narrative-assemblage has upon another in the relational flow that is being mapped (Fox &
Alldred, 2015b). For example, if a non-human actor is material or inanimate, such as objects,
artefacts, buildings, or landmarks and is situated as a fixed actor, in assemblage analysis
these actors are still seen as active within the discourse due to the causal action their role in
the narrative flow demonstrates (Feely, 2019; Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Ivinson & Renold,
2006). Shomua (2017) suggests asking questions such as “what is done to and through
matter?” and “what is done by matter (p401)?” to gain an understanding of non-human
action. For example, in a farm scenario, if a farmer explains that they start the day by
getting their tractor out of the shed at sunrise but the shadow from their shed at that time
of the day causes low visibility for driving the tractor out, the shed is a situationally fixed
actor in the narrative. The shed, even as a fixed actor, is playing an active role in the
narrative plot and the scenario of the shed’s shadow causing low visibility. The shed, the
tractor and the sunlight are all non-human actors participating in this narrative vignette. By
documenting and mapping the non-human actors as a narrative-assemblage, the affect
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these non-human and/or inanimate material actors demonstrate in the narrative, comes to
the foreground. This is an example of how a non-human actor can be recognised as an
active player in a narrative plot when analysing narrative-assemblages. Later in this chapter
and thesis, I discuss examples where the analysis goes into the third step of Fox & Alldred’s
(2015b) methods listed above, identifying territorialisation, aggregates and singular flows.

PHASE 2: THE STORYLAB
Once the analysis from the fieldwork in phase 1 was completed, phase 2 the storylab
began with the setup of a pop-up living lab where participants came together at a
collaborative design research meeting to engage in storytelling activities for several hours
(Bjorgvinsson et al, 2010; Brankaert et al, 2017; Leminen & Westerlund, 2017). Collaborative
design, or co-design as it is often called, is a participatory research approach that brings
together multiple stakeholders into a design process (Sanders, 2013). Collaborative
approaches with multi-stakeholders, as explained in Chapter 2, are used in human-centred
design. There were two storylabs planned during phase 2 and the range of methods used in
these meetings are illustrated in Figure 15 and listed in the table in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17 Table of the storylab research methods.

1

Assemblage analysis: as with the storyfield, assemblage analysis methods from Fox
& Alldred (2015a;b), Feely (2019), Ivinson & Renold (2013) and Fox & Klein (2019)
were used. Narrative-assemblages were mapped and analysed during and after the
labs.

2

Co-design conversational dialogue: as with the fieldwork interviews the same style
of conversational open-dialogue and storytelling continued in the meetings. All
participants asked questions, shared ideas and stories throughout the meetings that I
facilitated (Sanders, 2013; Smith & Kjærsgaard, 2015; Barab et al, 2004; Lupton,
2017).
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3

Storyboarding: the story data gathered in the storyfield was analysed and then
displayed on storyboards in both of the storylab meetings. In the second meeting,
storyboards were partnered with storytelling games and techniques (Martin &
Hanington, 2012; Hills, 2010; Tenderich & Williams, 2015; Lupton, 2017).

4

Photo studies: the photos that were taken during the storyfield were analysed and
used as design props throughout the two storylabs (Martin & Hanington, 2012;
Ivinson & Renold, 2013; Hills, 2010; Lupton, 2017).

5

Data sorting and sensemaking: using sensemaking (Weick, 1995) and a card sorting
technique the storyboards were analysed by laying them out in an order of logical
sense (Mills et al, 2010).

6

Storyworld platform: in the second storylab I used a large piece of paper as a
whiteboard, to act as a storyworld platform, where participants were asked to
sketch, draw, collage and map conceptual ideas for a campaign-storyworld (Koll et al,
2010; Martin & Hanington, 2012; Lupton, 2017).

7

Fictional storytelling: in the second meeting of the storylab the participants engaged
in a free-flow speculative fictional storytelling exercise to assist in the development
of the campaign narrative (Martin & Hanington, 2012; Dunne & Raby, 2013; Hills,
2010; Lupton, 2017; Truby, 2007).

Following both of the meetings in phase 2 the narrative data was analysed using the same
three of Fox & Alldred (2015b) assemblage analysis methods that were listed after the
phase 1 fieldwork section discussed previously in this chapter.
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1.2 Living Stories timeline
The two phases of the research-assemblage were conducted over 12 months as
illustrated in Figure 18.
Figure 18 the Living Stories project timeline.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

The research was planned for a three-month timeline however it took a lot longer due to
seasonal setbacks and long-distance travel issues.

1.3 Research participants
The industry partner for this research project was a non-profit organisation based in
the Great Southern that offered landcare management and networking opportunities for
landcare workers. One of the groups of members in their network included regenerative
farmers and this was the group who participated in the research. As stated in Chapter 1 the
organisation was interested in developing a campaign to promote regenerative agriculture
to farmers who were not familiar with regenerative methods. In Chapter 2, I outlined the
four stages of developing a campaign and the first two of these stages, including defining
the audience and the competitors, the objectives of the research were discussed at this
time (Blakeman, 2018). From the organisation’s network, a sample of six regenerative
farmers who were located in the Great Southern were chosen to participate in the
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fieldwork. The farms were located in various locations around the region (see Figure 19) to
allow for diversity in landscapes, biological plants, fauna and geographical terrain.
Figure 19 The location of farming participants from phase 1 in the Great Southern.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

From the sample participants, five of the six farmers were large scale sheep, wheat
and/or tree farmers (participants 1, 2, 3 and 4); one was a medium scale wheat, sheep,
indigenous foods and cultural community farm (participant 6); and one was a small-scale
biodynamic beef farm (participant 5). This sample gave a good overview of the large-scale
regenerative farming industry found in the region while also including cultural knowledge
from an Indigenous landowner and the perspectives of a small farm owner who contributes
to a community-run local farmers’ market. Inside the regenerative agriculture industry,
indigenous knowledge plays a significant role (Barndon, 2020; Massy, 2017) and so one of
the participating farms was Indigenous-led.
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During phase 2, in the storylabs, there were three participants from professions in
environmental conservation or sustainability. The knowledge these participants brought to
the workshops provided an alternative pool of expertise on land management than what
was gathered in the farmers’ interviews. They added different angles to discussions about
the interaction between human and non-human actors in the stories (Barab et al, 2004;
Martin & Hanington, 2012; Forlano, 2017) and provided much-needed knowledge to me as
the researcher who was entering the data with little knowledge on the subject matter.

1.4 Research question
How do non-humans inform, mediate and affect relations in the plotlines of a campaign
narrative?

1.5 Hypothesis
To include non-human actors in narrative research requires questions, tools and methods
that reduce human-centred bias and place importance on non-human activity.

Section 2: Phase 1, the Storyfield
Phase 1 began with generative and explorative research (Bell, 2005; Flick, 2007;
Bernard, 1995) through an ethnographic fieldwork study of participating regenerative
farmers on their farms. The aim was to reveal the local vernacular of the farmers (McMullin
& Braithewaite, 2013) and to investigate how they intra-acted with the natural environment
of their farmland, other species, tools and farm stakeholders. So that the stories they told
could be mapped through assemblage analysis (Fox & Allded, 2015a;b; Feely, 2019). The
interviews included a range of questions and story prompts that paid attention to the
relationship the farmers held with other non-human actors and in particular with other
biological species or natural elements located on the farm. Sample images of the types of
locations I visited can be seen in Figures 20A and 20B.
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Figure 20A: Fieldwork, a road in Jerramungup (left); revegetated creek, Tambellup (right);

Figure 20B: Seed collecting in Wellstead (left); shearing shed, Arthur River (right).

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

The interviews did not follow any set formula but instead were led by what was
occurring at the farm on the day. They remained open so that participants could tell their
stories through their interpretation and so that my questions refrained from bias or leading
them to assumed answers (Bell, 2005; Flick, 2007; Bernard, 1995). The interviews were
recorded with a hand-held device and photographs were taken throughout. They were
conversational in style. I observed local knowledge and questioned the farmers’ behaviours
and habits, or any ideas they spoke of that indicated rituals, politics, rites of passage and/or
cultural customs (Gunn et al, 2013; Bernard, 1995). The open and conversational style of the
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social enquiry allowed for the storytelling to remain in-context to the places where events
or activities occurred (Hollway & Jefferson, 2013; Shomura 2017; Shotter, 2014; Boje, 2012).
The aim of this was to offer a deeper understanding of how the relationships between the
narrative actors within the stories were connected to the places we visited throughout the
interviews and what affects these actors produced in relationship to the locality (Fox &
Alldred, 2015a;b; Ivinson & Renold, 2013; Boje, 2012). The use of photography during the
walking tours of the farms allowed me to stop during the interviews and photograph
elements that were of key interest to the narrative plotline, such as how a line of trees
created a windbreak, or to take a close-up image of the textural quality of leaves on a plant
that was struggling due to drought. By using technology throughout the interviews I was
able to capture micro-moments that could not have been caught during the audio recording
of the interview and I could investigate significant artefacts up-close, or visually represent
the impact of the emotional qualities in a story (Ivinson and Renold, 2013). The interviews
consisted of three parts, an introductory interview, a walking (and/or driving) tour of the
farm and a fictional storytelling game. In the following paragraphs, I explain details of these
three parts to the interview structure and some of the challenges and insights I
encountered.
At the start of the interviews, I had to work on creating a safe space for the
participants to share stories with me and not just jump straight in (Hollway & Jefferson,
2013). I needed to develop rapport in the first introductory 30-60 minutes (Hollway &
Jefferson, 2013) as the interviews were only two hours and it did not leave a lot of time.
Initially, I had planned for up to six hours for an in-depth interview but this length of time
was rejected as a burden to most of the farmers I spoke to in terms of their busy schedule.
Throughout the interview, I would, as the researcher, switch from the role of a storyteller to
a story audience (Smith & Monteforte, 2020) to a story analyst, throughout the meeting.
It was interesting to note in my field diary how the participants found it much easier
to speak openly and with rich dialogue once they were out walking on the land. The act of
being in motion and the inclusion of non-human actors in the interview helped to break the
intensity of the ‘storyteller’ and ‘audience’, or ‘interviewer’ and ‘interviewee’ roles. When
walking on the land the emotional tone of the farmers’ stories would follow rhythms that
literary writer Jane Alison (2019) describes as non-linear narrative patterns, such as
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meandering, or spiralling or exploding (Allison, 2019). As we walked, all of the farmers in the
role of the storyteller in the interview would meander through their memories of significant
events that had occurred at that location and this could at times evoke dramatic memories,
such as recounting an extreme storm or wildfire. Their language and/or descriptions would
be fragmented as their eyes scattered across the landscape recalling the event. Their speech
may have led to exploding emotions. Including expressions of pride, if they were explaining
the successful regeneration of an endangered plant. Their tone of voice would lower in grief
when walking upon a landscape damaged by a harsh climate or an aggressive farming
method. They may even shed tears when describing a frightening threat from wildfire. For
me, as the audience, I may have experienced a shared sense of grief, or even shame, in
these moments. In my field diary, I wrote about my field experiences both throughout the
interviews and after, and I applied a thick description approach to my interpretation (Geertz,
1973; Bernard, 1995). I aimed to document through the social enquiry the series of events
that a story path followed and the emotions or feelings the stories evoked. I paid attention
to include the non-human actors and the relationship with the landscape in my diary
throughout and after the interviews.
As the researcher, the preparation and facilitation I conducted for the fieldwork
interviews meant I played a role in how the relational affect flowed between the actors in
this phase of the research-assemblage. The interview days were long and travel time could
be up to three hours each way. Fitting the three parts to the interview, the warm-up
introduction, the landscape walking tour and the fictional storytelling into two hours, was a
juggling act. For four of the six interviews, I had no wifi coverage for at least 30 minutes
leading up to my arrival at the farm, which meant I had crossed my fingers in the hope I was
going to find the farm. With one of the interviews a tree was over the road en-route. With
another I had misread the travel time on Google maps and had a stressful drive navigating a
narrow country road with a lot of road train trucks, and arrived 30 minutes late. I am not
intimidated by interviewing but these types of distractions, as Hollway & Jefferson (2013)
explain, can cause an interviewer fatigue or clumsiness throughout the process of an
interview. The distractions add to the existing challenge of an improvised, free-association
conversational style that breaks away from a well-planned regimented question-and-answer
style interview (Hollway & Jefferson, 2013). At times, these types of unexpected delays or
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interruptions became bridges to trust such as the forgiveness required for being late. Each
of the interviews sat within the Living Stories research-assemblage as a mini-assemblage
and the unforeseen issues and performativity troubles I encountered with technology were
actors producing an affect on how each interview unfolded. The technology, the interview
participants, the travelling, the weather at the farm, and the questions were all actors
contributing to the knowledge production inside the interview phase of the researchassemblage.
For all of the interviews, I had a schedule of questions, such as the short sample listed
in the table in Figure 21.
Figure 21 Sample of interview questions.
1

What is unique about the landscape of your farm? And how does it impact or
influence your farming practice and daily duties?

2

What practices do you do to learn more about the ecology of your land?
(e.g. Do you test your soil? Do you practice stock rotation?)

3

Can you tell me a time when nature or the environment worked for you, or against
you? (To your advantage/disadvantage?)

4

What is your main farming activity? Can you walk me through it, describing each
step?

5

Are there specific places on your farm that have particular significance for you?
In most of the interviews, I did not need my list of questions as the conversation

naturally led to each question being answered and whenever I glanced at my list they had
already been discussed. I enjoyed this about the open conversational style and it meant that
I could embrace my role as the listener and engage in the stories the farmers shared and
reflect on my learning about what they were saying.
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An open conversational style of interview can make setting the roles of the interview
trickier to navigate. At the start of one of the interviews, a farmer confronted me with
questions regarding the validity of my research and insinuated that regenerative agriculture
was already an over-researched area. As an outsider to the topic of farming, this made me
nervous and I had to work hard to explain the purpose of my project. In this particular
interview, in the introductory section, I relied heavily on the schedule of questions and I
found it difficult to establish the roles between the interviewer and the interviewee.
Hollway & Jefferson (2013) discuss how if an interview is set up with an unbalanced or
unclear power structure this can lead to information or data not being discussed (Hollway &
Jefferson, 2013). In the Living Stories interviews, I would start as the facilitator of the
conversation and I had insider knowledge of where it was going but in the topic of
regenerative agriculture, I had reduced knowledge, and needed to encourage the
interviewee to take the lead. In the case of the interview with the awkward start I had to
rely on a formal question and answer format and the storytelling did not flow easily.
As I had discovered in previous interviews that stories flowed more dynamically while
walking on the land I was keen to move the interview with the difficult start outside.
However, on that day it was raining heavily and so we were unable to do the walking tour,
we instead chose to do a driving interview. Going outside, and getting through the rain and
into the farm vehicle was an experience that broke the tension. We slipped into a casual
conversation about plastic use, a topic that was outside the territory of our subject matter.
It was at this point however where the roles of the interviewer and the interviewee
changed, we bonded with one another over a shared interest and the trust deepened. What
had occurred at this moment that affected the relationship was a non-human actor had
entered the research-assemblage, the rain. The rain had de-stabilised the formal interview
and changed the conditions of the existing human relationship. And another non-human
actor had entered the interview which was the farm vehicle, and it too contributed to restabilising our human relationship, it brought us together in a much smaller confined space.
Both the rain and the vehicle, as non-human actors, were active in this interview, at this
time, and affected the flow of the interview phase of the research-assemblage and the
knowledge production (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). After this moment, the conversation
flowed very easily and depth increased. The farmer confidently took the lead as the narrator
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and explained how the farm worked and what types of activities occurred there. I was able
to act as an engaged audience member who intra-acted with the stories and prompted the
direction of the story flow.
Throughout the interviews, I asked the farmers to explain more about how they
related to the land and what impacted that relationship, be that the machinery they use,
government policies, farming methods they implemented, or beliefs they held about their
relationship with the land. In some of the interviews I conducted towards the end of the
fieldwork the participants enjoyed hearing me as the researcher re-share other stories I had
heard in the field on the farms I had visited earlier and so as a storyteller I became an
intermediary actor between participants within the storyfield. In all of the interviews, I
gathered observations and details of the emotional relationships the farmers described.
Emotions or desire are dynamically entangled with the land as Ivinson & Renold (2013)
explained through their interviews in rural landscapes (Ivinson & Renold, 2013). In the Living
Stories project, I too examined the role that farmers’ emotions played in the narrative plots
and how these emotions intra-acted with the non-human actors in their day-to-day farming
activities. The emotional connection between the farmer and their farm was often very
much on display in the interview during the fictional storytelling exercise I discuss next.

2.1 Fictional storytelling
Towards the end of each of the interviews, each farmer was asked to participate in a
creative storytelling exercise. I used a game with a multi-sided dice I have developed in my
existing storytelling design practice (pictured in Figure 22). Participants are asked to tell a
fictional story and use the dice to prompt the development of narrative themes and plot
lines. The symbols on each face of the dice relate to aspects of plot building. I have used this
storytelling device in my design practice to develop communication themes and design
concepts and I have conducted several small research projects using the dice previously,
including social network analysis on signifying symbols in stories and mapping the flow of
collaborative creativity throughout storytelling activities.
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Figure 22 The storytelling dice used for creative storytelling in the interviews.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

Using creative storytelling in a research interview is a type of narrative enquiry that
breaks away from the thick description used in ethnographic field diaries (Geertz, 1973).
Fictional stories can reveal themes or concepts that are emerging as future possibilities in a
topic under investigation (Dunne & Raby, 2013). Design anthropologist Johnathon Halse
(2013) discusses how engaging in conversational dialogue about future possibilities is
different to the critical reflexive gaze of observational ethnography that documents and
describes fieldwork experience as they are witnessed (Halse, 2013). The fictional storytelling
in Living Stories, with the use of the dice, taps into the futurist focus of speculative design
practice that accesses the imagination and chance, all of which can intervene and stimulate
change (Lupton, 2017). By introducing narrative design methods into ethnographic
fieldwork the two fields of anthropology and speculative design are woven together. For
instance, participatory design methods such as theatrical role-playing can be used to gain
greater knowledge on activities or events (Martin & Hanington, 2012), or creative games
like ‘I spy’ can deepen the observation of surroundings. By playing the storytelling game on
farms and prompting fictional storytelling the storytelling dice allowed me to access
emerging metaphors and narrative themes within the context of the place where the
fieldwork was happening. It allowed me to observe if there were repeating themes
emerging through imaginary content.
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The nature of the storytelling dice, as a game, is to challenge participants to consider
outcomes to problems in story plots that they may not normally consider. In creative
brainstorming people often refer to subconscious memories for ideas (Koll et al, 2010) and
the story dice encourages people to think beyond habitual thoughts. Players must add what
is rolled by the dice to the plot of a story. Doing this can result in people considering
conceptual ideas or solutions to problems that they would not normally consider. The
storytelling game was the last part of the interview and this meant that the discussions from
the earlier sections of the interview, including the walking tour, became a ‘primer’ for the
fictional story game activity. A ‘priming’ exercise essentially means “The activation of
specific concepts in memory for the purposes of influencing subsequent behaviors (Lidwell
et al, 2010, p186)”. The conversation during the walking tour exposed the participants to
memories of activities that occurred at the places where we walked, and all of the topics we
had discussed throughout the interview were easily recalled. This information ‘primed’ the
participants prior to the fictional storytelling exercise, and influenced their choice of story
material. Later in this chapter (under the storylab section) I provide a step-by-step example
of a fictional storytelling process.
The symbols on the storytelling dice prompt storytellers to explore unfamiliar ideas
from their subconscious memory and this is a form of free-association innovation thinking.
Koll et al (2010) in their use of improvised storytelling as a tool for marketing research
explain that free-association storytelling can reveal people’s subconscious associations
about products or services. They state that free-association creative exercises can stimulate
people to access their experiential knowledge through subconscious memory. Koll et al
divide this type of experiential knowledge gained from memory into two:
•

Semantic knowledge: which refers to factual memory, realist or familiar
behaviours such as remembering passwords or instructions; and,

•

Episodic knowledge: which is non-verbal information such as impressions
gained by the senses during activities (Koll et al, 2010).
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The storytelling dice game prompts users to draw knowledge through memory, but the
‘innovation prompts’ push participants to consider ideas that are outside of their ‘go-to’
memory bank.
Not everybody is interested in fictional, fantasy or imagined stories and farming is a
very pragmatic profession and so during the storytelling exercise in the Living Stories
fieldwork interviews, I heard more semantic stories that sounded like ‘realist' non-fiction
documentaries that mixed-up memories of everyday events, and less like a folktale with
imaginary creatures or fantasy characters (Smith & Monforte, 2020; Koll et al, 2010). Only
one of the storytelling sessions broke away from this ‘realism’ storytelling and that was the
Indigenous participant who shared some Dreaming. For Australian Aboriginal people their
“philosophy [of life] is known as the Dreaming and is based on the inter-relation of all
people and all things. The past of the Spirit Ancestors which live on in the legends are
handed down through stories, art, ceremony and songs (Artlandish Aboriginal Art Gallery,
n.d.)”. The fictional storytelling from the Indigenous farming participant wove places on the
farm with elements of his kinship Dreaming.
The fictional storytelling exercise aimed to observe which metaphors, symbols or
narrative themes emerged through an imagined story rather than through a recollection of
the past or an outline of plans. In the field of speculative design, imaginary worlds can play a
role in examining design possibilities. Dunne & Ruby (2013) claim that speculative design
differs from design thinking and social design in that it moves away from problem-solving or
fixing things or examining worlds as they are and towards open exploration into imaginative
possibilities (p70). Speculative fictional storytelling allows designers a way to interrupt the
linear, rational ‘cause and effect’ narrative arc that was popularised during the age of print
storytelling (discussed in Chapter 2). Communication designers, such as those who work on
advertising campaigns in creative agencies often use metaphor and fictional storytelling
elements from folklore, fantasy or pop culture as a way to represent conceptual ideas. For
example, the Greek God Hercules could represent the strength that is required to open a jar
of preserved food but with a product that has the design of a new innovative lid, anyone
could ‘become like Hercules’ and open a jar with ease. During the creative revolution in
advertising in the 1950s consumers developed a taste for creative novelty in advertising it
became a way to capture consumers’ attention (Samual, 2012). By bringing fictional
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narrative design techniques out into the field (Martin & Hanington, 2012) and not leaving it
for the design room allows researchers the ability to observe emerging metaphors, symbols
or themes, in relationship with and in context to, the place where the activity in the stories
occurs. By standing on the land and asking “what if?” or “what is this place saying?” a freeassociation narrative can describe future possibilities or solutions to problems, or reveal
engaging conceptual ideas for creative storytelling. In the Living Stories research, these
fictional narratives sit within the greater research-assemblage of the campaign storyworld
and provide opportunity to see fictional human and non-human actors as relating with
affect and agency.
Fictional storytelling can assist in finding motifs, metaphors or symbols that can be
effectively used in the development of creative communication concepts (Lupton, 2017) and
at times contribute to practical systems design, strategic planning (Seely Brown et al, 2005)
or service design (Lupton, 2017). Improvised free-association storytelling with farming
participants, through associated memories, draws upon a variety of knowledge sources
ranging from agricultural practices, biological species, weather patterns and/or government
regulations. As fictional storytelling can reveal how humans relate to the material world
around them, themes intra-acting in the stories can change the existing meaning of the
human relationship with the objects and places around them (Bhattacharya, 2016).
Exploring the imaginary realms of fictional storytelling can potentially indicate speculative
possibilities for the future, this can be compared to stepping through parallel storyworlds or
the idea of parallel universes that quantum storytellers describe (Boje, 2012; Dunne & Raby;
2012). It is a non-linear enquiry where the outcomes are uncertain and can lead to
unforeseen or unexpected results. I now discuss the next step which was to analyse the
phase 1 material.

2.2 Phase 1 storyfield assemblage analysis
The first step in the fieldwork analysis was to transcribe the recordings and examine
them, alongside my fieldwork diary and the photographic images. I aimed to find up to 25
story vignettes that I could display on storyboards for the first storylab meeting in phase 2. I
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sought to find examples where non-human actors played a role that influenced, interrupted
or participated in the story outline. Fox & Alldred (2015b) explain that the:
Social inquiry must remake its vocabulary to reflect this shift from agency to
affect, and adapt its methods to attend to affective flows and the capacities they
produce. The tools of interpretive research such as interviews or diary and
narrative accounts, which conventionally attend to human actions, experiences
and reflections, must be turned decisively to efforts to disclose the relations
within assemblages, and the kinds of affective flows that occur between these
relations (Fox & Alldred, 2015b, p402).
It was not the agency of humans or non-humans that was the focus of the Living Stories
enquiry rather, how humans related with non-human actors in the stories, and the affect
these actors had on how the narrative developed.
As I listened and transcribed the narratives from the recordings and labelled and
documented the photo studies I paid attention to the words, repetition of ideas and the
pace and tone of the narrator. I looked for reoccurring themes in the photos and I examined
relations between farming practices, elements of the environment or human emotions
within the narrative-assemblages (Feely, 2019; Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Shotter, 2014). It
was a very challenging exercise because farming practices are human-centric and only in the
more experimental regenerative farming methods did the stories veer away from a human
or farming business and market-centric objective. Applying assemblage analysis, human
accounts of events or storylines must not be documented as a subjective human-centric
retelling of an experience but must provide evidence of how the narrative unfolds as a
situated assemblage so that subjective interpretation is reduced (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b).
This meant paying attention to all of the actors, including non-human actors and the
environments where the story took place, and what role each actor played in the unfolding
‘becoming’ of a story.
Smith & Montforte (2020) in their paper Stories, new materialism and pluralism:
Understanding, practising and pushing the boundaries of narrative analysis suggest:
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The focus here is on ‘what’ is said, that is, the content of the story. A narrative
theme is a pattern that runs through a story or set of stories. To generate themes
– as opposed to extracting themes or thinking of a theme as emerging – in a
manner that keeps the story or stories intact, closely read the text or other data
for patterns. To help with generating patterns, the researcher can ask, ‘What is
the common theme(s) or thread(s) in each story?‘, ‘What occurs repeatedly
within the whole story?’ As you systematically work through the text, consider
identifying themes also by highlighting key sentences in different colours,
underlining key phrases in the text and/or circling keywords (Smith & Monteforte,
2020, p2).
I narrowed the narrative data down to 49 quotes which I placed on storyboards. Each of the
short narrative vignettes chosen for the storyboards was due to the active role of
environmental, other species or non-human actors in the stories.
The first storylab meeting was then set up and two ‘subject matter experts’ invited to
assist me through collaborative decision making to filter down the number of boards. The
boards contained a selection of dialogue from the interviews as text and photographic
images that were taken during the walking tours. Examples of these storyboards can be
seen in Figures 23A and 23B. Each of the storyboards had a title, such as seen in the image
on the right in Figures 23A and 23B which outlined the key point discussed on the
storyboard.
Figure 23 (A) Sample of storyboards from fieldwork participant 1.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021
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Figure 23 (B) Sample of storyboards from fieldwork participant 3.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

On the boards displayed in Figure 23 are participant farmer 1 (Figure 23 A) and farmer 3
(Figure 23 B), and on the right-hand side are vignettes and photographs from each fieldwork
participant that consist of linguistic, material and discursive aspects that form as a narrativeassemblage under study (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Feely, 2019). The analysis from the
fieldwork in phase 1 continued as I entered phase 2 with the first living lab meeting.

Section 3: Phase 2, Storylab 1
In the first Storylab, there were three participants. Two of them were professionals
who work in landcare management and environmental conservation. They are labelled in
this thesis as participant 1, storylab 1 (landcare worker) and participant 2, storylab 1
(environmental conservation in national parks). The third participant in the Storylab
meeting was myself as a research-participant. As explained in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 the
inclusion of subject matter experts allowed me to gain a greater contextual understanding
of research data and to make informed decisions when eliminating information. By including
in this first Storylab meeting the topic of environmental conservation and landcare
management (beyond a regenerative farming perspective) allowed me to broaden the
human perspectives on landcare management. The 49 storyboards were displayed on the
wall in the first meeting and can be seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 24 Storyboards from the six participating farmers are on the wall.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

The lab began with a short presentation to provide an overview of the Living Stories
project so that the participants understood what the project was about and what their roles
and responsibilities were throughout the meeting (Bjorgvinsson et al, 2010; Barab et al,
2004; Smith & Kjærsgaard, 2015). There was a set of loose guidelines for the order of events
that assisted in the facilitation of the open conversation throughout and to manage the
democratic process of decision making (Barab et al, 2004). The meetings were two hours in
length and we discussed the role that the environment played in each of the vignettes.
The participants were given half an hour to read through the storyboards. They used
coloured sticky notes to mark the ones in which they thought the environment or nonhuman actors played an active role, and/or where they thought the wellbeing of the
environment was actively considered in the decision-making of the activity. They each had a
colour (including myself) so that I would know who had marked which board (Bernard,
1995; Agar, 1980; Martin & Hanington, 2012). The participants can be seen viewing the
storyboards and marking them with coloured sticky notes in Figure 25.
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Figure 25 Participants in Storylab 1 read and interact with the storyboards.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

Once all of the storyboards had been read, and colour coded, the remaining time was left to
discuss the content of the marked boards and the rationale behind their decisions. This
meeting was recorded and the discussions transcribed. There were 22 boards marked with
sticky notes during this meeting. There was only one board that all three participants had
marked as displaying a narrative-assemblage where the environment was playing a key
active role. This theme became the first theme for the Living Stories campaign material and
is discussed later in this thesis.
Participant 2 in this storylab meeting (who worked daily in tasks such as protecting
endangered species), relied heavily on biological knowledge and government policy to
discuss how she made her decisions about the environment’s role in each of the vignettes
on the storyboards. Likewise, participant 1 (a landcare worker) was influenced by the
ecological theories that underpinned the landcare work they do. The shift in perspective
from the farming landcarer to the environmental conservationist and landcare management
officer made for interesting dialogue as it broke away from the dominance of agricultural
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market forces. This broader conversation expanded the enquiry about the relationship
between human and environmental non-human actors. It initiated an intra-action between
potentially collaborative or competing knowledge on human landcare management
practices and related them together in the lab meeting. The encounter stimulated a
‘becoming’ of new knowledge and a difference in the trajectory of the knowledge creation.
In the first storylab, for instance, the participants engaged in discussion regarding
conflicting land management agendas between the conservation of native species and
economically viable farming practices. These discussions provided the opportunity to study
territorialisation of both human and non-human actors in narrative-assemblages. An
example of a conversation during this meeting, that tapped into this topic of land
management tension, was on how productive land (farm producing) and non-productive
native bushland on farm landscapes are managed. This topic was mentioned in all of the
interviews in the fieldwork.
One of the storyboards in this meeting that tapped into this land management tension
evoked a response from participant 2, the environmental conservationist. The storyboard
vignette was about a zone of native bushland on a farm that was very meaningful to the
farmer who told the story. The environmental setting was a large granite rock that the
farmer’s family and friends used for recreational activities, such as picnics. Many of these
types of recreational zones on farms in the Living Stories fieldwork were being revegetated.
Most of the farms in the fieldwork had revegetation programs, some had rehabilitated creek
lines and/or shelterbelts (strips of trees and/or vegetation that provide windbreaks) or
paddocks under revegetation to prevent soil erosion. Some farmers had implemented
native corridors that stretched from one side of the farm to the other and retained a link
with native bushland that was outside the farm boundary. This storyboard, however, was
about the affection the farmer had for the granite rock on their farm and it triggered a
response from lab participant 2 (the national park conservationist):

“I see examples and I’m not discrediting this, it is lovely, and there are people
saying ‘this is my spot, and I’m really happy here’ and it is not about being your
spot for me it is about providing something for something else. It is about making
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you happy to an extent but about recreating something that used to be there. I
noticed one of them said ‘this is my favourite rock’, and I look at that rock and it’s
just a rock. You need to know what that function used to be, from my background
it would have had granite specific plants on it, those plants would have been
supported by an ecosystem that was specific to that granite. And is that what you
want? Are you looking at reveg or is it for your sake looking after productive soil
(storylab 1, participant 2)?”
What participant 2 is discussing here is that the affection for the rock did not include the full
extent of rehabilitation back to the original native environment. The farmer had expressed
their affection for this granite rocky outcrop as a special place on their farm but according to
the conservationist, this expression of caring for the land was described as human-centric.
The storylab participant 2 continued:
“Are you doing it for some productivity or are you doing it to see the land come
back to some sort of ecosystem. A lot of the ones I’ve flagged are the ones that
are coming back to making the land an ecosystem for what should have been
there rather than making the land productive (storylab 1, participant 2).”
The farmer’s account of the granite rock is acting as a mini narrative-assemblage in the
storylab research-assemblage, and the landcare conservationist’s account, which is also a
mini narrative-assemblage, is in conflict with the farmer’s story regarding land
management. The two human actors in this social enquiry are encountering a potential deterritorialisation about who is right, who shall gain, and who has mastery over the land (Fox
& Alldred, 2015a;b). The Living Stories research-assemblage, as a narrative enquiry process,
which brings together these two human actor’s narrative-assemblages, is also an active
participant and is contributing to the micropolitics and affective flow of the narrative
plotline.
The territorialisation of the farmer as a landowner is de-stablised by the
conservationist’s argument that the rock ecology is damaged by the farmer’s ‘care’ for the
granite landscape. This example shows there is an opportunity in a research-assemblage for
the conservationist, as an actor, to influence the behaviour of the farmer, as an actor,
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regarding rehabilitation of recreational zones on their farmland. This discussion could
stimulate “dis-assembly and ‘lines of flight’” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p88-89) meaning
the research narrative could potentially change how the story is unfolding, and in turn,
change how the actors intra-act, how the events unfold, and how the human and nonhumans relate. The collaboration of multiple knowledge sources, and the creation of
difference with opportunity for negotiation, can assist in broadening the knowledge pool
and bring potential conflict into the open.
During this meeting, the participants discussed how human perception played a
dominant role in defining how the environment and non-human actors were portrayed on
the storyboards. Once the recording of this meeting was transcribed, the 22 colour-coded
boards marked in this first meeting and the transcription, were analysed. I paid further
attention to the non-human roles in the data.

3.1 Analysis from storylab 1
The 22 storyboards from the first storylab 1 meeting were laid out and examined for
common or repetitive themes and dynamic entanglement of human and non-human actors
in narrative-assemblages (Feely, 2019; Jørgensen & Strand, 2014; Smith & Monteforte,
2020). The key question that was driving this stage of the investigation was:
How are humans and non-humans displaying relational affect?
As part of this examination, seen in Figure 26, I applied a combination of design research
methods such as card sorting, where the storyboards were placed into logical sequences
(Martin & Hanington, 2012), and sensemaking, as they were organised and ordered into
linear storylines that made sense to the research-assemblage at this time (Mills et al, 2010;
Weick, 1995). The aim of this was to group the narrative-assemblages into themes and to
further narrow down those that related to the campaign topic: regenerative agriculture in
the Great Southern.
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Figure 26 The storyboards from meeting 1 are laid out and examined for themes.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

The narrative data was also analysed as to how the non-human actors related to human
actors and whether the cause and effect within the stories may or may not have been linear
(Feely, 2019; Fox & Alldred, 2015b).
Small interactions emerged in the affect-relations of humans and non-humans in
narrative-assemblages (Fox & Alldred, 2015b) within the relationship between the farmers
with other species and how the farmer found meaning in the unfolding role of non-humans
in the narrative. In the following example from fieldwork farming participant 1, the farmer is
explaining how their rotational stock system works and how their revegetation program had
benefitted their sheep. The placement of non-human actors such as paddocks, gates and
fences, along with shelterbelts and trees, and the associated shade from the sheltering
trees, houses the story as a series of ‘setting’ actors. The protagonists of the narrative are
the animal species, the sheep, whose behaviour is observed by the farmer. The farmer tells
this story in ‘third person’ (it is about the sheep), she said:
“So, as a sheep, they go into a 1000 acre paddock it’s all flat with no vegetation
and they get really bored it’s a rectangle and they go round and round and round
and round. Or you can have smaller paddocks with shelterbelts around them and
paddock trees for shade and we rotate our sheep through these smaller
paddocks. And they actually stand at the gate waiting to go to the next paddock
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and in they go and they have an interesting paddock and they wander around for
three or four weeks and then they go on to the next paddock. We try to make
their lives more interesting too (storyfield, participant 1).”
Stock rotation is a regenerative farming method that moves livestock from one paddock to
another and is deemed to improve pasture and soil health. The farmer is explaining that the
sheep in a rectangle paddock are bored due to her observation that they stand at the gate
waiting; however, this is a human assumption, we cannot ask the sheep why they are
standing at the gate. The farmer is observing whether the animal behaviour appears calm or
low in stress. However, there is an assemblage of multiple material and embodied human
and non-human actors in this narrative-assemblage at work that co-produce the conditions
of the sheep’s behaviour. It is through the collective affect-relations of the multiple
narrative actors that affects the sheep behaviour.
Animal wellbeing is a big topic in the regenerative agriculture field with farming
practices such as free-range animals and humane killing (Garcia & Broughton, 2020). This
farmer had observed a lot of the sheep’s behaviour during day-to-day farm activities and
she used these observations to understand how to improve the animals’ life. Farmers pay
attention to the behaviour of animals as they interact with objects, materials or other
species such as gateways, rocks or vegetation. The multiple and diverse other non-human
species and materials that contribute to how species behave stimulates learning that the
farmers adjust in their farming practice. This shifts from a human-centred approach where
the farmer imposes their will upon the other, to one where multiple actors are active, such
as sheep wandering across landscapes towards specific plants or shade plots. It is the
assemblage of human and non-human actors participating in the narratives of animal
welfare that co-produce, through shared intra-action, animal wellbeing.
At a different point in the walking tour, this same farmer explained that on a
regenerative farm, multiple species are encouraged to co-habit the landscape. A biodiverse
habitat can improve the lives of farmed livestock (which was sheep on this farm). The
farmer said:
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“The sheep love the rocks. We get micro-climates around the rock. It is harder for
us but it makes it interesting for the sheep. It is changing your ideas. And they
[the rocks] are slowly eroding and so they are a very, very slow fertiliser. I don’t
see that the rocks are such a bad thing anymore (storyfield, participant 1).”
In this snippet of dialogue, the farmer is speaking about the way the relationship between
the farmer, the rock, the micro-climate of the rock, and the farming activity, are changing to
include more actors in the farming system. The farmer had, prior to making the comment
above, discussed that rocks in soil cause big problems for machinery in large monoculture
paddocks and explained that on their farm they were exploring ways they could change how
they considered the role of the rocks. Within the narrative-assemblage of this vignette,
there are plural farming actors at work, the rock is no longer perceived by the farmer as an
antagonist (enemy) but as a participating actor in the farming system that through the act of
territorialising the soil, increases the wellbeing of other species and the micro-climate. The
actors are generating affect with one another that may occur symbiotically or
simultaneously through relationship.
Each storyboard was an actor inside the Living Stories research-assemblage and each
board displayed a narrative-assemblage under study. The storyboards were analysed for
emerging themes that would be relevant for a campaign. Throughout the lab meetings, and
during the analysis I conducted afterwards, we had asked: where is the activity in the story
and how is it changing the relationship? These questions assisted in identifying who the
actors on the storyboards were and how they formed as a narrative-assemblage. Each of the
storyboard narrative-assemblages contained themes, with multiple actors, and each of
these actors were entangled with and connected to other narrative-assemblages that were
not visible on the storyboard. Each storyboard was not a complete individual or
independent narrative-assemblage actor, they had non-linear relational ties to other
potential narrative plotlines. This intra-connectedness was considered throughout the
research process.
The main goal of what I was looking for in the themes during the analysis of the
narrative-assemblages identified in storylab meeting 1 was the potential of diverse valuepropositions related to the campaign objective. Jorgensen & Largacha-Martinez (2014)
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explain that there isn’t one actor, one storyteller, or one ‘essence’, to a ‘living’ story, the
story:
… emerges through the ‘intra-action’ and ‘entanglement’ of multiple living stories
… The storyteller is not interested in reducing these stories to a narrative or an
essence because this would violate the principle of multiplicity (Jørgensen &
Largacha-Martinez, 2014, p. 175).
The diverse value-proposition is a narrative-assemblage that is distributed and it is active,
not static. All of the narrative data and storyboards analysed after the first storylab meeting
were examined for diverse value-propositions relevant to a campaign on regenerative
farming. As an example this storyboard from the fieldwork read:
“We look for indicators of what’s happening with the crops and we are doing that
through the plants and what stage the plants are at. We are working on plant
cover. You have to be out in the paddock to see how the plant is going
(participant 2, storyfield).”
This mini example of a diverse value-proposition from a fieldwork farmer is explaining the
value of a crop by working with the plant, learning about the plant’s health and using ‘plant
cover’ regenerative practices (covering the soil with plant material). The non-human actors
are the crops, the plants, the stages of the plant’s growth and the paddock itself (with the
soil beneath it). All of these non-human actors are contributing to the value creation of
diverse value.
This stage of analysis resulted in the identification of six re-occurring themes. These
six themes were designed as new storyboards for the final lab meeting where further
analysis and creative storytelling exercises for developing campaign content was planned.
Each of the six storyboards consisted of a selection of small quote snippets (approximately
one sentence) taken from the 22 storyboards (and transcript data) from the first meeting.
The snippets formed as a new vignette narrative-assemblage on each storyboard. Each of
the singular snippets of quotes on the six storyboards were numbered so that I would know
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where each narrative piece of knowledge had come from. The six themes are discussed in
detail in Chapter 5 and are briefly listed below:

1. Are we blind?: this first theme questions why humans are not paying attention to
environmental degradation and climate change that is around them, it was a topic
discussed by all research participants;

2. A diversified practice: this theme relates to the types of agricultural methods that
farmers in the fieldwork are using and how regenerative farming applies a diversified,
holistic methodology;

3. Living knowledge: this theme considers how farmers use their day-to-day
‘observational skills’ to learn about their farmland, and how regenerative farming
knowledge is gained and then shared and why this is relevant to campaign delivery;

4. Landscape in dialogue: this theme discusses how the experimentation of farming
methods that regenerative farmers work with, acts as a changing ‘relationship’ and
‘communication’ between farmers and the land;

5. Integrated habitats: this theme relates to how the biodiversity ideology of
regenerative farming changes the way that farm landscapes are being designed and
how farming practices are integrated with other species and the landscape; and,
6. Indigenous roots: this theme discusses how indigenous knowledge is contributing to
the field of regenerative agriculture.
These six storyboards were collated for the final lab meeting, along with a series of relevant
photos that were chosen as related to the six themes.
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3.2 Phase 2, storylab 2
In the final meeting, there were three participants, two environmental conservation
professionals who are also storytellers (as writers and/or storytelling performers) and
myself, as the researcher-participant. The two participants from this meeting are labelled in
this thesis as participant 1, storylab 2 (sustainability educator) and participant 2, storylab 2
(landcare worker). The goal of this meeting was to examine the 6 storyboards from the
analysis of the Storylab 1 meeting and to explore this material through collaborative
creative fictional storytelling and realist and/or non-fiction ‘retelling’ of stories from the
storyfield data as a creative exercise to develop campaign material.
The research question for this meeting was composed by the group in Storylab 1:
How does an integrated human relationship with nature change how we value
the environment?
As with the first storylab, this meeting was two hours in length and after a short
presentation to the participants to establish the roles and responsibilities of the meeting the
participants were asked to read the six storyboards, see Figure 27. Beneath each of the
storyboards were a series of photographs from the Storyfield related to each of the boards.
Figure 27 The six storyboards are placed on the wall in storylab meeting 2.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021
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What followed was an open conversation in the same way that the Storylab 1 had unfolded.
As the participants read the boards they asked questions or discussed their thoughts on the
content they were reading. This section of the meeting was one hour in length and was
recorded and later transcribed. A lot of the conversation in this meeting moved into a
greater ethical discussion about the changing relationship humans have with nature, rather
than remaining focussed on the topic of regenerative agriculture. The participants in the
second lab were particularly interested in how the regenerative methods changed the way
humans related to nature.
In this second meeting the participants discussed how the regenerative farmers’ ‘care’
for the environment affected the relationship the farmer had with the land in a different
way to the rhetoric of traditional farmers. Participant 1 in this meeting explained:

“There is a vulnerability for having empathy for the environment. It invites
responsibility and needs resilience. Participant 1, storylab 2.”

This participant was discussing how engaging in a relationship with the land through the
type of care they read on the storyboards, invited vulnerability associated with empathy for
other species.
The storylab 2 participants discussed that ‘remaining separate from the land’ or seeing
the environment as a ‘resource to be exploited’ did not carry the same weight of empathic
vulnerability. For instance, the participants questioned that if the farmers experienced a
more ‘intimate’ and ‘connected’ relationship with the environment around them, as a
companion species, whether some of the more difficult tasks such as killing animals,
became more challenging to perform. The storyboards had snippets of quotes about the
acts of care that farmers performed associated with animal welfare or the care of native
plant or animal species. The questions asked and the discussions had throughout this
second meeting examined the changing territorialisation and deterritorialisation of the
many human and non-human actors found in the narrative-assemblages on the storyboards.
The micropolitics of the ‘care’ relationship between farmers, companion species and other
non-human material objects (such as machinery) were discussed. Progressively, these
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discussions in the meeting produced new knowledge regarding a theme on ‘care’ inside the
Living Stories research-assemblage (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b).
Once the participants had discussed all six of the storyboards they were asked to
participate in several creative storytelling exercises. The first was to build a fictional
campaign-storyworld based on the content from the six storyboards and the photos that
were on the wall pictured in Figure 27. The second exercise was to engage in a freeassociation storytelling game using the same story dice that was used in phase 1 in the
fieldwork. I discuss both of these exercises next.

3.3 Storylab 2, exercise 1: building a storyworld
The first storytelling exercise aimed to build a fictional storyworld for ‘regenerative
agriculture in the Great Southern’ by developing a mixed-media collage on the wall that
could visually represent the themes from the six storyboards, that the participants had just
read and discussed. This technique was used to gain a visual map, as an overview, of the
content material of the storyworld and allowed the participants to explore potential
campaign story themes, plots and conceptual ideas. The storyworld collage was placed on
the wall on a blank white page with a big circle that in this thesis is called the Storyworld
Platform, which is essentially a defined workspace for developing campaign story concepts.
Throughout the Storyworld Platform exercise the human and non-human actors of
narrative-assemblage were examined in relation to creative concept and campaign
storytelling development. The participants explored how narrative actors assembled and
how the relational intra-action generated change and ‘becoming’ of the narrative as an
assemblage of actors.
The first step to building the fictional storyworld on the platform was to develop a
setting for a story (Figure 28) by using the images that had been on the wall under the six
storyboard themes (Figure 27) from the first half of the meeting.
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Figure 28 The participants in the second storylab develop a visual setting for a storyworld.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

In Figure 28 the two participants can be seen placing these images on the Storyworld
Platform using a sensemaking exercise where they grouped the photographs into logical or
related themes (Mills et al, 2010; Weick, 1995). The participants worked together and
discussed the photos as they placed them in clusters or assembled groups (Martin &
Hanington, 2012; Signorelli, 2012; Lupton, 2017). The participants were asked throughout
the storyworld exercise to apply a new-materialist approach. Applying this approach
required them to pay attention to the role and position of the actors in the photographs,
and the relational flow between those actors including the farmers, the tools, animals or
plant species. We questioned what capacities the actors in the photos, and the photos
themselves as actors, produced through their relationship with each other (Fox & Alldred,
2015a;b). Once the participants agreed that all of the photos they felt were relevant for the
storyworld had been chosen and added to the platform (not all of the photos from the six
themes had been added) the participants then moved to the next step in this exercise and
added story elements that could develop scenarios in the storyworld.
The participants were asked to add characters that were either human or non-human
to the setting on the Storyworld Platform and to discuss potential scenarios between the
actors. They were asked to draw the characters roughly on sticky notes that were placed on
the platform. This free association part of this exercise also included writing conceptual
ideas as text on to sticky-notes. The participants engaged in re-telling some of the stories
from the six themes discussed earlier in the meeting from the first storyboard wall. They
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also added new imagined story ideas. During this exercise, I participated by adding narrative
elements from the fictional storytelling games (either as handwritten text or sketches on
sticky-notes) that had come from the fictional storytelling conducted in the fieldwork in
phase 1 of the research and from the fiction section of my field diary. This allowed for the
storyworld collage to contain narrative data from all of the research phases. Throughout this
exercise, the participants were asked questions to prompt further creative thinking, such as
exploring how certain images ‘felt’ and to draw that feeling, or to imagine what certain
collaged data on the storyworld ‘reminded them of’, or ‘did they think this image of the
vehicle was important and why (Dunne & Raby, 2013)?’ This fictional storyworld
assemblage now contained an entanglement of story elements based on the retelling of the
narrative research data that could reveal creative conceptual ideas for a campaign-narrative
about regenerative agriculture in the Great Southern.
In the next step of the exercise, the participants were asked to use the media in the
collage on the Storyworld Platform to develop a narrative outline. Very quickly the
participants laid out a spiralling narrative arc that began with images of the land, led to
images of the ‘problems’ the farmers were facing, such as drought, poor soil or eroded
landscapes, which then led to farming activities, depicted by photos of farm machinery,
sheds or stock animals, which lastly led to rehabilitated fields with enriched soils see Figure
29, left.
Figure 29 The spiral storyworld (left), and the hybrid narratives in a fractal spiral (right).

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021
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The spiral (or circular/spiral) in the participants’ story can be compared to the spiralling
motif that regenerative farmers such as Massy (2017) speak of when explaining the idea of
regenerative philosophy which sees nature in an ongoing process of life, death and renewal.
The spiral is a common motif inside regenerative theories. It is found in the ideas embedded
in regenerative landcare management proposed by Thackway et al (2018) where multiple
landcarers engage in collective social learning through a spiralling model (Thackway et al,
2018). A spiralling social learning style is also defined by Aquilani et al (2017) as a way to
approach landcare where land managers engage in natural resource management, through
a partnership with the landscape as a unified enmeshment of social and biological systems
(Aquilani et al, 2017). The spiral design that the participants chose was therefore a suitable
concept for developing the narrative structure of a linear campaign story, based on the
traditional hero’s journey, that was described in Chapter 2. The participants, however,
discussed that by including non-humans in the circular/spiral narrative flow the human as
hero, is disrupted.
By applying a new materialist or rhizomatic or non-linear approach (Fox & Alldred,
2015a;b) to the circular/spiral path the participants discussed opportunities for chains of
mini hybrid narrative-assemblages to spiral in a fractal-like manner, as a storyworld in a
state of ‘becoming’, or as a spiral that has entwined rhizomatic narratives spiralling from it,
see Figure 29, right. Human and non-human narrative actors intra-act in a spiralling fractal
or rhizomatic non-linear manner. For Living Stories this approach was an interesting way for
developing stories suitable for a multi-modal transmedia campaign where new narrativeassemblages can spiral from any node in the original narrative arc, rupturing and flowing in
a rhizomatic manner (Fox & Alldred, 2015b).
The Storyworld Platform was an effective way for the participants to work with
fictional free-association thinking and to re-purpose the narrative ideas from the research
data and develop a range of conceptual ideas to develop potential narratives relevant for
the content of a campaign. During the meeting the participants used the time to analyse
fictional stories as an assemblage of actors that were both human and non-human.
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3.4 Storylab 2, exercise 2: co-narrating a fictional story
The second fictional storytelling exercise that the participants engaged in was conarrating a fictional story through the use of the role-playing storytelling dice used in the
fieldwork interviews. This exercise was used to deepen the speculative fiction storytelling,
after using the Storyworld Platform as a ‘priming’ exercise, which as discussed earlier can
keep the research data in mind and potentially impress conceptual ideas into the memory of
participants and influence the material participants use in speculative improvised activities.
As also discussed earlier in this chapter the fictional free-association storytelling, can reveal
data and knowledge that is hidden or is not logistically playing a key role in linear research
planning. It can disrupt the direction, or stimulate change.
In this exercise, the two participants and I, used the story dice to prompt us. Each
participant took turns narrating an imaginative story that could take place within the newly
mapped narrative setting on the Storyworld Platform. The first storyteller was participant 2
and she began by defining a setting and a scenario for the story where a farmer was
standing on top of a granite rock:
“There is a sense of leaping off the deep end. Leaping off the cliff into the
unknown. We have this stoic farmer and he has inherited his family farm. His wife
has come from outside the farm and is pushing him to do something different.
And so, he is teetering on the edge. Is he going to allow himself the vulnerability
to take action? To do something different? To what his father or grandfather has
always done with this land (storylab 2, participant 2)?”
This story was tapping into the economic pressure of implementing regenerative farming
methods within a traditional farming context. The story was also drawing from a gender
theme we had discussed earlier in the meeting. Five of the seven fieldwork participants
were female and they were very passionate and actively engaged in regenerative
agriculture. The majority of them held high-level tertiary level educations in agriculture,
biology and/or environmental science. The other theme in this story is that some of the
women farmers who had participated in the fieldwork had grown up on farms but through
marriage had moved to their husband’s family farm. This topic of farms as a family-run
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business was active earlier in the dialogue in the storylab meeting and had prompted this
storyteller, through memory, to bring this into the fictional narrative activity.
The problem between the actors in this story so far related to the farmer, his father,
the financial pressure he felt as the landowner, and his responsibility to the land that he
could see so clearly looking out from the top of a granite rock. The granite rock had been
chosen as the setting in this storytelling exercise because in the fictional fieldwork data the
top of a granite rock (or hill) was the setting of four of the six fieldwork fictional stories
(unprompted by me), and had therefore been identified as a repetitive theme. In the
fieldwork when I enquired about this with the participating farmers, the highest point of the
farm was a place for decision-making. The economic pressure described in the fictional story
stemmed from the pressure of financial risk as discussed throughout all of the fieldwork
interviews. It had seemed so obvious to me in the data that I had slightly overlooked it in
terms of placing it on the six themed campaign storyboards. It was interesting that the
problem of financial risk was the immediate focus in the fictional storytelling.
I was the next storyteller in the exercise and the next symbol that I rolled on the dice
was once again apt, it was ‘economic exchange’, and so spoken through a stream of
consciousness I continued the fictional story:
“But part of this is what his grandfather went through he didn’t have big debts
behind him and so when his father ran the farm he took out big loans and went
bigger and bigger and now this farmer is facing how to merge this big story with
the new methods and it is that… that is the pressure. How does this big farm fit in
with these little risky steps of change (storylab2, participant researcher)?”
As I spoke this part of the story I was remembering some of the comments the fieldwork
interviewees had spoken about living with the financial threat of a big debt to banks. I also
remembered discussions with farmers who spoke about the industrial expansion of farming
during the 1980s and how implementing experimental regenerative farming methods inside
these large-scale industrial farms was very challenging.
The next participant, in the fictional storytelling exercise, needed to start seeking
some solutions for this problem and so participant 1 in this meeting continued the story:
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“So, he is searching for different ways of doing things and he meets this person
who has been practicing sustainability and regenerative agriculture for a while
and talks with this person about what they could do or could not do … and with
the other person [learns] different practices [about regenerative farming and
taking risks] ... And he finds that is helping to open his eyes to new things
(storylab 2, participant 1).”
This part of the story was directly relating to an earlier discussion in the meeting regarding
the way knowledge is shared among farmers, which is via workshops, meetups or
conferences.
The final part of the story was told by the first storyteller and she explained a new
relationship to finance was emerging:
“So, he realises that this is a new way of relating to money and that he needs to
really deal with his vulnerability [about financial risk]. Because his father did the
big and [now] his new methods are small and there is a lot of fear about whether
it is going to work. And the unknown, he has to deal with this (storylab,
participant 2)...”
The unfolding sequence of this story reveals thoughts, ideas, emotions, memories and
descriptions that contain actors both human and non-human. The impact that debt, large
agricultural bank loans, and unpredictable futures, was the theme of this fictional story, and
had not been on any of the storyboards but had been an overwhelming affect running
through all of the data, as a looming monster.
This fictional vignette held within it an affect economy where financial pressure had
become the antagonist in the story. The pressure applied by this antagonist was flowing in
multiple directions and was affecting the farmer’s decision making. He was concerned about
climate change but by taking on regenerative farming methods he had to consider the
financial viability of applying them to his existing farming practice. This echoed the primary
concern for all of the participants in the fieldwork research. This exercise was relevant to
the project because it helped reveal some of the non-human actors and forces that were
being overlooked but had a large influence throughout Living Stories. The hidden non-
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human forces (for instance climate change, changing landscapes and places in the stories)
and the many actors that influenced the financial pressure as an assemblage of actors, play
an integral part in how this campaign research unfolded. This exercise revealed insight into
how multiple actors assembled in a narrative and intra-related with each other as an
assemblage of financial pressure. In Chapter 5 I shall discuss how financial pressure
contributed to discussion on the topic of resilience, and this storytelling exercise in storylab
2 influenced the analysis of these findings.
This storylab meeting ended after the second fictional storytelling exercise. The
meeting was recorded and all of the exercises were transcribed ready for analysis.

3.5 Phase 2, storylab 2 analysis
The analysis that was conducted for Storylab 2 was the same process as applied after
the first meeting. It included assemblage analysis of narrative-assemblages mapped from all
of the narrative data collated during the second meeting, including a transcript of the
recording of the meeting and the fictional storytelling data. There were two more themes
identified as relevant to the topic of ‘regenerative agriculture in the Great Southern’
through this analysis, and they were:
7. Landcare empathy: this theme refers to the micropolitics of agricultural landcare and
how an empathetic relationship to ‘care’ changes the human and non-human
entanglement; and,
8. Resilience: this theme refers to how farmers cope with the threat of climate change
and economic pressure.
In the following chapter I explain the eight themes further and how the themes were
relevant for developing potential material for a campaign-storyworld.
In this chapter, I have outlined how the Living Stories project implemented the two
phases of the research-production model, as a two-phase research-assemblage (Fox &
Alldred, 2015b). I explained which research tools and methods were used in the researchassemblage and who the research participants were. The methods included fieldwork
ethnography, narrative enquiry, collaborative storytelling and assemblage analysis. By
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utilising Fox & Alldred’s (2015b) assemblage analysis as the primary analytical framework I
was able to apply a pragmatic approach to mapping and examining narrative-assemblages
that emerged in the data from the ethnographic fieldwork and the collaborative storytelling
workshops. In this chapter, I offered examples of how I examined human and non-human
actors in the narrative-assemblages of both stories gathered through conversational
interviewing and fictional storytelling exercises. I examined how human and non-human
actors intra-acted and co-produced capacities through relationship in the stories (Fox &
Alldred, 2015a;b). I revealed how narrative-assemblages could be mapped and analysed to
reveal diverse value-propositions. I discussed how the story data I gathered through this
experimental methodology deepened the traditional thicker description from ethnography
(Geertz, 1973; Bernard, 1995) and contextualised the story with the inclusion of non-human
affect (Jorgensen & Strand, 2014).
The research-assemblage which consisted of research tools such as a field diary, an
audio recorder, storyboards, a camera and research participants, aimed to document and
produce the data and knowledge creation for the development of a campaign. The Living
Stories project, by implementing new materialist assemblage analysis, moved away from
seeking agency for non-human actors and towards language that linked matter with
meaning by mapping affect-relations between humans and non-humans (Fox & Alldred,
2015a;b). The industry partner had a campaign objective to influence the behaviour and
decision-making of non-regenerative farmers by persuading them to respond to climate
change and take up regenerative farming methods. In the next chapter, I outline further
details on the eight themes that were identified during the two phases of Living Stories
research, and how they formed as relevant themes for a campaign storyworld-assemblage
on regenerative agriculture in the Great Southern.
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Chapter 5

The campaign storyworld-assemblage
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The eight themes of the storyworld-assemblage
In this chapter I introduce the storyworld-assemblage, I explain what this term means,
and the role the storyworld-assemblage plays in the development of a campaign. The
chapter begins by also describing where the storyworld-assemblage fits inside the Living
Stories research-production model. The majority of this chapter outlines the eight themes
that were found in the Living Stories research data that were introduced in Chapter 4 and I
explain the relevance of each theme in the development of the storyworld-assemblage. The
themes are laid out consecutively from one to eight, and each theme contains one or more
examples of relevant narrative vignettes that assist in demonstrating the theme’s relevance.
At the end of this chapter, I explain how the eight themes in the storyworld-assemblage are
entangled and how the storyworld-assemblage can be used for developing material for
ongoing campaign storytelling.
In Chapter 4, I explained that the Living Stories research project was based on a threephase research-production model. The ultimate goal of this model was to act as an
experimental framework, where the methods of both research and production of campaign
stories are entwined, as a process continuum that connects people with places, materials
and other non-human actors. The three phases of the research-production model are, the
fieldwork, where the stories are gathered in-context to place; the storylab, where the
narrative data is analysed and stories can be designed; and the storynet, where local and
non-local audiences can engage and participate in the campaign stories’ ongoing life. The
storyworld-assemblage is a primary actor in the research-production model in that it acts as
an entangled world of stories that can be tracked as narrative-assemblages or
conversational-style stories connecting people with places, and the non-human material
world around them. A primary purpose of the Living Stories project was to examine how
humans and non-humans co-produce diverse value-propositions and how an enquiry such
as this could produce thicker (Geertz, 1973) and richer narratives of value creation than
those drawn only from a Sustainability Matrix. The themes in this chapter are composed of
the micropolitical affect-relations between humans and non-humans that are stories of
diverse value-propositions.
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As explained in Chapter 4, there were eight primary story themes identified as
relevant to a campaign on regenerative agriculture in the Great Southern. From the analysis
of the data gathered in the two phases of the Living Stories research-assemblage. These
eight themes formed a campaign storyworld-assemblage, as seen in Figure 30.
Figure 30 The eight themes of the Living Stories campaign storyworld-assemblage.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

The eight themes are illustrated as an assembled group that collectively represent the
campaign-storyworld. Each theme relates and affects the other themes in the storyworldassemblage and can be strung together as a campaign narrative.
The first theme in the Living Stories campaign storyworld-assemblage is (1), Are we
blind? This theme was discussed by all of the fieldwork participants during the research and
was the most emotive theme of the eight and so it holds the largest position in the Figure 30
diagram. This theme refers to how climate change and the disappearance of biodiversity
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and natural resources that the farmers observed all around them, was a motivating factor as
to why they were implementing regenerative methods. This first theme also sets the
problem for which the campaign aims to promote solutions. This problem is based on the
environmental destruction and threats of Anthropocentric climate change that is impacting
a sustainable food industry. Theme (2), A diversified practice, is based on the farming
business models and agricultural methods that underpin a regenerative farming approach
and what this campaign will propose as a way to attempt solving the problems addressed by
theme one. The next three themes (3) Living knowledge, (4) Landscape in dialogue, and (5)
Integrated habitats relate to the partnership approach of regenerative agriculture, between
humans and other non-human species, and how regenerative approaches of care for the
land address the problem of climate change and human’s food supply. Theme (6),
Indigenous knowledge, is based on how Indigenous cultural knowledge is informing the field
of agriculture, on topics such as propagating native species, and how this is playing a
considerable role in the campaign storyworld-assemblage, and the problem posed by theme
one. The last two themes (7), Landcare empathy, and (8), Resilience, relate to how the
methods and practices of regenerative agriculture change the relational and human
emotional nature between farmers and other species. These last two themes address some
of the financial and emotional pressure that farmers are facing with the threats from theme
one. When placed together, these eight themes form a storyworld-assemblage with
narrative material suitable for developing a promotional campaign. The relevant human and
non-human narrative actors contribute to diverse value-propositions that explain how
regenerative agriculture (in the Great Southern) can solve or contribute to solving the issues
of climate change and a sustainable food system for the future.
The diagram in Figure 30 displays these eight themes as grouped inside the
storyworld-assemblage. Each theme contributes to the storyworld as a mini-assemblage
consisting of relevant narrative data and theme-based knowledge. Inside each mini themeassemblage are campaign-relevant topics that can be drawn out and act as potential
campaign material. As a research actor that sits inside the research-production model, the
storyworld is a research knowledge reservoir for developing publishable stories in the third
phase of the research-production model, the storynet. In the storynet, the storylabs
become the engine room for transferring research data into the production of stories
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suitable for cross-platform multi-media publishing networks, and other modes of
transmedia storytelling that were discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 4, I discussed how the
stories that the participants worked with in the second storylab meeting, on the Storyworld
Platform, could spiral in a fractal-like manner, suitable for non-linear transmedia
storytelling. Narratives are drawn from the research data and then designed and produced
as campaign stories and released to audiences. These audiences in-turn engage with the
stories and respond through conversational feedback, such as through comments on social
media. This process feeds back into the storylab as further data available for analysis that
influences the trajectory of the campaign-storyworld.
In the following section, I outline each of the eight themes in detail and discuss why
each theme plays a relevant role in the campaign storyworld-assemblage. I also explain how
assemblage analysis (Fox & Alldred, 2015b) was applied to each of the themes, and how
diverse value-propositions can be drawn from the narrative data. Under each theme, I
provide examples of narrative-assemblages that were analysed throughout the Living
Stories research and I discuss how these examples are relevant to the theme and how as
stories they could contribute to a campaign on regenerative agriculture. Each of the
vignettes is a collection of quotes from different research participants and the numbers in
the quotes indicate when one storytelling participant ends and another begins. I finalise this
chapter by explaining how these eight themes act as an entangled non-linear storyworld
and how a non-linear storyworld can contribute to the research-production model and the
ongoing development of a multimedia campaign.

This first storyboard theme discussed the frustrations of regenerative farmers working
in an economically driven agricultural industry, where other people ignored the signs of
climate change. This storyboard theme also relates to what the fieldwork participants said
about the role that regenerative farming plays in a healthy and robust food system. The
theme on this first storyboard is a ‘call to action’ from the regenerative farmers’ to other
farmers. They want to raise awareness within the agricultural industry, and society at large,
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of the increasingly visible drought infested wasteland that they see around them, and the
subsequent related food supply issues that these environmental concerns could cause. The
vignette on this board read:
“A lot of people are not aware of what is going on. People turn a blind eye. There
are dead trees along the creek line, the ground is dry, there are fires and the wind
is blowing. Can’t they see? 1 We have a responsibility. We live here and we are
what we eat. 2 We need diversity in the food chain. 3 We live in this food chain
and our present-day relationship is take, take, take and not giving back. 4“
There is frustration behind this vignette spoken by these storytellers. There is also a
judgement of other people’s behaviour towards the environment. During the fieldwork, all
of the farming participants described feelings of empathy for a natural world that in their
eyes, is suffering. These farmers were keen to learn landcare management systems based
on regenerative methods and to see the return of an ecologically diverse landscape.
All of the farmers in the fieldwork spoke about the ‘blindness’ that is central to the
vignette on this first board. Another participant in the fieldwork had said:
“We were driving … the other day and there was this traditional farming crop and
just along the creek there was a little bit of remnant bush and it was dying. So,
we asked, “What do they see?”. We look at it and the first thing I see is the dead
remnant veg and it’s dying and in the next ten years, it is gone. Can’t they see
that? Why don’t they care? And we discussed that all they see is the beautiful
green crop and the lines of the same coloured plants for hectares and that’s all
they see. ‘We don’t care about that creek line bush we don’t bother about it.’ So,
they don’t see it anymore. They don’t care. So, we don’t understand how you can
do that. So how do they see it and what are they looking at? (Storyfield,
participant 1).”
In this vignette, we hear that native environmental actors in the narrative-assemblage are
perceived as ‘unproductive’ to industrial farmers and therefore many industrial farmers do
not see them. While I conducted walking tours on the farms I witnessed this ‘blindness’ in
action on several of the larger industrial farms I visited where the farmers were less
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experimental in regenerative methods. On one farm, as we drove to a specific site to
conduct a walking tour, we covered a significant distance where nothing was said about the
areas of native bush and unless I queried the role of these pockets of landscape, no
attention was paid to it. The natural bushland is not useful for making a profit in industrial
farming methods and so it seems to be dismissed. Throughout the fieldwork, many of these
native sites that I visited were recreational zones on a property and/or played no significant
role to the farmer. Yet, as described in the vignette by the storyfield participant 1, above,
she sees very clear signs of water sources evaporating (such as increased drought) and
increased poor soil quality (such as erosion). As a regenerative farmer who does see these
signs, they do concern themselves with the health of the soil, the creek line, and the native
bushland.
Similarly, Hughes-Daeth (2018) who in his article on the blindness in Australian
agriculture reflects on how humans, as tourists, relate to Wave Rock, a tourist destination in
Western Australia:
What stands out now is the contrast between the cleared fields stretching to the
horizon in every direction and this tiny oasis of bushland surrounding the rock.
The paleo-river channels that shaped the landscape are now heavily waterlogged
by a rising water-table and everywhere you see the signs of salinized soil—dead
and dying shrubs and trees.
But as tourists we carefully avert our eyes and pose for photographs at the rock.
This is in many ways a microcosm of the determined blindness… (Hughes-D’Aeth,
2018, para 22-23).
Blindness to the plight of the environment is playing a conceptual role as a central actor to
the Living Stories campaign storyworld-assemblage. It is also the reason why I embarked on
this project. As stated in Chapter 1, the silencing of environmental scientists is contributing
to people’s ‘blindness’ to environmental depletion and climate change. Monbiot (2017) calls
this selective blindness. It occurs when what one human sees as important is invisible to
another. He warns that for every new human generation the disappearing environment
becomes the norm (Monbiot, 2017). This storyboard theme is asking – what will it take for
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humans to see the environment is dying and take action? There is no one answer to this
question but instead a hive of potential answers and further questions. As an assemblage,
this theme initiates more conversations and more enquiry to gain the answers. As a living
dynamic theme, this storyboard Are we blind? flags that farmers who are not regenerative,
who support industrial agriculture based on reductive farming methods and monocultures,
are not seeing, hearing or recognising that the loss of diverse ecology is of any importance
to them. This campaign theme questions why. This questioning of what is being seen (and
therefore what is being valued), sits at the basis of this campaign as the tension of
introducing regenerative methods into, or instead of, industrial methods. This theme, as a
query, forms as a complex discussion on ‘environmental blindness’, where the landscape, as
a place, and the diverse species that inhabit the landscape are playing active roles in this
theme’s assemblage.
Industrial farming methods are typically viewed as dominant in the agricultural field
by regenerative farmers and described as environmentally damaging. Whereas regenerative
methods are perceived, by regenerative farmers, as healthier for the land and people. The
relational affects between the two human perspectives can be, or are, demonstrating
opposition. Ivinson & Renold (2013) discuss how subjectivity and affect are entwined with
place. The changing relationship with the land and the farming methods used is fragmented,
and the place (the landscape), is playing a key role in how these assemblages are changing
in relationship with humans (Ivinson & Renold, 2013).
A key example of how places are changing in relationship with humans can be found in
discussions regarding drought. Over recent years in the Great Southern, farmers have
experienced dry climate conditions that in 2020 was recorded as the worst in 40 years
(Liveris, 2020). During a walking tour participant 1 in the fieldwork was discussing erosion
damage to the soil of a paddock we were visiting, she explained the impact that drought
had on the state of the soil, by saying that with:
“… climate change we will have many more years of unpredictable and
unseasonal weather patterns and plants need to be different they need to be able
to cope with dry conditions and rains coming in at different times of the year. And
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many of the commercial crops we use are specific to climate and rainfall at
specific times of years. Can we adjust quickly enough? (Participant 1, storyfield)”
This farmer was experimenting with introducing regenerative farming methods into an
existing industrial farming approach. The subject of drought (and low rainfall) inside this
narrative-assemblage on the soil quality in the paddock, is participating as a narrative actor,
and is influencing the subjectivity of how land management is planned and negotiated. As a
narrative-assemblage, on the topic of drought, this assemblage contains multiple nonhuman actors that are intra-acting inside the assemblage; these include dry weather
conditions from climate change, the soil (in a state of erosion), the plant’s adaptability, and
rainwater coming at different times of the year. Each of these actors are playing a role in
how climate change in the narrative-assemblage is influencing the tension between the
industrial and regenerative methods. These environmental climatic actors are influencing
how the affect-relations and the micropolitics in the narrative-assemblage flow. When this
theme asks Are we blind? and we look at the narrative-assemblage discussing drought, the
plant species is actively indicating a need to adapt to new weather conditions. The plant
species and the soil microbes are active in the dialogue. As a potential story and a potential
diverse value-proposition for a campaign, related to the topic of Are we blind? this
narrative-assemblage is pointing to the drought conditions and the need for plants that can
cope with drier weather, and it opens up discussions for how this can be achieved.
The first theme, Are we blind? initiates the campaign-storyworld and acts as the basis
of an awareness campaign. This theme would aim to initiate conversations that could
persuade both the perception and behaviour of farmers who are not yet practicing
regenerative methods. As an assemblage inside the storyworld-assemblage, this theme acts
as a central rhizomatic web that is weaving through all of the storytelling that is emerging in
the campaign-storyworld. Following on from this first theme the next storyboard theme
describes the regenerative farming techniques, methods and practices that are central to
the campaign proposal. These farming methods can be adopted by other farmers to address
the issues of the first theme, addressing climate change and a sustainable food cycle.
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The second storyboard had short snippets of fieldwork dialogue that explained how a
regenerative farm as a business or farming practice operates. This board A diversified
practice included farmers’ quotes from the fieldwork discussions where the farmers
explained the agricultural methods and/or business strategies they were using to manage
their land. This storyboard read:
“What we look at is the water cycle, the mineral cycle and the energy flow, plus
people, profit and environment, all of our decisions come down to this. 1 We are
revegetating native corridors of land, improving our soil, rotating our stock,
re-establishing our creek lines, using plant cover to retain water in the soil ...
we experiment with what we know and what we have and we often mix
industrial farming methods with our trials. 2”
During the fieldwork, I found stories similar to this storyboard were pragmatic and primarily
driven by a market-production focus and/or an economic objective. Massy (2017) describes
industrial agriculture as driven by productivism which is the drive for maximum profit
through production (Massy, 2017). Many of the regenerative farming programs that were
running on the farms during the fieldwork were experimental by nature with some
regenerative programs not yet producing a demonstrated financial profit. Throughout the
interviews, the farmers discussed the financial tension between blending the new
regenerative methods with the existing industrial methods on their farm.
The narratives, in this theme, describe the regenerative farming principles, methods
and practices that are on offer in this campaign, and how they address the problem
identified in theme 1. This second theme demonstrates how farmers can address the ‘call to
action’ on climate change and a sustainable food system. The non-human actors inside the
assemblage of this theme include farming tools and machinery, buildings, multiple species,
ecology and farming methodology. The affect-relations between these actors form a
network of assembled actors (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). In regenerative agriculture, Massy
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(2017) describes that the philosophy of the regenerative farming approach works within five
landscape functions that underpin the practice methods, these are:
1. The solar-energy cycle – primarily aimed at fixing as many plant sugars as
possible, via photosynthesis;
2. The water cycle – primarily by improving the soil and vegetation ecology so as
to store and recycle as much water as possible;
3. The soil-mineral cycle – through having healthy living soils that contain and
recycle a rich lode of diverse minerals and chemicals;
4. Dynamic ecosystems – through encouraging maximum biodiversity and health
of integrated ecosystems at all levels; and,
5. The human-social component – through humans working in harmony with –
not against – nature’s functions so as to enable landscape regeneration
(Massy, 2017, Loc 310).
According to Massy, all regenerative farming methods fit under these five landscape
functions.
In contrast, Pearson (2007) describes six holistic practices that define how the
regenerative farming industry functions. These industry practices include the participation
of a range of government and research stakeholders that are required for effective
regenerative landscape management, including:
1. Constant relationship between government agencies and certification
organisations (such as groups that test soil quality, organic labelling criteria etc);
2. Life-cycle analysis of production through the entire agriculture and food-cycle
system;
3. Economic analysis of farming systems and practices;
4. Government funding for a shift to regenerative practices;
5. Research into new technologies and techniques in regenerative agriculture;
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6. Linking urban and regional communities in their relationship to agriculture.
(Pearson, 2007)
The points raised by both Massy (2017) and Pearson (2007) were discussed during the
fieldwork interviews and captured in the narrative data. Narrative related to this second
theme A diversified practice are the building blocks for developing diverse valuepropositions for a campaign that provide solutions for the problems addressed in theme
one.
An example of an agricultural issue related to climate change that I witnessed in the
fieldwork, is soil erosion and salinity. On one of the walking tours, I visited a paddock that
had been revegetated to address soil salinity and wind erosion. Figure 31 is a photo of the
paddock with perennial grasses in the foreground that had been revegetated, and a line of
trees in the background that is providing a windbreak.

Figure 31 Revegetation to support salinity problems in a paddock.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021
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The farmer explained:
“There was a salt issue in this paddock it is low lying and waterlogged and so the
water table keeps rising. We did this in early 2000, reveg. We planted trees as a
windbreak. Most of our systems are perennials and they have a much bigger root
system. So, the idea here is to build the biomass in the soil and on top of the soil
because freshwater is lighter than saltwater so you need to create a sponge to
hold the fresh water and keep the hydraulic pressure that holds the saltwater
underneath. The more saltwater the bigger sponge you need otherwise you have
to put in drains (storyfield, participant 4).”
In this story, the farmer is collaborating with the environmental actors of the paddock. By
introducing new plant species (the perennial grass) and creating a water sponge, and a
windbreak, the dynamic of the existing actors change, including the wind. The farmer’s
actions are de-stabilising the territory of the saltwater and stabilising a greater territory for
the freshwater. The sheltering trees are creating a windbreak that also decreases
freshwater loss. This is an example of several farming methods (revegetation and
shelterbelts) that improves soil quality and retains freshwater. As an assemblage, the farmer
and the environmental actors are intra-acting through a collaborative approach, the actors
include the grass species, the soil microbes, the wind, and the salt and fresh water. In this
example, all five of the landscape functions that Massy (2017) claims underpin regenerative
practices are active; including the solar energy, water and soil-mineral cycle, which are
working together as a dynamic ecosystem. The collaborative approach is indicative of the
human-social component within an ecosystem of Massy’s five functions (Massy, 2017). This
narrative-assemblage regarding the revegetation of this paddock is an example of a
potential story for a campaign on regenerative agriculture that addresses the problem of
theme one and explains several regenerative farming methods to work with solving the
problem.
The theme of this second storyboard, the integrated ethos of regenerative agriculture,
initiates a partnership approach between the land and the landcarer that challenges the
human-centred status quo of domination and control found in industrial farming (Massy,
2017). This theme supports a possible campaign with narratives that demonstrate ‘how’
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regenerative farming can address action on climate change and a sustainable food system.
On the next board is the third theme Living knowledge, which relates to how farmers can
gain further knowledge on regenerative agriculture.

The third storyboard on the theme Living knowledge explains how farmers can gain
skills and information on how to start working with regenerative farming methods. There
were two primary ways the farmers in the fieldwork increased their knowledge on
regenerative farming. First, by experimenting with various day-to-day farming method trials,
activities and landcare management techniques related specifically to their farm. Second,
through a range of traditional training and communication channels such as word-of-mouth,
participating in educational workshops, and/or engaging in various forms of communication
media (for example websites, social media, magazines, newspaper articles, newsletters etc).
This board read:
“In the past farmers had a different relationship to the land it was more
observational and some farmers were good readers of the landscape. 1 We are
learning new ways to read the land every day. 2 Every farm is a unique
biodiversity – if you go to the farm next door it is very different. 3 We watch the
plants and crops closely and observe their health. 4 We rotate our stock and
observe the behaviour of the sheep and how they respond to the landscapes they
live on. 5 We also adopt other people’s knowledge from workshops and
conferences locally, interstate and internationally. 6“
The concept of Living knowledge indicates how the experimental approach of regenerative
agriculture is in an active, open-ended and ‘alive’ state of innovation for the development of
farming practices and business model design. It also relates to the idea that knowledge
created in this way is an open conversation. It is not a discussion on pre-defined methods or
solutions that are rolled out over landscapes (as many fieldwork participants described
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traditional methods), but instead, a field with ongoing discussions on dynamic experimental
agricultural innovation and market adaption. The regenerative farmers in the fieldwork
discussed how many industrial farming methods territorialise other species with a humancentric profit objective, where profit is the primary and only goal. This theme Living
knowledge however encourages a new relationship between the farmer and the landscape
and in-turn changes the territorial relational dynamics. It places farmers, through their
farming practice, in an open-ended state of collaborative learning, with a dynamic ecological
landscape, that is an assemblage of multiple stakeholders who are both human and nonhuman actors.
The implementation of experimental farming trials can result in establishing new and
responsive methods of care. Dianne Haggerty, a regenerative farmer from the Western
Australian Wheatbelt, refers to an economic development and knowledge creation
approach, as ‘natural intelligence’. It is farming methods based on collaboration between “…
the dynamic, natural relationships that exists between all the organisms in the ecosystem
and the environment itself, particularly the soil (Johns, 2017, para 1)”. The experimentation
in regenerative farming methods stimulates active, intra-acting knowledge that enables
farmers to re-territorialise the landscape (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b) with regenerative farming
methods of care that include collaborative affect-relations with other species as
companions.
Throughout the research, a discussion that related to the theme of Living knowledge
and regenerative farming innovation (that was had with all of the participating fieldwork
farmers) was the associated pressures of financial risk that came with the experimental
nature of regenerative farming. Experimental farming trials, and implementing new
methods, do not guarantee profitable outcomes. One of the farming participants in the
fieldwork discussed how they had ventured into the development of a new seeding
machine, with advice from a farm business consultant. She used their story to imply the
importance of risk-management in regenerative farming business plans.
The project, as she explained, was strained through the entire production cycle from
idea inception to machine production, through to farming implementation, and finally to
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market. This story is an example suitable for a potential campaign on regenerative
agriculture as it considers the chain of risks that flow through the entire market system:

“We got a consultant on the farm to help us make decisions and he was of course
learning too. So, we had a new seeder prototype built and the idea was to do poly
cropping with peas and canola. I did not like growing canola because it is not
mycorrhizal and does not encourage the mycorrhizal fungi that feed the plants.
But peas are, so the fungi would be in the soil. So, we designed the seeder to do
both. That was experimental and the consultant advised us on the amount of
fertiliser but it was still not enough and it did not grow that well. And harvesting
was a nightmare and cleaning the seed was a nightmare and we had to find
markets because the traditional market would not take it so we had to find
markets for the peas and the canola (storyfield, participant 3).”

Experimental knowledge can be a challenge to plan for, invest in, and implement. The risks
for farmers are high and business innovation needs to be implemented along the full market
production chain as a system to work (Mang et al, 2016). A story such as this is effective for
a campaign on regenerative agriculture for demonstrating the need for a responsible,
transparent and sustainable approach to communicating the risks associated with
implementing new methods.

Another farmer in the fieldwork, participant 1, explained how serious retaining a
sustainable income can be if farming yields did not return on investment, she said:

“If the weather causes the crops to fail by the third year you would be done. Every
farmer I know is locked into the same economic system … But when it works they
[industrial farmers] work millions and they see that regenerative farming does
not see the economic yield (storyfield, participant 1).”
This participant, and all of the participant farmers in the fieldwork, discussed the economic
pressure of working with a market value definition where financial gain was the primary
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motivating factor and the ‘safety net’ that the broader agricultural community is looking for.
These examples of narrative from the fieldwork demonstrate how a topic on ‘how to
introduce regenerative methods sustainably into farming systems’ could be a potential story
plot applicable to the theme of Living knowledge for a campaign on regenerative
agriculture.
When both human and non-human actors are mapped and analysed as contributing to
value creation, it is a diversified value-proposition that forms. The role of the theme Living
knowledge relates to the value creation process. Knowledge is co-created through multiple
streams of relational affect between human and non-human actors (Fox & Alldred, 2015). It
is an affect-economy (Clough, 2004) that is not linear. It is not a value creation process that
is ‘top-down’ from agricultural departments, or regulating government bodies, or driven by
the forces of the market. Nor is the value created from a ‘bottom-up’ direction, through
experimental trials on the land with agricultural methods or grassroots word-of-mouth
among neighbours. It is instead, the result of rhizomatic flows of affect-relations in multiple
directions in the full market network as an assemblage of human and non-human actors
(Fox & Alldred, 2015b). The territorialisation between the actors in this land-to-market
network is a process of negotiation between human and non-human actors. For the
campaign storyworld-assemblage, this rhizomatic knowledge production as value creation
determines how the diversified value-propositions form and are communicated.
The next theme, number 4, Landscape in dialogue, partners with the third theme
Living knowledge, as it relates to how knowledge is gained through the relationship
between human farmers and other non-human species through the experimental nature of
regenerative farming practices.

The strongest examples in which other species or ecological actors played significant
roles in narrative-assemblages was found in the dialogue I had with fieldwork farmers who
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were conducting regenerative farming experiments. The act of implementing farming trials
and observing, testing and measuring the feedback or response became a two-way act of
non-verbal and non-linguistic inter-species dialogue. The farmer initiates an experimental
farming method and the environment responds, the farmer assesses the response and then
implements another method, and again the environment responds, and so on. As an
assemblage, the farmer as a human actor is in relationship with multiple other species as
actors and as an assemblage of actors, they are generating affective flows. The intrarelationship of their assemblage is co-producing capacities of change and states of
becoming (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). By applying farming experiments, farmers gain
knowledge through observation, measurement and documentation. As is the case with the
testing of soil health or water quality, the planting of windbreaks or the revegetation of
companion plants. The relationship is a collaborative approach of responsiveness as if a
dialogue is taking place.

The fourth themed storyboard in the first storylab meeting read:
“We have soil, plants, trees and pasture experiments all over our farm. 1 See this
weed we are letting it go without spraying and we will watch it for two years to
see if the soil nutrient will repair naturally. 2 Look at the pasture of the farm next
door it’s very barren, they use chemicals and you can see the result. 3 And, see
this wasteland here? It upsets me. This year it has been a drought and the risk to
the damage of the pasture was high, now that we have had no rain. 4“

What I recognised as the narrative researcher through listening during the interviews and
my analysis throughout the project was that the dynamic experimental nature of
regenerative agriculture was acting as a form of communication. It is a non-verbal dialogue
that is performed through the implementation of farming practices. The dialogue is led
through experiential learning as physical farming activities are put into action. The farming
actions may draw upon biological, ecological and/or geological knowledge of farming
landscapes or natural ecological systems. Massy (2017) explains a similar concept when he
says that working in partnership with a landscape is a way of gaining ‘ecological literacy’
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(Massy, 2017, loc 300). It is how the affect flows through actions and reactions between all
actors in an assemblage (Shotter, 2014), as an affect-economy (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b) that
a ‘living dialogue’ is activated.
The relations between participants in this dialogue are non-hierarchical, symbiotic and
in a constant state of becoming (Kirksey & Helmreich, 2010). Massy describes that this type
of dialogue, or ecological literacy, expands as more ecological factors come into play, he
explains:

“Included in this were seemingly mysterious forces that impacted us and our
landscapes. In the end, I came to realise that, just by existing and stepping out my
back door, I was in a continuous dialogue with my landscape and all its functions,
systems and organisms, with the animals I managed on my land and, perhaps
most remarkable of all, with the collective wider environment and universe
surrounding us (Massy, 2017, loc 5011).”

In the theories of regenerative farming (and the principles of sustainability) climate change
and the biosphere are included in the ‘dialogue’ and decision-making (Massy, 2017; Mang et
al, 2016). This dialogue on farming practice forms as an assemblage that can include local
actors related to the landscape and is connected to assemblages of weather systems,
seasons and the greater assemblage related to the global ecosystem.
In the fieldwork, the participant farmers relayed stories about how they were weaving
regenerative methods into their existing traditional farming practice. An example of how
experimentation can reveal knowledge for improving farming methods, which acted as a
form of a dialogue between the farmer and the landscape, was a soil experiment on the first
farm in the fieldwork. This farmer was conducting soil testing on various fenced-off plots on
their farm where fertilising experiments were studied to test soil quality, see Figure 32. The
farmer was interested in how each plot, with a different method applied, impacted the soil
function.
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Figure 32 The gate leads to fenced-off land with soil experiments.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

Farming participant 1 explained:
“That fenced area there (in Figure 32) I have six of those on the farm and they are
soil plots. So, this one is doing an experiment. Underneath the plot, there used to
be bluegums and we used fire to convert it back to pasture, and so all the other
plots have a different experiment, on one a spray was used to convert it, another
has got the big grinder which is a huge machine that comes along and eats all
rocks and stumps and turns it back into a flat pasture. So, each of the six plots are
different and it’s looking at the impacts that two different fertilisers have had on
the different microbes. (storyfield, participant 1).”
The regenerative farmer Massy (2017) discusses how soils are not inanimate but are instead
dynamic and chemically alive. The soil itself, is responding to the changes set in place by
farm participant 1 and each of the soil experiments is undergoing responsive conditions.
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As a narrative-assemblage, this story about soil experimentation is an example of
potential campaign material under the theme Landscape in dialogue. The way this farmer
describes the many variables in the soil experiment is indicating a narrative-assemblage of
elements in a chaotic network that is unpredictable and constantly changing with new
properties. This vignette shows how within the affect-economy of an assemblage, through a
complex state of becoming, unpredictable capacities are produced (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b).
For regenerative farmers, this means an entirely different relationship with the landscape
around them, when compared to the prescribed and controlled methods of industrial
farming.
Farmer participant 1 (who was conducting the soil testing) had a second experiment
on their farm which involved a plant species, typically viewed as a ‘weed’, that had
colonised one of her paddocks. Within the theoretical philosophy of regenerative
agriculture, the relationship between humans, weeds and other native plant species is
relevant and at times controversial. These areas of tension are important because they
often reveal differences in perceptions and thus relations. An industrial farmer may
chemically destroy a weed crop to give the profit-producing crop species the best chance of
survival. Farming participant 1, however, was attempting to understand whether the role of
a weed on their farm was beneficial to the soil and whether they could work with this
species, as a companion species. This approach changes the relationship between the
farmer and the plant species (identified as a weed) and it differs from the industrial
perception where the weed is an ‘enemy plant’ and the engagement is a territorial land war.
Massy (2017) states that weeds can be allies and that to heal the soil nutrients and to farm
sustainably farmers must understand the role of weeds (Massy, 2017).
The experiment with the weed that farming participant 1 was conducting aimed to
find out if the plant could act as a natural fertiliser. She explained that they had harvested a
crop of bluegum trees in a paddock and once they had removed the tree stumps, two
weeds, first inkweed, and then thistles had arrived, see Figure 33. The farmer explained that
a traditional method would be to poison the weed and remove it but she was experimenting
with letting the weed remain to see if it would produce healthy soil microbes.
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Figure 33 The thistles growing in the paddock.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

Farming participant 1 explained:
“This thistle will be producing a nutrient that this soil needs … the soil was
depleted of nitrogen and that caused this weed to take off, the soil needs
something … and that thistle is there just a little while, probably two years and it
is putting a nutrient into the soil that needs to be there. That has taken me a long
time to switch it around. Instead of thinking that soils and plants do not have any
communication, you are acknowledging that this is a thinking landscape and it
needs something and it chooses which plant it will grow and that plant is giving
the soil what it needs (storyfield, participant 1).”
The thistle weed experiment allows the farmer to observe the plant species, and test the
soil, to understand what the landscape might need next and to work in partnership with the
land to regenerate the soil microbes. This trial allowed the farmer to witness how the
landscape and the other plant species could work together to provide a multispecies coliving solution.
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In the domestication of plant seed species Mendum (2009) explains that with plant
domestication, such as with industrial farming methods where farmers are trying to control
species to remain stable for a production-based market, it has proven to be a challenging
task. Mendum (2009), in her paper Subjectivity and plant domestication: Decoding the
agency of vegetable food crops, explains that “[w]ithout human maintenance and
sustenance, domesticated plants do not maintain their distinct varietal identities (p321)”. It
is humans that try to keep commercial domestic species stable (Mendum, 2009). Plants are
never a stable monoculture crop but are continuously evolving and changing as a result of
the inter-species and landscape entanglements they find themselves in.
Massy (2017) suggests that the dynamic functions of a regenerative farming system is
‘self-organising’ and the ecological landscape has intelligence. He calls this the ‘Mysterious
Dialogue’ one which is not directed by human control but instead is evolving towards an
unknown destination (Massy, 2017, loc 4934). A new materialist approach would define this
as collective and spontaneous affect-relations between multiple actors, Rosiek & Snyder
(2018) explain:

… the world does not simply passively await our social processes of
representation, it responds to our inquiry. It comes, to use Karen Barad’s (2007)
phrase, “to meet us halfway” in our research. Our empirical discoveries are
insights into real things. But our inquiries can also yield different equally real
results, sometimes results that are incommensurable with one another (Rosiek &
Snyder, 2018, p2).

The affect or flow that is transferring between the different actors in the farmer’s story
about the thistle weed, may through experimentation provide a nutritional result within the
soil quality, however, it may not, it may do something completely different.

Fox & Klein (2019) discuss how inside assemblages a new actor may provide an
‘intervention’ that can initiate affects, which produce unpredictable capacities and
incapacities (Fox & Klein, 2019). In the case of the thistle weed experiment, the actors in the
narrative include the bluegum trees that were removed, the soil quality, the weather
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conditions, and the territorial invasion of the weed. All of these non-human actors are intraacting and producing affect-relations that the farmer is observing and describing in a
passive, second-person stance. The becoming of this narrative-assemblage is an ongoing
experimental dialogue where the thistle plant’s life-cycle will reveal how it affected the soil
quality over time. The farmer is asking through this experimentation ‘is this something that
the soil health needs?’ The topic of soil health is common in the present-day marketing and
promotion of the field of regenerative agriculture, and therefore soil microbes are
prominent actors in field discussions. These two examples of soil experimentation under the
theme of Landscape in dialogue illustrate how humans and non-humans are in an
experimental and practice-based form of non-verbal and non-linguistic communication.
The next theme, number 5, Integrated habitats relates to how landscape design and
landcare management systems in a regenerative agriculture approach are designed as ‘living
systems’ (Mang et al, 2016; Massy, 2017) where both human and non-human species cohabit the landscapes in varying degrees of companion species relations.

This storyboard displays a vignette that discusses how the regenerative agricultural
industry works with ‘living systems’ design (Mang et al, 2016). It includes a range of
agricultural approaches based on sustainability principles, such as agroecology, a farming
approach that works sustainably with ecological knowledge and natural systems (FAO, n.d.).
The theme Integrated habitats indicates the design of farming systems where biodiverse
landscape design, planning and mapping is integrated into agricultural landcare
management. This storyboard read:

“We are interested in the value of managing virgin bush and productive land
together in an integrated and holistic way. 1 Our rocky hill on the farm is where I
make decisions, it has a great view. This place where we have regenerated the
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landscape is my sanctuary I come here to be alone. 2 We have integrated maps
that look at hydrology, geology, biodiversity and the infrastructure of the farm. 3
Some farmers have completely landscaped their farm in new ways and broken
away from the fences in squares. 4”

This storyboard describes how farmers are planning the layout of their farms, what
elements are taken into consideration and how they relate to the landscape both personally
and professionally, as farming landcarers. The vignette indicates the many aspects that
contribute to planning and managing an integrated habitat for human and non-human
species as companions.

The landscape planning and mapping of regenerative farms consider the full biome of
the region (Massy, 2017). Some farms were very advanced in integrating productive farm
zones with native zones that were within the farm boundaries or located along the edge of
the boundaries. Many of the farms that were yet to start this type of integrated land
management had plans to begin landscape rehabilitation and/or implementing native
corridors that connect with native bushland running along the edge of their farm. The living
systems design of holistic landscapes (Mang et al, 2016) is an expanding approach to
landscape management and design in the field of regenerative agriculture. Agroecology is a
farm planning approach that is growing in popularity globally and is “based on contextspecific design and organization, of crops, livestock, farms and landscapes (FAO, n.d.)”. The
core areas that regenerative farm planning must consider are water and landscape design,
infrastructure such as fencing and other farm-related buildings, plant zones and crop
planning, and animal integration (Massy, 2017). All of these landscape design aspects are
visible on the map in Figure 34. This map was drawn by one of the farming participants in
the Living Stories fieldwork. Landscape design varies in the complexity of living systems
theories and design that can range from large-scale agroecological approaches to more
complex systems similar to models used by permaculture (Mang et al, 2016).
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Figure 34 The map of the first farm in the storyfield.

Image source: Storyfield participant 1, Living Stories research 2021, USED WITH PERMISSION

Figure 34, drawn by Storyfield participant 1, shows where areas of revegetation are taking
place, where primary productive farming activities, such as shearing sheds, bluegum
plantations and pastures (for sheep) are located and where natural freshwater flows and
water-based species dwell. The darker green lines indicate where native corridors link
between the cleared paddocks. Many of the farmers had maps they had drawn of their land
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that illustrated the work they were doing to design the farm as a integrated working
landscape.
A topical discussion that relates to theme 5 Integrated habitats, discussed during all of
the interviews, was the management of virgin/native bush and productive farmland and
how these two landscapes co-habit together. In such conversations with farmers, I heard
about poisonous plants or destructive animals from zones of native bushland that
threatened productive land areas and how these situations could be managed or were an
ongoing threat. If, for example, a species such as kangaroos entered a crop paddock from a
bushland zone and damaged a crop, this narrative when analysed as a narrative-assemblage
reveals how humans co-habiting with native kangaroos destabilises the human’s need for a
healthy crop yield. This is an example of another species (the kangaroos) deterritorialisation
of the human-centric zone, the kangaroo is territorialising, and the farmer needs to find a
way to manage this. There is a conflict between the human and non-human actors in the
assemblage network. Feely (2019) quotes Haggerty and Ericson (2000, p609) when he says
“in social assemblages, power can act to direct flows in ways that serve the interests of
certain groups and allow them to dominate other groups (Feely, 2019, p9)”. The negotiation
between the humans and the kangaroos, in this particular case, is an ongoing farm
management issue but one where collaboration and cohabitation between species is a
regenerative agricultural goal.
The field of regenerative agriculture is influenced by theories and practices of
permaculture, organic, biodynamic, natural farming and other sustainable farming methods
(Massy, 2017; Mang et al, 2016). The theme of Integrated habitats contributes to a
campaign on regenerative agriculture with discussions on topics regarding innovative
landcare management design, including the holistic visioning, design and planning of
farming landscapes where the relationship between humans and non-humans is entwined
as a dynamic integrated habitat. This theme also relates to the myriad of complexities that
emerge when biodiverse species with different agendas or lifestyle objectives come into
conflict.
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The next theme, number 6 Indigenous knowledge, relates to the body of cultural
knowledge that indigenous farming methods bring to the regenerative agriculture field.

The sixth themed storyboard discussed the importance of Indigenous knowledge and
culture in the field of regenerative agricultural practices. Indigenous farming is providing
cultural knowledge to the Australian field of regenerative agriculture. This knowledge aids in
understanding how to work with the unique Australian landscapes that many regenerative
farmers argue industrial farming models (influenced by the history of European farming) do
not offer (Massy, 2017; Pascoe, 2018). This storyboard read:
“Welcome here today I acknowledge this is the land of my people. The Wudjari
People. Welcome here today.”
“This is the land of my grandfather and his father. It is our traditional country. 1
There are 25 members in our corporation and it is a traditional matriarchal
system. 2 We use plants as a way to connect to country and bring in cultural
renewal. 3 We have a community centre for learning about our culture and the
land. 4 We have native plants, Acacias, and other understoreys that are
commercially viable products that we are trialling.5”
The quotes from this storyboard came from farming participant 6 in the fieldwork (the
numbers in the storyboard vignette relate to where each quote snippet breaks). This farmer
was a Noongar property manager at an indigenous community farm that aimed to revitalise
local Noongar culture through the development and integration of indigenous farming
practices with a traditional farming system. As an indigenous farm, it included the
propagation of local plants for indigenous food products and bush medicines, the inclusion
of local native animal species into the farming practices, and a community centre for
cultural education and activities.
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Extensive research and cultural knowledge, such as Bruce Pascoe’s book Dark Emu,
reveals how Australian Aboriginal people cultivated land management systems before
European settlement in 1788. This knowledge can give regenerative farmers today a greater
understanding of Australia’s ecology (Massy, 2017, Pascoe, 2018). Indigenous Dreaming
with complex kinship and social networks, songlines and sacred sites are connected through
a network of Dreaming tracks that navigate the landscape with song and ceremony (Pascoe,
2018; Massy, 2017). Social and religious beliefs are woven into cultural stories about the
landscape and provide knowledge and insight into land navigation, land management, firecontrol and sustaining places for future food and shelter (Pascoe, 2018; Massy, 2017).
Indigenous cultural knowledge and farming methods have expanded in the agricultural
industry. In 2020, in Geraldton, Western Australia, Aboriginal regenerative land
management has been added to the curriculum for the first time through TAFE (Tertiary and
further education) (Barndon, 2020). For a campaign on regenerative agriculture the theme
of Indigenous knowledge, while technically could sit under theme 3 Living knowledge, is
identified as an important thread in the Australian regenerative agriculture field and
therefore, the campaign-storyworld.
In the following quote the Indigenous farmer (participant 6) from the Living Stories
fieldwork explains how the propagation of a local plant species can increase cultural
knowledge and cultural identity for local Noongar people:
“Looking at the various soil constraints and types. We want to put back into this
country species of plants that we believe have a cultural identity with the country.
It’s a cultural renewal process for us. It’s how we bring people back into
understanding the economy that existed here pre-European clearing of the land
and farming as we know in the Western system (storyfield, participant 6).”
This farmer had strong kinship ties to the land of this farm, he explained that his
grandfather’s language was well documented. The kinship culture of this farmer’s ancestors
are entwined with how the farm was planned and managed, and this knowledge was
embedded in a community-based cultural education system. The property had a central
open-planned building for holding social and cultural events or workshops, see Figure 35,
left, a community garden, and community housing, Figure 35, right.
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Figure 35 The community buildings located at the sixth participating farm in storyfield.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

This farm was experimenting with bush foods, bush medicine and cultural tourism. They had
strong ties with research departments from universities throughout Australia. The farm was
implementing innovative and experimental projects with native plants such as acacia,
manna wattle and saligna wattle.
During the interview, fieldwork participant 6 and I discussed the acacia crop that was
growing on the farm and the ways the farm was exploring commercial market
opportunities, the farmer explained:
“We know that the seed has been used to make merrings which is
bread/dampers. It makes a great coffee ground. It’s a natural emulsifier. It makes
a great beer. And we are playing with whiskey at the moment. It does not require
high nutrient input and thrives in this country and it’s also a host species for other
important species like Quandongs and sandalwood. So, we have understoreys
and other commercial different viable products growing in this space, that rival
the wheat or sheep or cattle. So that’s where we are really going back to because
we make the country healthy (storyfield, participant 6).”
By re-introducing native species onto the farmland that had been a wheat, sheep and cattle
farm for a long time, the farmer was working with plant and animal species that were native
to the region and species with which his ancestors and kin had existing cultural ties.

During the walking tour on this farm, we visited paddocks where native silica acacia
and manna wattle were growing as a propagated crop species, see Figure 36.
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Figure 36 The silica acacias and manna wattle trial.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

Farmer participant 6 explained:
“These are silica acacias and manna wattles. We want to put in our native
grasses. It won’t be monocultures. And we want to put in other commercial
varieties like sandalwood and quandongs and we want to put in our native
grasses as well and then we bring in the kangaroos and the emus as a system. It
is a trial (storyfield 1, participant 6).”
This trial is an example of an agricultural rotation system that uses native species such as
kangaroos and emus to increase the soil quality and allow the diversity of local native plants
and animal species to co-habit the landscape. In the theme of Indigenous knowledge this
example of indigenous regenerative farming methods includes local plant and animal
species as a rotational system (Figure 36). It is an example of a potential story relevant to a
campaign of regenerative agriculture under the theme of Indigenous knowledge.
Indigenous culture embeds humans in relationship with non-humans in natural
environments. Rosiek & Snyder (2018) who conducted narrative enquiry using new
materialist methodologies from Karen Barad’s (2007) agential realism state “many
Indigenous studies’ scholars have taken non-human agency as a given in their social and
philosophical analysis (Rosiek & Snyder, 2018, p3)”. This is because non-human actors such
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as rocky outcrops, waterways, plant and animal species play active roles in storytelling
about sacred places and songlines (Massy, 2017; Pascoe, 2018). For the field of regenerative
farming, indigenous farmers offer localised practical cultural knowledge that can translate
into systems of regenerative farming practices.
Out of the six farmers who participated in the fieldwork only three mentioned
indigenous knowledge. One being the indigenous community-owned farm discussed here
and two others were farmer fieldwork participants who ran small or medium-sized farms
and who were developing highly experimental regenerative farms. The other three farms in
the fieldwork were all large scale industrial farms and they did not mention indigenous
knowledge or culture concerning their farming practice at any point. This indicated to me
that there was a cultural divide between the larger industrial-based farms and the smaller
more experimental farms in the regenerative agriculture field.
One of the farms that discussed indigenous culture was farming participant 1 who was
exploring native plants as a food source and had Indigenous acknowledgement of country
and culture as part of their farming ethos and on the signage on their farm entry. This
farmer was also experimenting with local acacia species, she said:
“We want to send acacia seed to labs to see if they have any toxins in them or if
they are the high protein food source that we know that it is. I want to put it out
to the local Noongar community that we could grow large crops of this for them.
What is important to me is it’s a food source it’s sitting in the landscape where
we can grow it easily and I think we need information about it (Participant 1,
storyfield).”
The intellectual property of cultural knowledge for this farmer was an important issue,
concerning the farming of native plant species, and is a relevant topic of discussion under
the theme ‘Indigenous knowledge’ in the campaign storyworld-assemblage. Martin & Clift
(2008) argue in their paper Intellectual Property Rights Systems and the Assemblage of Local
Knowledge Systems that the appropriation of indigenous cultural knowledge by commercial
parties is an intellectual property concern, they state:
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The growing appropriation of traditional knowledge throws up a number of
political, environmental, legal, and ethical issues. For example, it draws new
attention to intellectual property law: Are private property rights over biogenetic
knowledge justifiable? How should society balance public versus private control
over the intellectual commons of nature? Can an indigenous culture survive in the
face of market forces disembedding its knowledge of nature? (Martin & Clift,
2008, p202).
As a mini-assemblage sitting within the theme of Indigenous knowledge discussions
regarding intellectual property and indigenous rights are relevant in the field of regenerative
agriculture. This topic can include issues such as the naming rights of food products
containing native species and/or how the packaging of such products are labelled.
Intellectual property issues, such as product naming and package labelling, are relevant
examples of a potential topic for a story for a campaign on regenerative agriculture.
The sixth theme Indigenous knowledge is important to a campaign on regenerative
agriculture as indigenous cultural knowledge is an active topic in the field. The following
theme, theme 7, is based on how compassion and empathy for the wellbeing of other
species, through the farming practices that regenerative farmers implement, is changing the
relations between farmers and other non-human species.

The seventh theme, Landcare empathy, for which there is no storyboard, is based on
the empathy that farming landcarers displayed throughout the fieldwork interviews. Theme
7 emerged from the data that was collated during the second storylab meeting. It was
discussed in this meeting, by the participants (including myself), that an empathetic
approach was indicated in the narratives on the storyboards. We examined the choice of
language and tone the farmers used to describe the regenerative practices they were using
and how these farming methods sounded and appeared less invasive than other industrial
methods. Farming Methods such as ‘no-till’ mean that the tillage of soil (mechanical digging
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and turning of the soil before plantation of crops) is reduced and the lack of “… disturbance
of the soil maintains the soil structure and prevents erosion (Payne, 2019, para 11). Or,
methods such as those related to animal welfare, the care of other species, appeared as
empathetic to the wellbeing of other species.
Empathy is described by the Oxford Companion to Philosophy (2nd ed) as a “state of
mind in which someone shares the feelings or outlook of another… (Oxford Companion of
Philosophy, n.d.)”. Fox (2015) explains that human emotions are actors which play a role in
how the material and discursive become entangled inside an assemblage, and how
emotions intra-act within the affect economy that the relationship between humans and
non-humans produces (Fox, 2015). In the context of the fieldwork narrative data on the
storyboards in the second storylab meeting, empathy was interpreted by the participants as
a concern for the wellbeing of other species, as companion species. Regenerative farmers,
such as Massy (2017), speak of how a greater intimacy with nature is evoked through
regenerative methods (Massy, 2017). This intimacy with nature is a relational quality that is
demonstrated through the type of management practices of landcare that regenerative
farmers employ. According to the farmers in the fieldwork, and scholars such as Massy
(2017), this intimacy or relational quality is different to the way farmers conduct care when
engaging in industrial farm management practices that are based on the rationalist culture
of separation, domination and control (Massy, 2017). All landcarers and all farmers work
closely with the energy flows, living systems, water cycles, socio-economic frameworks and
ethics of landscape management (Aquilani et al, 2017; Massy, 2017). Regenerative farmers,
however, have an ethos of partnership with nature that differs from the primary
relationship of competition with other species (Massy, 2017), and this changes the
emotional context of the relationship.
A prime example of the theme of Landcare empathy and how the emotional
relationship between regenerative farmers and other species is found in animal welfare.
Empathy plays a strong role in conversational assemblages about abattoirs and the end-oflife of animal stock. The topic of death and how it is managed is a discussion that weaves
through the entire market food chain, from how the stock’s end-of-life is managed on
farms, ethical practices of transportation, the management of abattoirs, how the produce is
distributed and then how the topic is communicated in the product marketing. The living
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conditions of stock animals and the end-of-life practices were important to regenerative
farmers in the fieldwork.
The management of the end-of-life of farming livestock, as an assemblage, has affect
relations from macro to micro-levels. Many stakeholders are involved, from government
officials to animal welfare representatives to farmers working in animal husbandry.
Bridgeman (2020) in her article on animal exploitation in agriculture claims that farmed
animals make up 60% of the global population of mammals, with animals such as chickens,
cows, pigs and fish being some of the most exploited in the world (Bridgeman, 2020).
Shaffer (2016) outlines in her article on chicken farming and animal husbandry that the
primary animal welfare issues are adequate access to food, water, shelter and reducing fear
or distress (Shaffer, 2016). In Western Australia, the Animal Welfare Act was established in
2002 by the State government. The Act was developed through negotiations between
government representatives, inspectors from the RSPCA (Royal Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals) and other related agricultural stakeholders. To regulate policies on
compliance and enforcement of animal welfare standards in the agricultural industry
(Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development, 2019). The management of
animal welfare is also affected by market forces as consumers can be encouraged to
purchase products with high welfare ratings (Parker et al, 2017). Examples include animal
produce labelled as RSPCA approved, and free-range or grain-fed (Animal Welfare Institute,
n.d.). All of these stakeholders, government bodies and animal rights advocates are human
representatives, as spokespeople (Latour, 2006) participating in the decision-making on
animal welfare. As an empathetic affect-economy of farming landcare (Fox & Alldred,
2015a;b; Feely, 2019) animal welfare is managed as an assemblage of regenerative
practices. If policies on animal welfare are negotiated between participating spokespeople
and are enforced at the government level then communication related to the policies is
labelled throughout the produce market chain. Regenerative principles of empathetic care
become an aggregating flow of animal welfare that spreads and territorialise the greater
food production network (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b).
All of the farming fieldwork participants who managed livestock spoke about their
frustration regarding the ethics of how abattoirs performed the killing of their animals for
food production. One of the farm participants explained:
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“… in Australia, how it is set up we don’t get a say in it; we can’t get mobile
abattoirs. And when it comes to marketing and if we want to follow it through,
that the meat has been ethically killed, we can’t. It would be great if we had an
abattoir nearby that 10 farmers could put their stock through (participant 4,
storyfield).”
The farmers who participated in the fieldwork discussed that they wanted to see changes in
regulations and policy regarding the ethics of how abattoirs perform the transportation and
killing of livestock for the market.
Some of the farmers in the fieldwork also revealed that the act of killing animals was a
challenging topic. One of the participants spoke about how they could not be present the
day the truck came to take the livestock to the abattoir because it was too confronting. They
would hire someone else to do it. Others said they found the loading of the truck a difficult
act to perform, but that it was an act that marked the closure of their role as the carer. One
farmer explained it would be easier to close the door on the truck if she knew that the
animals were going to be ethically treated at the abattoir, she said:
“You have to trust that it is a quick and painless experience … It is one of the risks
because if you are disconnected it’s easier to be cutthroat (Participant 2,
storyfield).”
The theme of care, as an assemblage on the topic of welfare, contains multiple actors that
are intra-acting and producing emotional flows of affect. Some of the farming participants
discussed how the act of sending their animals to be killed could at times stimulate
emotions of grief and/or shame about taking away the life of another species for financial
gain. The issue of not having any say or control over how the end-of-life, as a governmentregulated policy, was the main cause of frustration raised by all of the farmers with
livestock. Many of these farmers wanted on-site mobile abattoirs but spoke about the
complexity of regulating such a system.
There were stock animals that lived closer to one farmer’s house as hand-fed pets and
the domestication of and affection for these animals was increased, whereas the livestock
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destined for the market were located further from the house, so the emotional attachment
between the animals and the humans was reduced. One farmer said:
“I love all animals and I don’t like to get too attached to animals because they die
and it has an impact on you… (Storyfield1, participant 5).”
Managing the emotional attachment farmers had with species they care for, whether the
species is a farmed produce or a native species, was a topic of conversation in the fieldwork.
The Deleuzian theory of affect in the study of assemblages highlights how all actors
within a narrative assemblage affect one another, and how human emotions of grief, or
anger, are treated as any other material, semiotic or linguistic affect (Feely, 2019; Fox,
2015). In a narrative-assemblage that relays the story of the day the animals are
transported to the abattoir, there are multiple actors contributing to the emotional affect.
For instance, the personal knowledge and memories that a farmer has of the care they
provided for this animal over years, along with the arrival of the transport truck, the
stockyards where the animals are located, the abattoir, and the knowledge of how the
animal will die, are all actors that are contributing to the emotional affect in the story.
Haraway (2008) suggests that when animals and humans are assembled in a relationship
with “shared conditions of work” (p71) the responsibility in the relationship must be shared.
She states “responsibility is a relationship crafted in intra-action through which entities,
subjects and objects, come into being (Haraway, 2008, p71)”. As a narrative-assemblage
under study in the Living Stories the topic of the end-of-life of animals is relevant for a
campaign on regenerative agriculture. The topic of animal welfare opens up dialogue where
the responsibility of empathy and care ‘becomes’ a shared living narrative-assemblage of
affect-relations between humans and non-humans.
With the rise of research in plant communication the topic of humane killing is also
active in the treatment of plants, and even soil microbes. As one farmer from the storyfield,
who is a biologist and is undertaking academic research in plant communication explained:
“You more and more recognise that they are another entity on this planet and
what right do we have to control their lives like we do and to factory them …
There are millions of plants that have been destroyed on this farm and every time
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I look out there [gestures towards the paddock] I don’t see isn’t it wonderful
forestry and sheep. I see loss … (participant 1, storyfield) …”
This farmer, throughout her interview, described how her expertise and knowledge in the
areas of biological science and sustainability affected the way she viewed the ecological loss
to the biodiversity of the plant life on her farm. She explained that what had been lost could
in many cases never return and the scientific knowledge of the extent of this loss, was what
made it difficult. In the narrative-assemblage of this quote from farming participant 1,
above, it is the biological and environmental conservation knowledge, of the impact on
biodiversity loss, that is destabilising the emotional context to how the farmer views the
landscape. This theme of Landcare empathy is a catalyst in opening conversation regarding
the first theme in the storyworld Are we blind? as there is a comfort indicated in this
narrative-assemblage in turning a blind eye.
In the field of regenerative agriculture, there is a focus on introducing farming
methods that are based on theories of companion species. Mendum (2009) explains that
the literature on the domestication of other species is typically understood as humans
performing dominance over animals and plants through the act of “taming, training” and
“control” (Mendum, 2009, p317). Haraway (2008) in her book When species meet states
that companion species come “… together in encounter, in regard and respect, [and] is to
enter the world of becoming with … (p19)” other species. When humans and non-human
co-habit a landscape as companion species the relational flow of empathetic affect is an
intra-action between species. It is not driven by the intentionality and/or desire of the
farmer, as a land carer, or the animals and plants. It is instead an intra-action and
negotiation of co-habited territory between the farmer, the stock animals, native animals,
crop plants, native plants, rocks, soil microbes, machinery, infrastructure, buildings, farming
technology, fences, weather patterns and the global biome. It is not one of these factors but
instead the myriad of actors within the narrative-assemblage relating and affecting one
another (Feely, 2019) and co-producing states of care and collaboration. It is this negotiating
state of collaborative care and empathy that sits in the theme of Landcare empathy.
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Closely related to the theme Landcare empathy the final theme in the campaign
storyworld-assemblage is theme 8, ‘Resilience’, a topic that I found was well covered in the
regenerative agriculture literature and spoken of regularly in the fieldwork.

One of the primary goals of those who advocate regenerative farming is to “… secure
the future of a resilient agriculture industry … (Johns, 2020, para 1)”. The term resilience in
the field of regenerative agriculture refers to how farmers manage both economic pressure
and the challenges of climate change (Johns, 2020). Throughout the fieldwork interviews, all
of the farmers discussed how economic pressure and unstable weather patterns from
climate change triggered survival fears regarding the resilience of their farm. Traditional
industrial methods can be effective at predictably producing high yields but are criticised for
damaging the environment and contributing to climate change (Massy, 2017; Mang et al,
2016; Hes & duPlessis, 2014; Payne, 2019). Regenerative farmers aim to embed farming
methods that support farmers to remain resilient under economic pressure and climate
change.
The first of the two topics related to the theme of Resilience is financial risk and
economic stability. Regenerative methods are often experimental and as discussed under
theme 4 Living knowledge pose a high financial risk, and so economic pressure was a topic
of tension that flowed throughout the entire research-assemblage. One of the farming
participants in the fieldwork explained that regenerative farming methods were not easy to
sell to potential buyers or banks, she said:
“… the bank does not value the regenerative methods and [the] full holistic style
of working and so it can be risky to sell a farm if you have set it up holistically. It
can be difficult to gain a bank loan (participant 2, storyfield).”
This farmer explained that many of the banks are using traditional economic models, rather
than ones based on sustainability life-cycle systems discussed in Chapter 1 and 2. This
fieldwork participant is referring to the limited financial outputs banks recognise, such as
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machinery, crop yields and management systems that fit within the assets and liabilities of
traditional financial documentation. Yet, this does not represent all of the factors that are at
play in creating value and is not a transparent outline of a diverse value-proposition based
on the actual affect-economy of how value is created by a regenerative farm.
An alternative regenerative farming model could be one based on the contribution of
many actors that support economic value-propositions that can be at micro and macro
levels. Milinchuk provides an example of how a diverse value-proposition can be overlooked
through traditional financial reporting in his article Is Regenerative Agriculture Profitable in
2020, he wrote:
As expected, crop yields decreased in regenerative systems, and by 29%, no less.
But while yield has served as the traditional metric of interest for farmers, that
decrease in yield does not tell the whole story. The study found that the farms
with regenerative practices were 78% more profitable than conventional plots
(Milinchuk, 2020, para 6).
The implementation of regenerative farming has been perceived as high-risk and high-cost
over recent decades but the narrative around profitability is changing (Payne, 2019;
Milinchuk, 2020; Massy, 2017). Many methods promoted by regenerative farmers such as
Massy (2017) can operate at a large-scale farming level and have started to produce
impressive yields and economic return (Massy, 2017, Payne, 2019). Cloughton & Ralph
(2019) state in their article on ABC Rural-NSW Country Hour that a national report
conducted by the Federal Department of Environment found that “… regenerative farmers
had above-average profit levels, especially in dry years (Cloughton & Ralph, 2019). As more
financial institutions implement economic metrics based on the Sustainability Matrix, lifecycle analysis and sustainability reporting, as suggested by King (King, 2020), opportunity for
diverse value-propositions will increase. Analysis of human and non-human affecteconomies can reveal diverse value-propositions suitable for sustainability reporting. For
farmers working with regenerative agriculture the topic of financial resilience and
sustainability metrics is relevant to a campaign-storyworld.
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The second topic related to the theme of Resilience is climate change, and this
emerged in all of the interviews in the fieldwork. The storyfield participants discussed how
they managed both practical responses to their farming operations and their emotional
wellbeing in the face of climate change. These discussions, at times, evoked high emotional
states of sometimes grief or frustration in the farmers’ demeanour. In one of the walking
tours, a farmer did not want to show me a specific paddock that had been damaged by
drought, in my field diary I wrote about it after the tour:

The landscape was devastated from no rain and the late removal of tree crops.
This was an emotional part of the interview. She called it the Dead Man Zone. The
land was really making itself present in this situation because there had been no
rain they could not do what they wanted and the soil turned into a desert
landscape. The scenery was evocative. The farmer did not want to take me there
because she seemed uncomfortable. That was interesting when contemplating
the relationship between the farmer and the landscape because it reflects on the
farmers’ wellbeing. As she continued to talk to me at this place the conversation
spiralled into what felt like grief, a sense of loss for the land… It even felt, as if the
grief was coming from the land and that we were in a collective state of grief and
sympathy in the presence of the devastation (participating-researcher, storyfield).

As this farmer discussed the state of the paddock outlined in the vignette above she spoke
of unpredictable and unseasonal weather patterns and how this affected the plants,
animals, water tables, drought conditions and soil quality. She spoke about how her
empathy for this environmental destruction was confronting. The presence of the
landscape, and the discussion, also triggered memories of other traumatic events that had
occurred, on, or near the farm, including wildfire and windstorms. In the theory of
assemblage analysis, an emotional tone of grief flowing inside a narrative-assemblage such
as this, does not belong to any particular actor but emerges through the intra-action of the
many actors inside the narrative-assemblage. In the case of the ‘Dead Man’s Zone’ in the
vignette above, the farmer had explained that the trees were removed late. The timing of
the removal of the tree crops, along with the drought weather conditions, and the resulting
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dry and depleted soil were all contributing to the flow of affect-relations as an affecteconomy, an assemblage of emotional affect related to climate change (Fox & Alldred,
2015a;b). For a campaign on regenerative agriculture, when working with the topic of
climate change and resilience, emotions related to resilience can be mapped through the
multiplicity of actors assembling in the micro and macro relations of the affect-economy.
In this final theme Resilience, there is pressure related to both economic risks and
climate change. Inside this theme, there is a tension between inspiring resilience by
encouraging people to remain hopeful for a regenerative agriculture with a robust future
food system or threatening people to take action on a climate change emergency and
associated survival fear (Hes & du Plessis, 2014). Sustainability in communications, however,
requires transparency and the capacity to see what is being consumed and what damage is
done, what is living and what is dying. It is necessary to be inspired and at the same time
prepared to see the challenges and face them, as a form of resilience. In assemblage
analysis of narrative-assemblages, regarding the theme of Resilience, it is important to map
the many actors, micro and macro, that influence how farmers retain resilience in the face
of both economic and climate change pressures.

A ‘living’ campaign-storyworld
At the start of this chapter, I explained that the eight themes outlined in this chapter
form as a campaign storyworld-assemblage. The storyworld-assemblage can act as a
reservoir of narrative data for creating content for a campaign. Throughout this chapter, I
have provided examples of potential stories that relate to each of the eight themes. These
themes can be transient, nothing is fixed. Through intra-action with other themes one may
deterritorialise the stability of others and initiate divergent change in the relationship
between theme storytelling trajectories. As a non-linear approach to story production, the
storyworld-assemblage allows content designers the ability to examine the intra-action of
the themes to seek further potential stories for an ongoing-campaign, as illustrated in Figure
37.
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Figure 37 The affect-relations of the campaign-storyworld.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

For instance, if theme 1, Are we blind?, was to intra-act with theme 8, Resilience, a
content designer could uncover a potential story, as a hybrid narrative-assemblage, about
how attitudes of resilience could assist in influencing the behaviour of people who are blind
to the loss of native environments. All of the themes can collectively produce affectrelations with each other and initiate further campaign story ideas that support content
designers to keep a campaign narrative going with fresh new content for publishing or
promotional material.
The eight themes of the storyworld-assemblage are what emerged out of the two
phases of the Living Stories research-assemblage. When the third stage of the researchproduction model, the storynet, is activated audiences will interact with the produced
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stories and further information (as previously hidden data) will enter the storyworldassemblage. As new narratives enter the storyworld the themes will adapt and change. The
storyworld continues in a state of becoming (Barad, 2007; Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Fox &
Klein, 2019; Feely, 2019) and keeps the promotional stories of the campaign alive.
At the close of the Living Stories research project, the goals of the industry partner
were to influence non-regenerative farmers from the Great Southern region to adopt
regenerative methods. The industry partner planned to run a series of educational
workshops held on farms with promotional activities that engaged experiential learning. The
design of these workshops, although they occurred outside the scope of this thesis, would
draw on several of the themes outlined in this chapter including theme 3 ‘Living knowledge’
as the workshops were held in context with places, theme 2 ‘A diversified practice’ as many
of the practices discussed in this thesis were topics covered in the workshops, and theme 4
Landscape in dialogue as the training aimed to work with local biodiversity and landscape
conditions.
In this chapter, I have provided an introduction to the concept of the storyworldassemblage as an actor within the research-production model of the Living Stories project. I
discussed how the storyworld-assemblage can act as a vehicle for developing storytelling
material for campaign communication designers. This chapter outlined the eight themes
that emerged throughout the two phases of the Living Stories research-assemblage and I
provided examples of narratives that sit within these themes that are relevant to campaignstoryworld on regenerative agriculture. Through the use of assemblage analysis, I examined
how diverse value-propositions are revealed in the narrative-assemblages of the eight
themes, and how diverse value can initiate previously transparent or hidden conversations
regarding value creation. At the end of this chapter, I displayed a diagram of a storyworldassemblage and explained how the storyworld could provide content designers with an ongoing narrative enquiry for developing campaign material for campaign communications. In
the final chapter, I discuss future opportunities for research on the topic of regenerative
agriculture and the use of the research-production model.
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Chapter 6

Discussion on further research
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Rhizomatic storytelling
This final chapter is divided into five sections. Section 1 discusses potential research if
the Living Stories research-production model was applied to a campaign promoting
regenerative agriculture inside a sustainable food system. This section considers further
research methodology that could be developed if the third phase of the researchproduction model, the storynet, was activated. Section 2 reviews the Storyworld Platform
(from Chapter 4) to discuss how the interface of the platform could be developed to
increase experimentation in the analysis of narrative-assemblages. This section includes a
discussion on how rhizomatic narratives could be developed through a visual mapping
method appropriate for analysing narrative-assemblages and diverse value-propositions.
Section 3 discusses the limitations identified in the Living Stories project. Section 4 is based
on three areas of query that emerged in the Living Stories project that could warrant further
investigation. Each of these three areas of potential research discuss how rhizomatic
storytelling differs from The hero’s journey narrative arc (from Chapter 2) and I point
towards ways new materialist assemblage analysis could further examine diverse valuepropositions. This chapter closes with section 5, a conclusion to Living Stories that outlines
the key points to this thesis.

Section 1: Further research in the storynet
In Chapter 4 on methodology, I introduced the Living Stories research-production
model (Figure 38) and I explained that due to the scope of this Masters program I only
actioned the first two phases: the storyfield and the storylab. The final stage of this model,
the story network, consists of designing a media campaign and building a cross-platform
distribution network for local, national and/or global audiences. Beyond this Living Stories
thesis, a potential next step would be to include the storynet and investigate how a
storyworld-assemblage would continue to evolve when a campaign is live. A new Living
Stories research-assemblage would be created based on research and production tools and
methods from all three phases of the model.
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Figure 38 The three phases of a storyworld research-production model.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

The research-production model, if used for a campaign on a sustainable food system,
would aim to connect the biodiverse landscapes of regenerative farms with food
consumers. By initiating the storynet, a campaign could deliver creative content that would
inform and educate people on how food travels from the land to their plate. Onyas & Ryan
(2015) in their research investigating a coffee brand as a ‘world-assemblage’ examined how
a brand’s narrative unfolds as an ‘entangled world’ and influences market behaviour and
consumer choices. They studied how an assemblage of human stakeholders contributed to
the brand’s market performance (Onyas & Ryan, 2015). By using a similar approach, an
investigation into a regenerative and sustainable food system using the Living Stories
research-production model a campaign-storyworld would act as a promotional storyworldassemblage. The research conducted by Onyas & Ryan however, was human-centred, and
the Living Stories approach would aim to be inclusive to non-human representation.
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Activating the Storynet phase of the research-production model would open up
potential investigation into how diverse value-propositions are produced and
communicated across a range of publishing formats. Scott et al (2014) explain how foods
are traditionally labelled to meet the needs of the ‘user’ yet through the approach of new
materialism, the user becomes entangled with the places where food comes from, he
states:
… rather than debate the relative virtues of fast food and slow food,
neomaterialists would attempt to comprehend foods of all types in terms of their
material characteristics and their entanglements with the Earth, with farm
laborers and animals, with chemicals, with consumers’ bodies, with culinary
meanings and with other foods (Scott et al, 2014, p287).
Research on the labelling, packaging and communication of food products would examine
the multiple human and non-human actors’ contributing to food production throughout the
full research-production model. The affect-economies produced by these actors could be
investigated to uncover diverse value-propositions of sustainability. Fieldwork studies would
extend beyond farms and include visits to other stakeholder sites, such as transport depots
and vehicles, food storage, and/or marketplaces. Further research utilising the researchproduction model would gather narrative data and map, analyse, design and distribute
diverse value-propositions as campaign stories through an entangled and engaged
campaign-storyworld.
The role of promotional stories in a campaign is to articulate value as a promotional
agenda, they are designed as ‘interventionist narratives’ (Fox & Klein, 2019). They aim to
influence the behaviour of audiences and/or gain territorialisation over other
competing/collaborating stories (Fox & Klein, 2019). As an intervention, audiences’ response
to campaigns is an open-ended conversational approach, where diverse value-propositions
are not fixed but adapting to responsive change. Fox & Klein (2019) state the importance to:
…explore the ‘micropolitical’ impact of an intervention … and what capacities and
incapacities they produce – both in their subjects, and in the wider sociocultural
contexts within which they have been implemented (Fox & Klein, 2019, p2).
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For campaigns based on value creation of sustainability, ethical consideration on how the
diverse value-propositions of campaign stories are received and responded to by audiences
needs to be built into the methodology of the research-production model, once the storynet
is activated.
A campaign-storyworld developed through the Living Stories research-production
model on how regenerative agriculture provides value to a sustainable food system could
allow for non-human representation that counteracts the current predominantly humancentred approach, with an explicit financial agenda.

1.2 Further research on the research-production model
The research methodology that frames the Living Stories research-production model
draws from design anthropology, multispecies and new materialist assemblage analysis. It
offers promotional storytelling that de-centre humans and it challenges the positioning
strategies of traditional brand management systems. Promotional storytelling based on
rhizomatic assemblages, in which collective human and non-human actors intra-relate as an
affect-economy (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b), differs from the individualism and human-centric
basis of The hero’s journey that is popular in contemporary marketing and communication
design theories (Lupton, 2017). Further research on the research-production model would
require investigation into how the identities of products, services, companies and
individuals are organised through an assemblage approach. This would differ from
contemporary brand communication architecture (the hierarchy of how brand identities,
labels and communications are structured) (Wheeler, 2003).
In Chapter 2 I discussed how human-centred design is the dominant approach in the
contemporary marketing and communications industry. I explained that a brand identity
acts as the story’s protagonist (the key character or hero) and marketers weave these brand
heroes into stories as a way to attract an audience through entertainment (Signorelli, 2012).
Human-centric brand 'characters’ mimic human personalities (Voeth & Herbst, 2008). To
bring non-human characters to life they are often anthropomorphised in an attempt to
develop an ongoing relationship with consumers or human audiences (Banet-Weiser, 2012).
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Further research on how humans and non-humans are represented in market
communications would be relevant in the storynet phase of the research-production model.
A full discussion on the methods, tools and techniques of communication design that
would benefit from further research is beyond the scope of this chapter but a shortlist of
examples could include:
• Labelling: how labels are actors within a campaign-storyworld, and how transparency
can be analysed at every juncture in a stakeholder network and developed as diverse
value-propositions throughout the entire research-production model;
• Transparency: investigation into how the Sustainability Matrix is measured through
life-cycle analysis throughout the full value network and how that information is
communicated, and published, as diverse value-propositions. This could develop a
transparency approach of a place-to-market communication system.
• Brand identities: research that reduces the focus on human-centred brand identities
in market communications (Onyas & Ryan, 2015) and instead focuses on the capacities
produced by human and non-human affect-economies (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b).
Recognising that actors are not fixed in positions and the story does not centre around
one or a few central actors but is a relational intra-action between multiple human
and non-human actors;
• Trust: research that investigates trust-relations between humans and non-humans
where the assemblage of relations is in a changing state of ‘becoming’ (Barad, 2007)
and outcomes can be unknown. Rather than managing ‘brand reputation’ as a
constant and fixed position of value (Wheeler, 2003);
• Personas: investigations into how personas as a marketing tool (Lupton, 2017; Martin
& Hanington, 2012) can be de-centred from human or anthropomorphic
representation and research into methodology where narrative actors are
represented as diverse humans and non-humans; and,
• Intellectual property: research into legal issues that move from IP ownership
belonging to one or several brand identities (Heberden & Smith, 2018). Recognising
the storyteller does not ‘own’ the story (Jorgensen & Strand, 2014; Boje, 2014), and
towards complex intellectual content-relations that diversify the relationships of
economic distribution, and are inclusive to non-human representation.
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Further research into promotional communication and storytelling design methods, such as
those listed above, could help to develop a methodology to support the continuum of the
entire research-production model of a campaign-storyworld that represents a place-tomarket approach.
To produce a campaign on a sustainable food system using the research-production
model is a large-scale project. To study narrative-assemblages through a full place-tomarket food system it would be helpful to consider a collaborative venture such as the
multispecies research project conducted by The Matsutake Worlds Research Group (Faier,
2018). The research by this group examined the market life-cycle of the matsutake
mushroom from micro to macro levels, including how matsutake mushrooms are cultivated,
distributed, marketed and then consumed. The project included a researcher who studied
the local habitats where the mushrooms grow, through to a researcher responsible for
investigating the food distribution channels, and then another researcher analysing the
consumption of the mushroom at a global level (Tsing, 2009; Faier, 2018). Together, as a
collaborative project, the group were able to work on multiple sites and to contribute to a
greater sized research project with a collective goal (Tsing, 2009; Faier, 2018). If the Living
Stories project was to adopt a collaborative model in a similar way to The Matsutake Worlds
Research Group, with a group of researchers and story design practitioners, all three phases
of the research-production-model could be active at the same time in multiple sites. This
could result in a greater pool of knowledge being captured for developing the process,
methods and tools for operating the research-production model of an integrated campaignstoryworld.
In the next section of this chapter, I discuss how the Storyworld Platform (from
Chapter 4) could be further developed as a practical tool and methodology for conducting
deeper assemblage analysis on promotional narratives and diverse value-propositions.

Section 2: Developing the Storyworld Platform
The Storyworld Platform is a defined workspace inside the storylab phase of the
research-production model where narrative analysts can examine data and/or develop the
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campaign material and content design. In this section of this chapter, I discuss how the
Storyworld Platform in future projects could be used as an ongoing tool to develop the
symbolic and cultural meaning of stories.
Campaign narratives are often designed by associating human-centric symbolic and
cultural references with products, services, people, organisations, or conceptual ideas
(Onyas & Ryan, 2015). Further research on the symbolic and cultural associations of
promotional stories would de-centre human ethics requiring the inclusion of diverse nonhuman representation (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Feely, 2019). Narrative data in the storylabs
would use cultural and symbolic material for developing interesting and engaging campaign
content. Quantum storyteller Boje (2012) speaks about how stories, as assemblages, are
connected to places (Boje, 2012). Conceptual cultural and symbolic stories are active, when
they reside on the Storyworld Platform and are themselves an actor that can participate in
how a campaign-storyworld unfolds. The Storyworld Platform itself, as a tool, is a nonhuman actor that is also playing a role. The Storyworld Platform can act as a workspace for
examining human and non-human affect-economies (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b) and how they
form as diverse value-propositions.
The Storyworld Platform used in the storylab phase of Living Stories was an
experimental way to explore conceptual storytelling using data from the fieldwork research.
The data included the use of photo studies, illustrated symbols and metaphors, and text.
Each piece was easy to move around the platform and reconfigure into new narrativeassemblages, or associated meaning. One way to develop the Storyworld Platform would be
to design a user interface as a multi-use durable platform that can adapt to a vertical wall or
a horizontal table. On a table, material objects or 3D models could be explored. Jorgensen &
Strand (2017) in their paper on material storytelling pose that the use of 3D models or
artefacts can be beneficial for further exploring the material-discursive divide (Jorgensen &
Strand, 2017). The platform could be used to visually and materially map assemblages and
territories. Likewise, emotional affects between human and non-human actors in
assemblages could be examined. Or the micropolitical worlds between actors (Fox &
Alldred, 2015a;b) could be conceptually mapped and illustrated. The platform could be a
place for exploring and planning how narrative-assemblages can translate into the design of
promotional media. A communication system could be mapped to decide which format is
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best for delivery, whether the story suits social media, public relations, an interactive
website, a film series or a training workshop. The development of a board that can be reused for each research query, with material such as collage, drawing, objects or pins that
can be placed on or off easily, would allow for multiple and ongoing narrative-assemblage
studies.
The narrative-assemblages analysed on the Storyworld Platform could suit non-linear
stories, as discussed in Chapter 5. In Figure 39 are examples of how rhizomatic or webbed
non-linear narrative-assemblages could be visually represented and break away from the
traditional visual structure of a linear narrative arc found in The hero’s journey.
Figure 39 Webbed or rhizomatic narrative-assemblages.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021 influenced by Boje (2017).

From left to right, these examples display a rhizomatic assemblage, a braiding of story
threads, or a distributed assemblage visual map (Boje, 2017). By placing actors on the
Storyworld Platform in situated positions and then mapping the relational flow between
them greater analysis of narrative-assemblages could be achieved. A simplified map of the
affect-economy of a narrative-assemblage could reveal how a diverse value-proposition is
forming and how it can be communicated with greater clarity.
In Figure 40 are sketches of spiral, circular, helix or double helix formations that could
be used to represent affect-relations in the flow of a narrative (Boje, 2012).
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Figure 40 Helix and spiral flows of narrative affect-relations.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021 influenced by Boje (2012).

On a Storyworld Platform, these spiral, circular, helix or double helix patterns could be
mapped.
Further, Figure 41 is a visual diagram of multiple narrative-assemblages mapped on a
Storyworld Platform that include distributed, circular and spiral affect-relations. Mapping
multiple narrative-assemblages into a fictional setting on a storyboard-platform could reveal
information on how hybrid-assemblages are forming through the intra-action of two or
more narrative-assemblages. The hybrid-assemblage can be developed on the Storyworld
Platform and initiate the development of stories that could potentially influence actors in
the storyfield and/or the storynet.
Figure 41 The Storyworld Platform with intra-acting narrative patterns.

Image source: Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021 influenced by Boje (2012).

Mapping narrative-assemblages onto a platform workspace can allow for the
territorialisation of actors, and the singular and/or aggregates (Fox & Alldred, 2015b)
forming in campaign narrative-assemblages to be metaphorically and conceptually mapped
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as diagrams. Actors can be marked or represented on the board using various media such as
the collaging of images or sketches, and/or the placement of 3D objects. The affect-relations
and ‘becoming’ of the narrative-assemblages can be examined conceptually. String could be
used to map out affect-relations, and actors could be moved around the Storyworld
Platform. When working with human and non-human actors or multispecies in narrativeassemblages the materials used to represent actors can mark territorial boundaries as:
…a series of markings, or signs, postures, gestures, and sounds. It is only through
the territory that an identity takes form. Without it, one would be in a chaotic
milieu that is hard to even describe (Crain, 2020, para 8).
These territorial markings, can be conceptually mapped on the board. The development of a
Storyworld Platform, including how to attach and move around media on the platform,
could contribute to experimental narrative research and production of promotional
campaign stories. The platform could provide a defined space for examining narrativeassemblages and the micropolitical worlds of diverse value-propositions.

Section 3: Limitations
Throughout Living Stories, I identified three areas of limitation. First, this project was a
practice-based case study that aimed to be pragmatic for use in industry. In Chapter 1 and
Chapter 2 I discussed how the Sustainability Matrix is an industry-standard for measuring
value in contemporary markets. In the first chapter, I quoted King (2020) from the
management consultancy KPMG as affirming the rise in sustainability reporting and the
prediction of a future with economic reporting based on sustainability. Further research
would be required to link assemblage analysis of diverse value-propositions, that examine
human and non-human actors in narrative-assemblages, with the Sustainability Matrix and
investigate the role of non-humans in the social and cultural quadrants of the matrix. This
would allow for a streamlined process where business strategists, economic processes and
market communications could be aligned.
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For instance, the TCDF (Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure) is one of
the many emerging sustainability reporting frameworks that targets climate change (TCDF,
n.d.). By applying assemblage analysis and multispecies theories to the study of diverse
value-propositions and working with a metric framework such as TCDF, a more diversified
measurement system than the four quadrants of the Sustainability Matrix could result in
more complex sustainability storytelling. Transparent diverse value-propositions can be
mapped throughout the value creation network and allow for diverse narratives for market
communications. By embedding assemblage analysis into a framework such as TCDF, and
examining a human and non-human stakeholder network, a greater understanding of how
non-humans participate in social and cultural value could be achieved. This would be
suitable for a design anthropology study into ‘multiple worlds’ as discussed in Chapter 3 and
an understanding of non-human inclusion to social and cultural value throughout the entire
place-to-market system.
Second, the conversational and ethnographic methods used in Living Stories was at
times challenging for managing the project timeline. As a case study that aimed to develop a
pragmatic methodology for use in industry the experimental nature of Living Stories
indicated that efficient project management and financial budgeting would be needed. The
timeline for Living Stories was challenged by seasonal interruptions and long distant travel.
A way to manage fieldwork budgets is to use digital ethnography, with methods such as
online diaries, blogs or video to gather fieldwork data without sending a physical
ethnographer (Morais, 2009). This can be both cost-effective and time-efficient. Robert
Morais (2009) argues, however, that digital ethnography is not as effective as meeting faceto-face and on-location. The digital research questions, tools and activities would also need
to adapt to examining humans and non-humans. In the collaborative meetings in Living
Stories gaining volunteers for the interviews and the workshops was also difficult as people
are very time-poor. Brainstorming, creative exploration and open conversations can
overload innovation with too many ideas, or potential directions (Hansel et al, 2007).
Meetings with lengthy dialogue and ethical negotiation with multiple stakeholders and nonhuman spokespeople can be both challenging and time-consuming (Smith & Kjærsgaard,
2010). Processes of design democracy where decision-making has strong guidelines and
boundaries can assist in avoiding time lost in lengthy negotiation (Barab et al, 2004);
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especially when non-human ethics are discussed. A greater understanding of fieldwork
budgets and ethical decision-making frameworks would be required for successful industry
practice.
Third, in Fox’s (2015) article Emotions, affects and the production of social life he
discusses how a new materialist approach would potentially challenge people who enjoy
the privileges of a human-centred life. This is particularly appropriate in the field of
marketing where individualism and desire are given such prominence. Fox writes “… the deprivileging of human agency in new materialism may discomfit some sociological
imaginations, sweeping away the humanistic privilege accorded to life and to human agency
and choices, be that based upon reason or emotion (Fox, 2015, p314)”. For many, an
assemblage approach with a collective and intra-connected ideology could confront
personal motivation and/or traditional patriarchal or capitalist ideals (Fox, 2015). Nidumolu
et al (2014) reported that when encouraging collaboration by linking “… self-interest to
shared interest, [it can] encourage productive competition and … build and maintain trust
(Nidumolu et al, 2014, para 2)”. In the next section of this chapter, I discuss assemblage
analysis of competitive and collaborative business models in regenerative agriculture which
relates to this idea.

Section 4: Future potential research questions
In this section of Chapter 6, I discuss three questions for future research on the topic
of regenerative agriculture when applying multispecies theories and new materialist
assemblage analysis. Under each of these questions, I refer to how rhizomatic narrativeassemblages differ from the narrative structure of The hero’s journey used in traditional
marketing. Under question 4.1 I discuss how the term ‘self-organising’ is used in the
present-day rhetoric of regenerative agriculture and how this is considered reductive and
not applicable in a new materialist assemblage approach. I suggest reframing the language
to match assemblage theory. Under question 4.2, I discuss how competitive and
collaborative forces are analysed in narrative-assemblages and propose there is opportunity
for a design democracy that is inclusive to human and non-human actors. Under question
4.3 I discuss how it is popular in traditional marketing to use human emotions, such as fear,
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anger, guilt, or ‘romantic ideals of love’ to influence, motivate or inspire people to change
their behaviour. I suggest that a contextual study of diverse human emotions, as a
micropolitical ‘care-assemblage’ could uncover knowledge for influencing human behaviour
regarding ‘care’, while increasing transparency and reducing manipulation.

4.1 Is the term ‘self-organising’ in regenerative agriculture applicable
to new materialist narrative-assemblage analysis?
When I was conducting fieldwork I heard the idea of a ‘self-organising system’ many
times, but it did not sit right with me. In regenerative agriculture ethos, it refers to a
philosophy of ‘nature taking care of itself’ without human intervention (Massy, 2017) which
I did not think related well with assemblage theory (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). A ‘selforganising’ principle, implies there is a holistic ‘one-self’ or universal order to it all (Massy,
2017). As I analysed and mapped narrative-assemblages, throughout the research of Living
Stories, I examined how actors were in a process of negotiation over territory in an
assemblage. The affect-relations of some actors reterritorialised how stories unfolded (Fox
& Alldred, 2015a;b) and the concept of a ‘self-organising system’ didn’t fit.
Throughout this thesis, I have referred to Charles Massy the Australian regenerative
farmer and scholar who has played a significant role in the regenerative agriculture industry
in Australia, in recent years. In his book The Call of the Reed Warbler he refers to the
ecosystem as a ‘self-organising system’ (like many in the regenerative and sustainable
farming field). He argues that humans should not interfere with nature’s activities to a great
extent, and he explains a self-organising regenerative system is “… a complex dynamic
system: everything is connected to everything else … as opposed to a self-harming and nonsustaining [traditional farming] system (Massy, 2017 Loc 5258)”. The idea of a selforganising system indicates a concept of a unified or centralised holistic ecological system.
Sagoff (2016) claims that in ecological theory the assumption is that ecosystems selforganise (Sagoff, 2016). He refers to Levin’s (2005) paper Self-organization and the
Emergence of Complexity in Ecological Systems and explains that according to Levin
ecosystems self-organise through the process of evolution and how species reproduce and
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respond to their surrounding environment (Sagoff, 2016). Sagoff, however questions this, he
states:
Even if this is true, could an ecologist tell by observation or experiment whether a
specific site represents 1) a self-assembled ecosystem shaped by evolution or 2) a
collection of species that happen to occur together at a time and place each there
for its own reasons? These sites have different kinds of natural histories, but do
they have different kinds of ecological properties? (Sagoff, 2016, para 4).
Sagoff (2016) argues that a self-organising system doesn’t make sense. He asks, even if
ecological theories have principles, guidelines or concepts of ecological entities in biodiverse
systems, is it possible to test if an ecosystem is self-organising (Sagoff, 2016)? Further, he
explains there is no way to tell why species are assembled at any particular time or place
(Sagoff, 2016). Throughout Living Stories, I had similar thoughts about how actors form
through assemblage analysis. When the actors are in a process of territorialisation it is a
moment-by-moment occurrence, where the actors are situated, the future is unknown and
there are no ‘governing principles’ or greater ‘self’ that is organising it.
Puig de la Bellacasa (2012) explains that when species come into relationship they
assemble as interspecies groups with many diverse actors, not as a collective union, she
says:
… bodies of contemporary biology are accounted for as instances of relatedness
in the making. This insight goes hand in hand with resistance to reductionism: a
constant questioning as to what makes ‘one’ (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2012, p199).
Assemblage analysis works against a reductive approach to collective assemblages as a
‘unity’ or a ‘one’ (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2012; Barad, 2007). Crain (n.d.) explains that
assemblages are not drawn from a concept of universality that the collected assemblage is
“… not a pre-given entity (Crain, n.d, para 6)” at work, but rather, a micropolitical affective
state of territorialisation (Crain, n.d.). In developing a campaign on regenerative agriculture,
I suggest that research question 4.1 could initiate an investigation into how to reframe the
words ‘self-organising’ to a term, or terms, that represent how diverse value-assemblages
form through negotiation and situated relations of ‘becoming’ between actors. This point
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leads on to my second further research question which relates to how competitive and
collaborative business models in regenerative agriculture intra-relate in assemblage
analysis, and how the micropolitics of this intra-relationship can increase knowledge on
promotional communication design methods.

4.2 How can assemblage analysis of value-assemblages work with
both competitive and collaborative regenerative business models?
Another term that I heard often throughout the fieldwork is ‘working in harmony with
nature’, a phrase found in permaculture as well as regenerative agriculture (Massy, 2017).
For instance, this quote is from a website promoting permaculture principles:
It is a way for humanity to work and live in harmony with Nature, which respects
the rights of fellow humans along with the other species that one shares this vast
Earth with (Active R.e.m.e.d.y, n.d., para 9).
This idea of ‘harmony’ in the rhetoric of regenerative farming is often associated with the
concept of a ‘self-organising system’, and one I also heard a lot about in the fieldwork. It
seems to be a reaction to the military-stance of industrial agriculture (Massy, 2017). In 2020,
the UN General António Guterres declared: “humanity is waging a war on nature (Harvey,
2020, para 1)”. The ideology of humans in combat with nature is rejected by those that
promote a harmonious relationship with nature. However, in natural systems, there are
competitive species and non-competitive species, and in stories, there are friends and foe.
Throughout the research, I heard that when the human-centric domination is reduced
through regenerative methods, it is a process of relational negotiation and experimentation,
rather than harmony. I suggest the claim to harmony with nature could also be adjusted in a
campaign on regenerative agriculture.
The affect-relations of any human to non-human relationship can be in disharmony. In
some of the promotional materials I read throughout the Living Stories project by those
arguing for ‘harmony with nature’ discussed promotional strategies that could be described
as ‘comparison’ or ‘competitive strategies’. American marketing consultants Al and Laura
Ries (2004) in their book The Origin of Brands argue that an effective strategy to develop a
strong market position is to identify an enemy and pitch against them (Ries & Ries, 2004). In
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the field of regenerative agriculture, and the fieldwork, and even in the examples
throughout this thesis, it is not uncommon to hear stories where the industrial farmer is
positioned as the enemy. See in Figure 42 (left) the image of a fence line between a
regenerative farmer with the green paddocks and a farmer who is using industrial methods
where it looks dry and less alive.
Figure 42 The industrial farmer as the enemy.

Image source (left) Festival21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vQW8Tl_KLc&t=192s | USED WITH PERMISSION
(right) Julie Hill Living Stories research 2021

If you search on Google ‘regenerative farming’ (at the time of the publishing of this thesis)
and look at google images, there are many examples of promotional imagery using the
comparison motif to drive home the importance of regenerative methods. The image on the
right in Figure 42 comes from the Living Stories fieldwork where I heard a farmer use the
same story:
“You can see the potato farm over there [points at back paddock in the image]
and he uses chemicals on his land and you can really see the difference. It’s a
valley and it should be green as, but it’s very barren looking (Storyfield,
participant 5).”
This approach to promotional storytelling is set in duality or binary thinking and is an
example of a ‘heroic story’ where there is an antagonistic enemy (Lupton, 2017) that the
hero (the regenerative farmer) will overcome.
One farmer in the fieldwork explained that they did not like the term ‘regenerative
farming’ and they thought it was a ‘buzz word’ because it positions regenerative methods as
separate from ‘the field of farming’ and creates division. In her opinion it is one field full of
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diversity, it is all farming, and farmers should have all of the farming method options
available to them so they can make up their mind (Participant 4, 2019). In Payne’s (2019)
article Regenerative agriculture is getting more mainstream. But how scalable is it? experts
in the field of regenerative agriculture discuss the need to bring large scale farms to the
table. Payne writes that Bösel, a managing director of an ecological farm and forestry in East
Germany, echoes this same opinion as participant 4 in the Living Stories fieldwork:
We have to stop saying conventional is bad, ecological is good. That makes it so
hard to find solutions and common ground between different ways of doing
things,” says Bösel. “There’s only one agriculture (Payne, 2019, para 49).
It is one field of agriculture, but there is an assemblage of actors with diverse human
farming participants and diverse non-human actors who all present agreeable and/or
opposing agendas.
In the video From the ground up Koenig (2019), a regenerative farmer states:
“It’s not about ‘I am biodynamic so I am better’ … no … we actually need to
create an environment where my neighbour is not affected in what I am doing
but interested in what I am doing. It’s the only chance to … change the situation
(Koenig as interviewed by Browne, 2019, 11.48).”
As I conducted the Living Stories research on regenerative agriculture, I heard two opposing
stories. One that says push away the traditional farmer as the enemy, and another that says
we must all work in harmony, and it was confusing to listen to. Smith & Monteforte (2020)
quote Barad (2014) saying “entanglements are not unities. They do not erase differences;
on the contrary, entanglings entail differentiatings, differentiatings entail entanglings (Smith
& Monteforte, 2020, p7)”. In traditional marketing, when marketers discuss positioning
strategies and differentiation (Onyas & Ryan, 2015; Aaker, 2009) the goal is to compete to
retain a high position and to stand out to be superior and separate. In a relational affecteconomy, the participants are an assemblage with diverse participation and complex
territorialisation (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b). The harmony and the conflict need to be
negotiated, as an assemblage.
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In the narrative structure of The hero’s journey (Lupton, 2018; Volger, 2007) heroes
are pitched against enemies, and typically in Campbell’s hero myth (Volger, 2007), the hero
wins. However, assemblages are rhizomatic with multiple participating actors of humans
and non-humans intra-acting in a constant state of change (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b), and not
all heroes win. When negotiation emerges in narratives among species competing for
territory, or among humans discussing landcare practices or government policies each actor
in the assemblage is participating. When conflict enters an assemblage, actors may threaten
to colonise or territorialise and destabilise another (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Feely, 2019),
and the assemblage is in a state of negotiating territories.
A narrative-assemblage is not a ‘complete whole’ because new properties can enter at
any time. Stories are active and are embedded within webs of other stories. One story can
merge with another, or expand its territory into other narrative streams, becoming a hybridassemblage. The emergent properties of stories are dynamically entangled, and negotiating
territories requires ethical frameworks for how interventions by humans are performed.
Rosiek & Snyder (2018) explain:
… it will be necessary to ask whether some stories should be considered predatory
and harmful, stories whose purposes are counter to human flourishing and
ecological sustainability (Rosiek & Snyder, 2018, p10).
Not all actors in stories are kind or want harmony; when mapping the micropolitical worlds
of narrative-assemblages (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b) there are predators, there are symbiotic
relations and there can be chaos. Some tools break, fences fall, wild kangaroos destroy
crops and wildfires can destroy everything in their path. With a narrative that is made up of
a diverse assemblage of actors, the linear arc of The hero’s myth (Lupton, 2018; Volger,
2007) is not effective for mapping non-linear storyworlds, greater experimentation and
understanding of territorialisation between competing actors and collaborative actors when
mapping rhizomatic assemblages is required.
Regenerative farmers are seeking a collaborative approach by partnering business
farming systems influenced by regenerative ‘living systems’ thinking and life-cycle analysis
with the multispecies found in the biodiversity of landscapes (Massy, 2017). However, when
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applying a new materialist assemblage analytical approach to the conflict or tension
between many actors inside a narrative-assemblage, or between human landcarers, the
meeting of opposing forces is not about pitching up against the other, it is about addressing
the tension in the entanglement and what that tension in the entanglement produces
(Barad, 2007). By examining how conflict and tension is intra-acting rather than pitching
against, as an interaction, a greater generative approach to the development and release of
tension in narrative entanglements can be understood (Smith & Monteforte, 2020). Further
research could investigate how competitive and/or collaborative business models intra-act
as actors in rhizomatic assemblages. Or campaign stories could be examined as actors that
are competing or collaborating with other stories to get heard in the media. Both, could
provide insight into a greater understanding of how diverse value-propositions form in
narrative-assemblages.
An investigation into how tension, conflict and territorialisation of multiple actors can
transform assemblages is of interest to new materialist and multispecies researchers.
Multispecies researcher Tsing (2004) in her book Friction: An ethnography of Global
Connection states:
A wheel turns because of its encounter with the surface of the road; spinning in
the air it goes nowhere. Rubbing two sticks together produces heat and light; one
stick alone is just a stick. In both cases, it is friction that produces movement,
action, effect (Tsing, 2004).
Tsing claims it is the very act of friction that makes action, change and transformations
occur (Tsing, 2004). Through the research of new materialist narrative-assemblages, Smith
& Montefore (2020) discuss how when opposing ideas enter an assemblage it is not about
reading the two (or more) concepts against each other, but instead using the opposition and
the tension to generate further potential entanglement (Smith & Monteforte, 2020).
Barad’s (2007) act of intra-action encourages that tension or conflict within assemblages
and thus is an intra-acting potentiality. The negotiation of territories between humans and
non-humans as a complex reorganisation and reterritorialisation (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b) is
a process of intra-action between both collaborative and competitive actors.
Question 4.2 could initiate further research into how competitive and collaborative
forces form between human and non-human actors and potentially develop greater
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knowledge of how communication designers practice design democracy and determine
which actors stay in the narrative of a diverse value-proposition and which don’t. A greater
understanding of how a campaign on regenerative agriculture can intra-weave ‘opposing’ or
collaborative and competitive business practices could assist in encouraging nonregenerative farmers to adopt regenerative farming methods. Also, as the regenerative
agriculture field ranges from non-profit grassroots community gardens through to for-profit
markets, more knowledge on how assemblage analysis methodology can work with
collaborative and competitive agendas could contribute to increased knowledge on how to
communicate diverse value-propositions for both for-profit and non-profit business models,
discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

4.3 Can a study on human emotions, as contextual actors in the
micropolitics of a ‘care-assemblage’, increase knowledge for
changing human behaviour?
In Chapter 2 I briefly outlined how the Sustainability Matrix can be analysed at every
trade juncture of a stakeholder value network, and that communicating the value creation
throughout the full life-cycle of products and services can combat misleading ‘snake oil
messaging’ and invite informed transparent decision-making (Yang et al, 2017). Question 4.3
invites discussion on how human emotions are used to persuade others. In Chapter 2, in a
diagram on the linear narrative arc emotions were seen winding along The hero’s journey. In
new materialist assemblage analysis, however, emotions are viewed as actors inside
rhizomatic narrative-assemblages. Actors, that contribute to the collective affect-relations
of narrative-assemblages (Fox, 2015) and how a campaign unfolds. I provide in this section
an example of a story from the Living Stories research where human emotions were intraacting with other human and non-human actors in a narrative-assemblage and contributing
to a narrative plot trajectory on landcare management.
In Chapter 2 I discussed how ‘snake oil sales’ is a colloquial term used to critique
marketing, advertising and sales messages that are deceptive and/or manipulative. I
described how ‘snake oil’ implies romantic and idealist notions that are woven into market
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communications as hypnotic, seductive and enchanting entertainment that aims to attract
audiences and encourage consumerist behaviour. In the online Cambridge Dictionary (n.d.)
the word ‘romantic’ is defined as “someone who is not practical and has ideas that are not
related to real life,” and “relating to a style of art, music, and literature, popular in Europe in
the late 18th and early 19th centuries, that deals with the beauty of nature and human
emotions (Cambridge Dictionary, n.d.)”. In contemporary marketing in the 21st Century, the
use of romanticism to represent intangible value in promotional communications is popular
in human-centred design. The humanist marketing consultant Tim Leberecht (2015), who is
known for his role of chief marketing officer at the industry recognised design and
innovation consultancy Frog Design in San Francisco, published a book titled The Business
Romantic (Leberecht, 2015). Leberecht is hailed on his website as “… the rare business
leader who understands both tech and enchantment (Lebercht, n.d.)”. Leberecht himself
claims to be a hopeless romantic and that it is love and an emotional connection that people
truly seek (Leberecht, 2015). However, under question 4.3 an investigation into human
emotions as contextual actors in narrative-assemblages could examine how emotional
actors of romanticism can contribute, or lead to, ‘snake oil’ messaging.
Keeping with this romantic tradition in 2018 a campaign on regenerative agriculture
was published on YouTube under the name of What would love do now? The video story is
streaming (at the time of this thesis publication) on a website owned by the landcare
industry partner who participated in the Living Stories project as part of their promotional
material on regenerative agriculture. The video reveals a poetic and heroic list of benefits,
including humane animal welfare, reversing climate change and increasing freshwater cycles
(What would love do now?, 2018). And yet, idealised and romanticised notions of affection
and care are criticised by sustainability experts for increasing manipulation, intensifying the
desire states of consumerism, and reducing informed facts (Scott et al, 2014). In the field of
marketing, romantic idealism is popular in methods of attraction marketing and relationship
building, and a range of other emotions such as fear, anger or guilt are also deemed
effective for persuading human behaviour (Genete, 2020). Future research into how
emotions participate in promotional storytelling utilising new materialist assemblage
analysis could provide a greater understanding of sustainable and transparent
interventionist approaches to motivating human behaviour through marketing.
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An example of how an ‘idealistic’ or ‘romantic’ emotional state influenced the affectrelations in a narrative-assemblage in the Living Stories project was found in phase 2 in the
first storylab meeting. In Chapter 5 under the third theme Living knowledge, I referred to a
story from the fieldwork regarding sustainable risk-taking in business model innovation
through the development of a cropping machine. The farmer who shared this story was also
the author of another that had been on a storyboard on the wall in the first storylab
meeting, this board had read:
“Making the changes can be really hard. There is no guarantee that new methods
are going to work. I’m very passionate and people do get on board but
sometimes it has been very costly. We jumped in and did a complete change of a
system that another family were doing in the Wheatbelt. And, of course, our soils
are different, everything is different, a whole different environment and it really
didn’t work. Looking back, it was a really silly thing to do. It would have been
better if we just tried it on one paddock instead of everything (participant 3,
storyfield).”
In the storylab meeting, one of the participants who read this board asked “[i]s this farmer
naive?” The question prompted a discussion regarding whether this story, which discusses a
‘business failure’, was a good narrative example for promoting regenerative agriculture.
I chose to put it on the wall because it revealed important information about
experimental risk-taking. However, the discussion in the meeting led to whether speaking
openly about failure makes you vulnerable, and whether vulnerability was an effective
emotional state for influential marketing. The other participant in the meeting didn’t find
the story naive or vulnerable, he said:
“She is speaking the truth of their challenge. Is she really vulnerable
(participant 2, storylab 1)?”
For the farmer, it was clear in the interview that managing business risk was important
knowledge to relay. In the second line of the storyboard vignette, she states “I’m very
passionate” and her passion as an emotional actor of ‘care’ in the affect-relations of this
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narrative-assemblage was playing an important role as to how this vignette unfolded; it was
also wearing the blame of her ‘silliness’.
Earlier in the interview, this farmer had shared a personal story about a ‘significant
moment’ which had inspired her to start a path in environmental conservation as a
regenerative farmer. She spoke openly throughout the interview about how her values to
‘care’ about the environment motivated her work. However, like romanticised ideals in
marketing her ‘passion’ was a bit like snake oil, she explained it was not enough to string a
sustainable business model together. This farmer was implying through her story that it
takes many other actors to contribute to a sustainable business model on her farm, such as
all of the workers to be aligned with the vision, understanding the biodiversity of the soil,
and the unique conditions of her farm landscape. From a traditional marketing perspective
using The hero’s journey people are encouraged to tell heroic stories, and romantic tales of
meaning, where the hero overcomes the problem and wins, and financial reward is injected
into the profit sheet, not the loss sheet. By mapping the many actors that contribute to
‘honest’ portrayals of loss and failed experiments a narrative-assemblage such as this can
reveal opportunities, that can lead to important innovation and a greater understanding of
sustainable and transparent value creation.
It takes many actions of farming labour to care for a landscape. Regenerative farming
landcarers are in a relationship with a biodiverse ecological environment where care is
produced through the actions of inter-species farm labour (Haraway, 2016b; Puig de la
Bellacase, 2012; Krzywoszynkska, 2015). Farming activities intra-act with a spectrum of
human emotional states from frustration, fear, joy, grief and/or love (Fox, 2015), to name
just a few. It is not just a romantic notion of a harmonious and beautiful natural world;
rather it is a state of responsible care through intra-action with multiple actors, both human
and non-human, participating in that care. To develop a campaign that motivates humans to
care about the world we live in, with other people, plants, water, animals or through the use
of objects, tools or buildings I turn to Haraway (2016b) who argues that care is a narrative
based on responsibility. She states: “[i]n passion and action, detachment and attachment,
this is what I call cultivating response-ability; that is also collective knowing and doing, an
ecology of practices (Haraway, 2016b, p34)”. Haraway’s argument of response-ability as an
ideology of care requires an ‘interdependency’ and ‘multiplicity of response-ability’
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between human and non-human actors (Haraway, 2008; 2016b; Mendum, 2009). Puig de la
Bellacasa (2012) draws from Haraway’s ideas on interdependency and explains:
Caring is more than an affective-ethical state: it involves material engagement in
labours to sustain interdependent worlds, labours that are often associated with
exploitation and domination. In this sense, the meanings of caring are not
straightforward. Interdependency is not a contract but a condition; even a precondition. For all this, we must be careful not to become nostalgic for an idealised
caring world: caring or being cared for is not necessarily rewarding and
comforting (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2012, p 198-199).
All daily farming activities performed by farmers are participating actors in a careassemblage, with micropolitical affect-relations (Fox & Alldred, 2015a;b; Fox, 2015) and a
shared multispecies response-ability for the care of a diverse habitat (Haraway, 2016b).
Any decisions made by farmers, such as those related to end-of-life of stock animals,
require care practices that can be uncomfortable to perform. Everyday decisions result in
the care of some species but also the death of others. Puig de la Bellacasa (2012) states:
“We cannot possibly care for everything, not everything can count in a world, not everything
is relevant in a world – there is no life without some kind of death (p204)”. Actors in
narrative-assemblages can mutually attract and symbiotically come alive but some actors
will die and/or are intentionally killed off. When the practices of value creation through a
Sustainability Matrix are applied to the value networks of business models, stakeholders
and ethical labelling and communications (Yang et al, 2017) an understanding of the full
spectrum of emotions intra-acting with the network as actors (Fox, 2015) is required when
communicating diverse value-propositions.
Question 4.3, as a research enquiry, could investigate how emotions can motivate
humans to take actions, and how promotional stories about regenerative agriculture could
motivate people to take action on climate change and support a sustainable food industry.
Donna Haraway (2016c) states in Making Kin in the Chthulucene that in the Age of
Anthropocene a new story of survival is needed; one that does not address human survival
as a delusional romantic happy ever after, or an apocalyptic vision (Haraway, 2016c).
Marketing rhetoric that spins narratives of idealised ‘eden’ states of ‘harmony’ can be
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dangerous, because danger, like conflict, and states of ‘wild chaos’ exist, but a fear of the
wild, or the unknown, as a vision of terrifying and destructive climate change, can be too
hard to witness or inspire action. An investigation into the affect-relations that flow
between many diverse actors, could reveal knowledge as to how human emotions act as
‘motivating forces’ in a campaign-storyworld, and could provide in-context promotional
storytelling beyond a ‘persuasion’ and/or ‘push’ model found in traditional advertising and
marketing.
In Chapter 2, I discussed how a hero along the pathway of a narrative arc experiences
an emotional journey in response to the actions and events of the narrative plot. In
rhizomatic assemblages, human emotional states are entangled as actors. Human emotions
are “not simply visceral experiences produced by affect, but also are themselves productive
(Fox, 2015, p305)”. Emotional actors can produce a motivational affect. Further research
using an approach based on assemblage analysis and interdependency and response-ability
of ‘care’ between humans and non-humans (Haraway, 2016b) could break away from the
dependency and control of the master-slave dynamic found in traditional 19th & 20th
Century industrial business models (Wood, 2012). Further research on promotional stories
that exhibit care as contextual rhizomatic emotional relations between humans and nonhumans could reveal understanding of how human emotions influence narrativeassemblages. Where stories of life and death (Haraway, 2016b) could reveal greater
transparent portrayals of the successes and the challenges of practising regenerative
agriculture in climate change conditions.
This concludes the three research questions and the first four sections of this chapter
where I have discussed future potential research related to the Living Stories project and
campaign storytelling on regenerative agriculture. At the beginning of this chapter, under
Section 1, I considered further development of the research-production model if the third
phase, the storynet, was activated and how this could apply to a campaign on a sustainable
food system. I covered in this discussion how rhizomatic narrative-assemblages change the
way that communication design could be actioned. Including how to represent human and
non-human actors as personas, the distribution of intellectual property across multistakeholder assemblages, and how story-assemblages are organised as a market
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communication system. I suggested that a collaborative project with multiple researchers
could be useful for investigating a large-scale campaign-storyworld.
In Section 2, I discussed how the Storyworld Platform could be developed as both a
multi-purpose tool and practice methodology. The Storyworld Platform acts as an active
workspace for developing speculative plots of fiction with real-world data and mapping
narrative-assemblages as visual diagrams. This was followed by Section 3, where I outlined
several limitations identified in the Living Stories project. These included first, a disconnect
between the Sustainability Matrix and the assemblage analysis of human and non-humans
used in Living Stories. I suggested potential research that could examine assemblage
analysis to a greater depth alongside industry-standard sustainability value creation
processes within a full life-cycle network. And investigation into the inclusion of nonhumans in the analysis of social and cultural quadrants of the Sustainability Matrix. Second,
I discussed challenges with managing timelines and budgets if conversational, non-human
inclusive ethnographic methods were used in industry. Third, I briefly discussed that some
people could experience new materialist assemblage approach as de-privileging individual
rights or human desire. I pointed to further research in competitive and collaborative
business models as a potential way to examine this issue.
Section 4 included three research questions related to developing a campaign on
regenerative agriculture using rhizomatic assemblage analysis, that differ from the narrative
approaches of The Hero’s Journey. Under question 4.1 I discussed reducing the use of the
reductive term ‘self-organising’ when referring to ecological diversity in promotional stories
on regenerative agriculture, and instead focusing on how a multiplicity of actors’ co-habit
biodiverse places. Under question 4.2, I probed for further investigation into how
collaborative and competitive forces negotiate territorial boundaries. And how mapping and
interpreting human and non-human territorialisation would provide communication
designers with skills for developing promotional narratives as diverse value-propositions, for
both for-profit business models and non-profit entities. Under question 4.3, I discussed how
Haraway’s (2016b) arguments of interdependency and response-ability on the topic of ‘care’
could be applied to Fox’s (2015) argument on emotions as actors of affect in assemblages. I
posed that an enquiry such as this could provide further insight into how plural human
emotions relate to the everyday practices of landcare, and how the intra-action of response-
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ability and interdependence between humans and non-humans could offer a greater
contextual understanding of human motivation. All three of these questions aimed to
increase knowledge for developing a campaign on regenerative agriculture and working
with rhizomatic storytelling suitable for diverse narratives of biodiversity.

Section 5: Living Stories conclusion
Living Stories is a research project contributing to communication design research that
is de-centering humans. The project was initiated in response to Anthropocentric climate
change and a rise in sustainability communications. The global market is under pressure to
increase sustainability reporting (King, 2020) and communication designers are required to
adapt. New tools, skills and research methods for communicating value based on the
Sustainability Matrix are needed. Living Stories was an experimental narrative enquiry that
investigated how non-humans are participating in the creation of value and how that value
can be recognised and communicated as diverse value-propositions. This approach differs
from the single-minded proposition in brand communication strategy where economic value
is superior and it widens the scope of definition for social and cultural value, to include nonhuman participation, in the Sustainability Matrix.
Living Stories was a practice-based research project for a campaign on regenerative
agriculture in the Great Southern. The project proposed a three-phase research-production
model for developing a campaign that aimed to combine both research and production as
an ongoing process of delivery. The Living Stories case-study used the first two phases of the
model. The research plan used Fox & Alldred’s (2015b) research-assemblage approach. As a
research-assemblage, the Living Stories plan included a range of methods from design
anthropology, including conversational ethnographic field interviews, photographic studies,
participatory design, storyboards and free-association speculative storytelling. The data
gained from these methods was analysed using philosophy from multispecies and new
materialism theories. The analysis was conducted with Fox & Alldred’s (2015b) assemblage
analysis to examine how non-humans participated in the micropolitical worlds that emerged
in human-told stories. And how the relationship between humans and non-humans
contributed to diverse value forming in the narrative plot.
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Throughout Living Stories, I developed several experimental storytelling tools and
methods that include the storytelling dice and the Storyworld Platform. The dice assisted in
facilitating free-association storytelling which aimed to reveal potential creative material for
a campaign. Non-human representation in these stories was analysed. The Storyworld
Platform was a physical workspace in a design lab where potential campaign stories were
examined as an ongoing story. Methods such as collaging and creative storytelling were
used on the platform to develop potential campaign concepts using data from the research.
The narrative data of both imaginative creative material and narrative from ‘realist’
narration captured in the two phases of research were investigated. By applying Fox &
Alldred’s (2015b) assemblage analysis in the Living Stories project I aimed to develop an
approach to mapping and visually diagramming narrative-assemblages with the aim of
developing relevant campaign material. And identifying diverse value-propositions suitable
for a campaign with a sustainability ethos.
At the close of the Living Stories research project, I had developed a campaign
storyworld-assemblage with potential material for developing a campaign on the topic of
regenerative agriculture in the Great Southern. The storyworld consisted of eight campaign
themes and I provided examples of vignettes from the themed research data and how they
formed as narrative-assemblages. I identified diverse value in each by using Fox & Alldred’s
(2015b) assemblage analysis. In the eight themes of the campaign, the farmers revealed
they co-habited the land with other species, and they engaged in a non-verbal dialogue with
non-human others through experiential farming practices. Using the campaign-storyworld I
examined how non-linear rhizomatic approaches to storytelling could be developed using
the campaign-storyworld.
In this final chapter, I proposed that a collaborative project with multiple researchers,
designers and/or storytellers could be effective in examining and producing a campaign on a
sustainable food industry using all three phases of the research-production model. I also
suggested future research could implement a greater bridge between assemblage analysis
on the relations between humans and non-humans, and the Sustainability Matrix, to
develop a streamlined industry-friendly methodology. Further research on how
collaborative and competitive forces contribute to diverse value-propositions could ease
some of the complexity of defining value in for-profit and/or non-profit contexts. This
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approach could also alleviate concerns that a sustainability or collaborative approach
threatens the privileges that individualism and capitalism offer. Living Stories examined
rhizomatic storytelling that diversifies The hero’s journey and discussed how rhizomatic
story patterns can contextualise an emotional experience and tackle the slippery ‘snake oil’
of promotional stories. To aid in producing stories with transparency that can assist in
promoting trust-relations in the promotional stories we encounter.
Through the Living Stories project, as a design anthropologist, I was able to extend my
knowledge, tools and skills to include non-humans in a pragmatic way. This project has
changed my storytelling and communication design practice. It has taught me to pay
attention to the ‘places’, ‘materials’ and ‘other species’ in the stories I hear and not just
focus in on the human needs. Every day information pertaining to non-humans that I may
have previously ignored prior to this project is now in my lexicon. Living Stories has helped
me to navigate some of the ‘snake oil’ and ‘magical thinking’ of the industry I work in and
hopefully offers a few breadcrumbs to help find a pathway as we, as multi-species, live with
the climate change conditions that are now upon us.
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